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PREFACE

This manual is designed primarily for use by educators (teachers, supervisors,

researchers) interested in classroom interaction or an observational system

such as Interaction Analysis. The content is arranged to parallel the Interac-

tion Analysis categories of verbal behavior. In addition, the nonverbal obser-

vational system is able to accommodate the thirty expanded Interaction An-
alysis categories as well as many other observational instruments.

For the educator interested only in studying nonverbal behavior these mater-
ials may be used independently of verbal observation. Hopefully, these ma-
terials will help develop an awareness of nonverbal behavior that is both
complementary to and independent of the verbal realm.

A recent combination of the Interaction Analysis and Microteaching teacher-
training techniques prompted the need for classifying nonverbal behaviors,
accessible via videotape, in a similar manner to classifying verbal behaviors

accessible via audiotape. Presumably, inconsistencies between the two behav-
ioral dimensions could be identified during taped replay.

Interaction Analysis helps the teacher become more aware of classroom inter

action by objectively describing his verbal behavior and the verbal behaviors
of his students. These materials extend such awarenesses by analyzing non-
verbal components of verbal behaviors. Secondly, Nonverbal Interaction An-
alysis identifies several other dimensions of the teacher's role that influence
he classroom climate and interaction.



CHAPTER I

FOUR NONVERBAL DIMENSIONS OF THE CLASSROOM

This manual has two purposes:

I. To enable the teacher to identify nonverbal components of behavior and understand
the influence of these components on the verbal teacher-pupil interaction.

2. To identify dimensions other than behavioral of the teacher's rule as classroom lead-
er and the influence of these dimensions on the classroom climate and interaction.

Educators agree that a teachers' verbal behavior is an important factor in determining both
the level and amount of student participation. as well as the socio-einotional climate of the
classroom. The teacher's ability to regulate his verbal behaviors in accord with learning goals
depends greatly upon his awareness of his behavior and the clarity of his goals. Teachers
have been trained through various methods to become more aware of the.- behavior ...td its
influence on the teaching situation. One of the most satisfactory methods has been to help
teachers analyze this relationship by objectively describing their own behaviors and the con-
sequences of these behaviors by objectively describing the resulting student behaviors. The
objectivity offered by various .;ategory systems has been extremely useful in identifying this
teacher-pupil interaction.

This awareness of verbal behaviors can be expanded to include the nonverbal dimensions of
the teaching situation. This awareness includes several other than immediate behavioral di-
mer sions of the teacher's role in the classroom. Helping teachers recognize the influence of
the classroom setting, the importance of selecting and presenting materials, and the impact
of nonverbal behavior arc the goals of Nonverbal Interaction Analysis.

THE IMPORTANCE OF OBSERVING NONVERBAL BEHAVIOR IN THE CLASSROOM

Recent emphasis on nonverbal communication has produced a great demand for tools or
techniques that identify its effect on the interaction in the classroom. A number of category
systems have been developed that identify the verbal interactions. However, thus; far, no sys-
tem has been developed that objectively classifies nonverbal teacher and/or pupil behaviors.
Hopefully, a teacher will be able to understand their importance and be able to analyze
and/or modify his behaviors accordingly.

Interaction Analysis allows a teacher to identify his behavioral objectives in terms of those
categories of verbal behavior sees as important in accomplishing a teaching goal. Nonver-
bal communication can be an important factor in accomplishing the teacher's behavioral ob-
jectives. For example. if the teacher wishes to accept student ideas (Interaction Analysis
Category 3), he will necessarily be concerned with his verbal behaviors. In addition, there are
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certain nonverbal aspects of the teaching role that he may wish to consider. These' consider-
ations include the way in which the teacher displays or noiwerbally accepts such student
contributions as written essays, art creations, etc. Similarly.. if the teacher intends to praise
or encourage student participation (Category No. 2), he may find certain nonverbal behaviors,.
such as frowning or shaking his head, to be detrimental in acLoinplishing this objective.

If the teacher wishes to promote a student-to-student discussion-type activity, certain dimen-
sions of his role as classroom organizer may be considered. Among these considerations are
the type of seating arrangement, his own role in the activity (leader; evaluator, participant,
reactor). The teacher's selection of materials is important in planning and promoting certain
activities, such as art and science, home economics, etc. Audiovisual aids can provide' moti-
vational (Expanded Interaction Analysis Category No. 5m) or informational (Expanded In-
teraction Analysis Category No. 5f) functions. A complete description of these nonverkl
aspects of the teacher's role follows.

FOUR NONVERBAL DIMENSIONS OF THE TEACHER'S BEHAVIOR

The following four aspects of the classroom comprise certain "nonverbal" factors that affect
the teacher-pupil interaction in the classroom. These four dimensions are important in ob-
serving and describing the total teaching-learning situation. Each of the four dimensions con-
tains certain observable items that provide clues or cues to their communie.ations function.

The first and second dimensions are concerned with the classroom setting. The physical ar-
rangement of such items as desks, tables, chalkboards (Dimension I) aid the presence of cer-
tain materials and supplies (Dimension II) provide clues to the type of interaction that might
occur prior to the arrival of the teacher and pupils. These two dimensions might be analogous
to the scenery and programs provided for the audience prior to the actor's entrance onstage..

The third and fourth dimensions are concerned with the classroom behavior. The nonverbal
behaviors (Dimension III) and the activitie, (Dimensior IV) provide cues to the verbal com-
munication. These two dimensions might be analogot s to the audience observing a panto-
mime and synthesizing the actions into a meaningful description. The clues and cues afforded
by these dimensions are only thatcues or clues.

The items found in each of the four dimr.is:ons are smabols that are categorized according
to the ten categories of Interaction Analysis. In certain appropriate instances the items are
categorized according to the expanded categories of interaction Analysis. This procedure
thus provides the observer with a ready-made coding system by which he may note the non-
verbal dimensions of the classroomits interaction and arrangement. Such rotations may
identify discrepancies between the teacher's stated behavioral objectives an i the actual be-
havioral interaction. Comparisons between verbal and nonverbal data reveal > ,consistent be-
haviors.
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Dimensions I and II include items that provide clues to the future interaction and types of
activities that are likely to occur in a particular setting. Such setting clues may indicate
grade level, class size, type of lesson, subject matter, certain affective/cognitive aspects

Dimensions III and IV include items that provide cues about the present interaction and
types of activities that are occurring. Such action cues may indicate teaching styles, class-
room climate, the teacher's and/or pupils' interests.

DIMENSION I - ROOM ARRANGEMENT

This dimension is concerned with the physical arrangement of the room and its contents.
The placement of the following items on the observation form provides clues to their func-
tions

Desks (Teacher's, pupils'): Location,
Content

** Chalkboards, bulletin boards: Location,
Content

*** Tables, chairs, shelves: Location,
Content

DIMENSION II - MATERIALS

This dimension is concerned with the availability of various types of teaching aids. Such
items provide clues to the activities that will occur.

Printed items: Textbooks, teachers' manuals, lesson plans, ency-
clopedias, workbooks, dictionaries, library and
resource books, magazines, newspapers

t4 Audiovisual aids: Pictures, filmstrips, televised programs, charts,
maps, chalkboard

ir 4,* Special supplies: Objects, machinery, manipulative equipment,
creative instruments, tools, supplies

DIMENSION III - NONVERBAL BEHAVIORS

This dimension is concerned with the use of nonverbal behavior to replace or accompany ver-
bal communication. By comparing the nonverbal with the speaker's verbal behavior, incon-
sistencies may be identified.

* Gestures
*4 Facial expressions, vocal expressiveness

*** Position, physical movement, posture
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DIMENSION IV - ACTIVITIES

This dimension is a combination of the previous dimensions. It is concerned with the use of
materials in conjunction with nonverbal behaviors. The following items 2pclude both teacher
and pupil activities.

TEACHER ACTIVITIES

* READS - Uses printed materials.

X*

***

Refers to lecture notes, cites re-
sources, announces schedules,
assignments, reads test items,
questions

WRITES - Presents information,
directions, questions at chalk-
board; corrects tests, checks
notebooks; re:ords grades

DEMONSTRATES - Uses spe-
cial supplies.

Shows function of equipment;
use of supplies, tools; illustrates
skills, techniques.

PUPIL ACTIVITIES

* READS - Uses printed materials.

**

***

Reads (aloud, silently) from
printed source; refers to same.

WRITES - Takes notes on teach-
er's lecture; copies chalkboard
information; completes tests,
checks homework, creative wri-
ting assignments

DEMONSTRATES - Uses spe-
cial supplies.

Duplicates teacher's demon-
stration of equipment; contri-
butes creative explanation or
novel use of supplies, construct
models; presents, performs for
entire class, audience; also stu-
dent debates, panels.
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CHAPTER II

SYMBOLS USED TO REPRESENT THE FOUR NONVERBAL DIMENSIONS

Chapter I explained the iation.ilc for developing the four nonverbal dimensions of the teach-
er's role.

Chapter H presents the items in each dimension as identified by the symbols utilized in the
classroom observation. The function of the symbols is similar to the category numbers in
Interaction Analysis, which identify verbal behaviors. There are a total of 15 symbols for all
the four nonverbal dimensions. These symbols are pictorial coding devices that provide a
quick means of identifying and coding certain "other than strictly verbal" dimensions of the
classroom.

The first part of this chapter presents the symbols used prior to observing the classroom in-
teraction (Dimensions I, II). The second part presents the symbols used during observation
of the classroom interaction.

The symbols , rc presented in order of their use during an observational session. This se-
quence follows Dimensions I - IV.

INFORMATION COLLECTED PRIOR TO OBSERVING THE CLASSROOM
INTERACTION

Certain clues to the type of teaching style, interaction, activity, may be identified by observ-
ing the physical arrangement of classroom and the types of materials that are present.
These data are recorded prior to bserving the actual teacher-pupil interaction. The primary
purpose is to describe certain physical aspects of the classroom and its contents (furnishings
and learning materials).

The following two dimensions are noted prior to observing the interaction. Tiles. data (Di-
mensions I and II) are entered on the cover of the observation form. For an example see
Page 107.

DIMENSION I - SYMBOLS USED TO REPRESENT
THE PHYSICAL ARRANGEMENT OF THE CLASSROOM

The following symbols represent the items that affect the teacher's role as classroom organ-
izer. The three asterisks (*, **, * ) refer to the three different groups of items that consti-
tute the furniture contents.
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* Desks

is the symbol used to represent the teacher's desk: a smaller symbol
may be used to represent the pupils' desks.

** Chalkboards, bulletin boards

* **

is the symbol used to r;:,=resent a chalkboard.

is the symbol used to represent a bulletin board.

Tables, chairs, shelves

is tilt. symbol used to represent tables or work space areas.

1:;1/4
is the symbol used to represent groupings of chairs or special seating
arrangements for reading or discussion groups.

fElis the symbol used to represent storage areas, such as shelves, display
cases or cabinets.

In addition to this initial description, rearrangements in seating or furriture groupings are
noted if and when they occur during obseiv4tion. Such rearrangements might be characteris-
tic of special subjects or avities., Because they usually affect the sty 'c of interaction, a
second observation form ...ay be required.

DIMENSION II - SYMBOLS USED TO REPRESENT
MAT';;RIALS AND SUPPt,IES

The symbols used in Dimension II are similar to the first Dimension. They are entered on
the cover of the observation form prior to observing the interaction. The purpose is , note
the presence of curriculum materials and special equipment. (For an example, sec Page 107.)
Such identifications provide clues to the type of interaction or the activities that might oc-
cur. In addition to this initial recording, the presence of the materials items are noted during
interaction.

The three asterisks ( *, **, ***) refer to the three different groups of items that constitute
teaching materials.

* Printed items

is the symbol used to represent any type of two-dimens.onal printed
material, such as a teacher's manual, textbook, workbook, resource,. ref-
erence took, newspaper, magazine, etc.



** Audiovisual aids

LJ
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is the symbol used to represent a chalkboard. (It is recorded during in-
teraction and is the same symbol found in D;mension I.)

is the symbol used to represent one-dimensional materials, such as maps,
graphs, charts, tables, pictures. (It is recorded during interaction and is
the symbol used to represent a bulletin board in Dimension I.)

The following three-dimensional items are used for more specific purposesspecial subjects
or activities. They are less c om mon than the previous two groups of items.

*** Special items (objects, equipment, supplies)

O is the symbol used to represent nonmechanical objects, such as models,
globes, toys: special interest items. such as statues, cultural relics. etc.
These items are end products of value in themselves and do not function
for the purpose of producing something as do the following items.

is the symbol used to represent such machinery or equipment as type
writers, sewing machines, physical education equipment. The function
of these items is to create a product or perform an operation.

is the symbol used to represent manipulative supplies, such as industrial
arts tools, arts and crafts supplies, home economics items, musical in-
struments, other supplies required for performing an individualize,{ task.

By combining a Dimension I or a Dimension II symbol with an Interaction Analysis category
number, the contents of furniture and material items may be identified. (See Appendix A
for Interaction Analysis categories.)

represents a chalkboard containing lecture-type information.

=1 represents a chalkboard containing directions or instructions.

represents a bulletin board containing student-created materials, posters,
etc.

elrepresents a printed item containing cognitive -natter, such as subject
matter texts, reference books.

represents a student-written item containing predictable matter, such as
homework assignments, written responses to questions.
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The following examples more precisely identify type ..:id contents of each item by combin-
ing a Dimension I or Dimension II symbol with an expanded Interaction Analysis category
number plus code Etter. ;See Appendix B for Expanded Interaction Analysis categories.)

IA

c)
v

F-3---ii

v

represents a chalkboard containing an orientational -type of cognitive
material, such as schedules, introductory information.

represents a poster containing managerial directions, such as rules for
dismissal, duties, room chores.

represents a workbook containing convergent- type questions, such as
math computations, compare- contrast questions.

re :resents a quiz containing solicited written factual responses by s,..
dents, such as spelling words, formulae, other memorized information.

represents a bulletin board containing student- initiated contributions
(nonassigned, voluntary), displays arranged by students.

represents a bulletin board containing evaluated ;tudent contributions
that are personally pleasing to the teacher such as "pretty" art work,
examples of "neat" penmanship papers, best poems.

represents a bulletin board containing nonevaluated student contribu-
tions that are acknowledged and arranged but not judged by the teacher,
such as randomly selected art work, notebooks, essays.

represents a printed item containing cognitively oriented directions, such
as an instruction manual, recipe book, details for dressmaking.

represents a printed item containing factual questions and space for stu-
dents to write factual responses, such as workbooks, objective-type tests
and quizzes.

DIMENSIONS I AND H
TYPE AND FUNCTION OF ITEMS IDENTIFIED BY
COMBINING DIMENSIONS I AND II SYMBOLS, PLUS
INTERACTION ANALYSIS CATEGORY NUMBER

Combinations of Dimensions I and II symbols may further identify the contents and :unc-
tions of the items. The complexity of such data depends upon the subject matter, the teach-
er's objectives, and the discretion of the observer. For example, the contents of a bookshelf
may or may not be of importance to the observational description. However, if the observer
wishes to note that the contents of a bookshelf consist of factual printed materials, he will
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need the following combination of code components: The symbols that identify the book-
shelf and the type of materials plus an Interaction Analysis category number. The bookshel `,"
symbol is recorded first, the printed material symbol is recorded next, and the category num-
ber is enclosed within this symbol identifying the contents of the printed material.

represents a group of chairs, the function of which is speculated to be
cognitive since the following items may be found in close proximity:
easel containing teacher's diagrams, student notebooks containing simi-
lady copied diagrams.

represents a table, the function of which is speculated to be student-cen-
tered or nonteacher directed, since the following items may be found in
the same location: scissors,. paste, a diverse representation of student
artistic creations.

represents a cabinet containing equipment and books. The function of
these items is speculated to be instructional, since die printed materials
contain cognitive directions (may be instructions for operating equip-
ment).

represents shelves containing student-volunteered objects (handmade
contributions) and motivational readi items and comics and
picture books). The function of these items is speculated to be for "free
time" or "enjoyment" purposes, since the contents are obviously not
cognitively oriented and are selected on the basis of their appeal to the
students.

INFORMATION COLLECTED DURING OBSERVATION OF CLASSROOM
INTERACTION

Just as Dimensions I and II offered clues to the interaction that is likely to occur, Dimension
III identifies nonverbal behaviors that offer cues to the verbal interaction occurring. The
data collected by the third and fourth dimensions are sequentially recorded during interac-
tion and identify flexible classroom dimensions. The purposes of these symbols are multiple.
Besides pictorially representing the nonverbal behaviors, the di., dimension identifies these
nonverbal gestures and expressions as being either congruous or incongruous with the verbal
behaviors. Besides pictorially representing learning aids (Dimension II), the fourth dimension
identifies their use as either acccmpanying or as replacing a verbal behavior. Besides pictori-
ally representing individually categories of behavior, sequential recording identifies the time
sequence relationship of interaction and the context in which it occurs. Data for the follow-
ing two dimensions, plus the Dimension II items, are noted during observation and are en-
tered on the inside of the observation form. A complete description of observational record-
ing procedures is found in Chapter IV.
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DIMENSION Ili - SYMBOLS USED TO REPRESENT
THE NONVERBAL BEHAVIORS

The following symbols represent the nonverbal dimension of the teacher's behavioral role.
The three asterisks 4 4 , ) refer to the three different groups of items constituting non-
verbal behavior.

How consistent are verbal and nonverbal behaviors? How much information may be recorded
by strictly visual cues? The first question necessitates collecting both verbal and nonverbal
data, and the second necessitates isolated conditions for the collection of strictly nonverbal
data. Chapter IV explains these methods.

You are already familiar with the procedure of combining a Nonverbal Interaction Analysis
symbol with an Interaction Analysis category number. Examples of such combinations fol-
low each group of symbols.

* Gestures

is the symbol used to represent movements or maripulations of the
hand.

The following examples of combined code components identify the function of a
gesture.

HLOH

(OH

represents use of hands to comfort, relay such feelings as sympathy,
tenderness

represents use of hands to compliment, praise, show affection, approval,
by applauding, slapping on back, hand shaking, waving, etc.

represents use of hands to acknowledge student's contributions, ideas,
by pointing to, holding up concrete contribution, gesturing toward.

represents use of hands to give directions, such as pointing toward, di-
recting movement, indicating next speaker.

represents use of hands in a critical manner such as shaking fist, physical
contact such as slapping, restraining pupil's movements.

6
hand to attract teacher's attention, interrupting

represents pupil's use of hands, such as raising hand to respond to a
I question

represents pupil's use of hands to initiate contact such as holding up
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** Expressions (facial, voice)

0%ma*

is the symbol used to represent the facial expressions utilizing ( . ) the
eyes, ( ...... ) the mouth.

The following examples of combined code components identify the content of the
facial expression:

represents the use of the eyes to communicate acceptance of feelings: tol express empathy, understanding, sympathy; to communicate listening
with attention, interest, and concentration.

r
® ,

1

®,

1

0
1

i

represents the use of the mouth to communicate praise; to express ap-
proval, liking, friendship, pleasure, joy.

represents the use of the eyes to communicate acceptance of ideas; to
communicate listening with interest, acknowledgment of a student's ver-
bal contribution; glances directed toward a student's concrete contribu-
tion.

represents use of the head to solicit student response, such as nodding
head toward student to indicate an answer is expected,

represents use of mouth to communicate criticism, disapproval, such as
frowning, pouting, sneering; blank face communicates turning away, ig-
noring

represents use of head by a student to respond, such as nodding "yes,"
shaking head "no," in answer to a narrow question

represents use of mouth for student-initiated expression, such as fear,
anger, gasp of surprise

represents use of mouth to indicate cause of confusion, such as an abun-
dance of chatter, verbal commotion

Although 10c usually represents verbal confusion, such as is caused by
excessive noise, this category has been extended to include quiet confu-
sion, as identified by facial expressions of perplexity, inability to attend
to the lecture. Included are such signs of inattention as looking away,
looking around, wrinkling forehead, raising eyebrows.

is the symbol used to represent inflections, intonations (verbal), incon-
sistencies between the verbal content and the voice. The words "Oh,
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8 question; in response to a direction; to recite.

as to administer punishment, register disapproval.

represents a teacher moving toward a student in a critical manner, such

represents a student moving to the front of the room to respond to a

represents a student approaching a teacher to initiate contact or moving

movement in lining up for recess; dismissal; regrouping.

toward front of room to demonstrate an original or creative idea.

represents movement indicating commotion or confusion, such as mass

12

that's a fine job" may appear to communicate praise. However, certain
i2(7v.) sarcastic voice intonations may communicate criticism. Since the voice

is actually part of the verbal communication, in such instances the ob
server records the verbal symbol alongside the verbal category number.
A detailed explanation is given in Chapter IV.

*** Position, physical movement, posture

is the symbol used to represent position. It indicates motionless stability
in one location for an extended period of time. It usually indicates anX activity in which a single individual is in a central position performing
for an "audience." Such examples include lectures, demonstrations,tests, etc.

is the symbol used to represent movement. It indicates motion or a
change in position.; The position changes may refer to several individ-
uals, such as a number of students leaving their desks to go to the chalk-
board; a mass movement, suet as the entire class regrouping themselves
for an activity; or a single individual changing positions, such as the
teacher moving about the room to assist students.

frepresents a teacher moving toward a student to acknowledge an emo-1_1_1 tion, such as to comfort, express sympathy, understanding.

represents the teacher's use of movement toward student to express
approval, give praise.

represents a teacher moving toward a student to assist them with a cog-, 5 nitive task, such as to answer questions, supply information.

6
represents the teacher's use of movement to provide directions, such as
demonstrating physical motions to be duplicated.

t
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DIMENSION IV - THE USE OF SYMBOLS
TO REPRESENT ACTIVITIES

Note that the wording of the title of this section has been slightly altered. Each of the pre-
vious three sections, Dimensions I, II and III, has presented a different set of symbols used
to recor.-I the items found in that dimension. Dimension IV utilizes combinations of these
symbols to represent the last nonverbal dimension of the teacher's role in the cla.;sroom.
This is the most complex of the four dimensions, since it incorporates all the other items.
Thus, it is also the most complex dimension to observe arid record.

The three asterisks (*. **, ***) identify the three groups of teacher and student activities
that constitute Dimension IV.

* Reads Uses printed or audiovisual materials

**

This use may be verbal or nonverbal and includes reading, quoting, pointing to, re-
ferring to or using as a replacement for verbal behavior any of the two-dimensional
printed or audiovisual materials included in Dimension II.

The following examples identify the verbal use of an item by recording a Dimen-
sion II symbol, plus an Interaction Analysis category number, or the nonverbal use
of an item by recording a Dimension II symbol, plus a Dimension III symbol.

For verbal use of printed items, record a category of verbal behavior, plus a mater-
ial symbol.

represents the verbal use of a book during lecture.

41__L[pi represents the verbal use of an audiovisual aid to ask questions.

f I represents a student's verbal use of a printed item to respond.

For nonverbal use of printed items, record a gesture symbol plus a material symbol.

represents the use of a gesture to hold a book,

represents the use of a gesture to hold, point toward an audiovisual aid.

41 represents the use of a book to replace verbal lecture.

Writes

Writing may be used to replace verbal behavior. It includes all such instances of
teacher writing as presenting information at the chalkboard, grading student work;
all such instances of student writing as taking notes during lecture, copying infor-
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mation from the chalkboard, writing assignments, answering written test questions.
Nonverbal writing is identified by recording a gesture symbol, plus a supply symbol.

6-6
is the combination of symbols used to identify a writing activity. The
source and content of the writing may be identified by additional com-
binations.

The following examples identify the source of the writing activity by combining
the above symbol with a Dimension II symbol. The content of the writing activity
is identified by combining the above symbol with an Interaction Analysis category
number.

represents writing at the chalkboard (source).

()M. represents writing information (content) at the chalkboard (source).

_ffii represents writing in a book (source).

represents writing answers (content) in a book (source).

*** Demonstrates

Demonstrations may be used to replace verbal presentations and include all in-
stances in which teacher and/or students manipulate special supply items such as
machines, equipment; also illustrate techniques or physical movements.

Several combinations of symbols identify these activities. Each includes the use
of a gesture, plus a three-dimensional material, or the use of a physical movement.

i

jal_i is the combination of symbols that identifies handling an object.

1 is the combination of symbols that identifies using a mechanical item.e4,

i is the combination of symbols that identifies manipulating tools, supplies.

The following examples identify the function of the demonstration by combining
the above symbols with an Interaction Analysis category number.

represents the handling of an object to present information (function).

represents the use of equipment to provide directions (function),

represents the creative manipulation (function) of tools by a student.
if

Reading, writing, and demonstrating are three distinctly different "actions," which can be
easily identified by the observer. One of the purposes for developing these activities is to en-
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large the teacher's communication repertoire beyond the use of verbal behaviors. This was
done by developing three nonverbal interaction "modes" that utilize the basic ten teacher-
pupil behaviors. For example, the most common category of classroom vet bal behavior is
lecture (Interaction Analysis Category No. 5). However, there is a variety of ways in which
cognitive content can be presented other than by the teacher's -lking. The following activi-
ties increase the level of pupil participation. They require that the pupils use additional
senses (other than hearing) or that the pupils become actively involved.

The following four examples describe activities based on certain observable behaviors and/or
the use of certain materials. Each of the situations provides a visual glimpse into a classroom.
Each contains certain cues that indicate that the activity involves the presentation of cogni-
tive content. Therefore, the observer identifies the content of the activity as Category No. 5.
The cues provided by each of the dimensions are marked. The following key identifies the
cues provided by each dimension. Try to record the appropriate code.

Dimension II Materials are identified by an "underlined" word.

Dimension III - Nonverbal behaviors .,re identified by an "i'alicized" word.

Dimension IV - Actions describing the manner in which the material is being used
are identified by an "asterisk."

1. The teacher is employing a gesture to *write information at the chalkboard.

Code:

2. The teacher is employing a gesture to *demonstrate the use of a bongo drum.

Code:

3. A film strip is being used to *replace the teacher's lecture on South Africa.

Code:

4. A student is holding and silently reading a reference book about South Africa.

Code:

Completed Codes:

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 [73
No. 4
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Note that none of the four situations require verbal behavior.

One of the purposes of the four dimensions is to provide a tool teachers may use to develop
new teaching strategies. By replacing verbal behaviors with a systematic, planned nonverbal
means of communication, the classroom interaction may become more varied, and the learn-ing climate may become more stimulating.

The next chapter describes how the seven teacher behaviors and the two student behaviorsas developed by Interaction Analysis arc applicable to Nonverbal Interaction Analysis. Eachverbal behavior category contains some distinctly nonverbal elements.
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CHAPTER III

NONVERBAL DIMENSIONS OF EACH
VERBAL BEHAVIOR CATEGORY

Chapter I contained the rationale for developing a nonverbal observational system and its
relationship to Interaction Analysis.

Chapter II expanded the teacher's role beyond the verbal to include foul nonverbal dimen-
sions of classroom behavior. The items and symbols composing each dimension were also
presented.

Chapter III is arranged in seven sections to accommodate the interaction Analysis categories
of teacher-pupil verbal behavior. All four nonverbal dimensions are included for each of the
seven verbal categories. The Interaction Analysis categories of verbal classroom behavior are
identified by their nonverbal components. Also, identifications of the expanded Interaction
Analysis categories of behavior are made when appropriate.

Prior to observation visual chtes offered by the arrangement of the classroom and the pres-
ence of certain materials (Dimensions I, II) may indicate the types of teacher -pupil behaviors
that are likely to occur. For example: An auditorium with a podium, a screen, and micro-
phone on stage may indicate lecture. ((Interaction Analysis Category No. 5)

During observation visual cues offered by the teacher's position, gestures, use of material
may indicate a certain categoly of verbal behavior. For example: The teacher writing facts
at the chalkboard or quoting from a resource book may indicate lecture. Such clues and cues
are indicators of verbal lecture behaviors. They are found in the first section, Category No. 5.

Each of the sections briefly describes the Interaction Analysis category of verbal behavior
and includes references to the expanded Interaction Analysis categories. This introduction
is followed by the nonverbal items in Dimensions I-IV as identified for that particular cate-
gory of verbal behavior.

The categories are presented in order of the frequency with which the verbal behaviors occur
in the average classroom. The sections appear in the following order:

Lecture Category 5
Questions and Answers Category 4, 8, 9
Directions Category 6
Evaluation (Praise and Criticism) Category 2 and 7
Acceptance of student ideas and student-initiated talk Category 3, 9
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Acceptance of student feelings
Silence and Confusion

Category 1
Category 10

Each of the sections is focused on a category of teacher behavior; the two categories of stu-
dent behavior are combined therein.
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LECTURE (Category No. 5)

Presentation of information is easy to identify, as this behavior invariably involves only the
teacher. However, information may be presented by an outside resource person, the pupils i

in the class, or by a variety of media methods. Lecture and other content-oriented activities
may be inferred by room arrangement clues (Dimension I) and the presence of certain curric-
ulum materials (Dimension II). The importance of nonverbal behaviors is minimized for this
category (Dimension III).

Dimension IV consists predominantly of teacher activities, since there is a minimum of teach-
er-pupil interdependency or interaction. Pupil behaviors that offer cues to lecture activities
are included. The majority of activities are cognitive. Content-oriented materials may be
used either to present or locate information. Variations of lecture activities include the four
subcategories as defined by the expanded categories of Interaction Analysis:

5m Motivational lecture
5o Orientational lecture
5f Factual lecture
5p Personal lecture

(See Appendix for detailed description.)

DIMENSION I - ROOM ARRANGEMENT - Lecture (Category No. 5)

* Seating

Function: Permit audience visual, auditory access to lecture presentation.

Types: Classrooms with conventional rows of stationary desks
Auditoriums, stages
Lecture halls

Television monitored classrooms

Contents: Various means of presenting lecture, such as microphones, screens, tele-
vision, audio equipment (See Dimension II for details.)

** Chalkboards, bulletin boards

Function: Provide space for presenting (writing, exhibiting) curriculum-oriented con-
tent.
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Contents: Written Exhibited

5f Facts, formulae, diagrams. 51 Charts, graphs, news
definitions clippings

5o Outlines, schedules 5m Pictures, illustrations

May include content-related student work, such as assigned reports,
notebooks.

*** Table., Chairs, Shelves

Function: Provide space; materials for
a.. Displays
b. Work groups, such as reading, math
c. Demonstrations
d. Reference work, individual research assignments

Contents a.

b.

c.

d

Displays of objects related to subject matter

Shelves contain textbooks, cognitive printed materials

Cabinet contains equipment, supplies

Resource encyclopedias, atlases, almanacs found in reading
corner

Special arrangements include language laboratories, industrial arts, and
home economics class provisions. (See Dimension II for additional items.)

DIMENSION II - MATERIALS - Lecture (Category No. 5)

* Printed Items

Function: Cognitively oriented to provide a source of content for individual curricu-
lar activities; a supplement to content for group-focused activities.

Types: Motivational (5m)
Texts with colorful illustrations, exciting content, magazines,
picture books, interesting library books, comic classics

Orientational (50)
Teacher manuals, guidebooks, mimeographed copies of sylla-
buses, course requirements, schedules, previews, reviews, study
guides
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Factual (5f)
Student texts, teacher's manuals, newspPpers, aliTicindt.s, resource
books, encyclopedias, dictionaries, atlases, mimeographed copies
of maps, graphs, charts

Personal (5p)
Teacher developed lecture notes, mimeographed copies of per-
sonal course requirements, personal specifications for work

** Audiovisual Aids

Function: Similar to Printed items (*above). Most frequently utilized in group-fo-
cused activities either to supplement or replace teacher's lecture.

Types: Supplementary items

Slides
Pictures, illustrations
Maps, globes
Graphs, -harts, tables

*** Special Items

Function:

Types:

Source items (Replace)

Filmstrips
Movies

Video-audiotape presentations
Records

a. May be motivational supplements to lecture.
b. Integral to lecture, indispensable.
c. Used for illustrating skills or producing an iteni.

a.

b.

Nonmechanical objects that supplement the focus
of the lecture. Embody and clarify the lecture. In-
cludes models, examples of finished products, art
c'-jects, relics.

Mechanical items (instruments or equipment), the
operation (use) of which is the objective of the lec-
ture. Includes equipment, machinery used in pro-
duction, such as sewing machines, dr.il presses, other
home economics, industrial or arts equipment.
Skills include driving cars, playing musical instru-
ments, operating physical educational equipment;
also science, biology, language lab teaching machines
of Skinner or Pressv type; individually operated
reading pacers, viewing and listening equipment for
slides, records, language lab equipment.

1
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DIMENSION III - NONVERBAL BEHAVIOR - Lecture (Category No. 5)

* Gestures

Function: Used in presenting content: may be purpoA:ly ininimizedhands folded, at
sides, behind back.

**

Examples: Holds book, points to chart, map, object; used to write, demonstrate; ex-
pressive, evocative gestures, includes motioning toward self when express-
ing personal opinions.

Expressions (facial, verbal)

Function: a. Facial, verbal expressions concerned with presentation of content
b. Sequence identifies teacher as active, students as receptive

Examples: a. Glances, looks at. toward audiovisual aids; reads, refers to
printed items: may view audience periodically to receive
feedback, acknowledge students' requests for information;
expressive behaviors used to motivate, emphasize. vary pace
(Expanded Category 5m).

b. 1) 5-5-5-5 sequer-. indicates steady, uninterrupted teacher
presentation.

2) 5-5-9-5 sequence indicates student-initiated interruption
(possibly as a request for information).

3) 5-5-10-5 sequence indicates pause; may provide empha-
sis, allow students to take notes.

*** Position, Movement, Posture

Function: a. To grant the source of information a central position, per-
mitting audience to focus on presentation

b. To permit teacher to move to or toward source of informa-
tion; approach in order to assist individual pupils or groups

Examples: 5 a. Teacher stands, sits at front of classroom, stage, podium; at
X head or center of group.

b. Teacher leans toward audiovisual item; approahces object
of discussion, moves to chalkboard; moves about classroom

5 to assist or join groups of students.

1
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DIMENSION IV - ACTIVITIES - Lecture (Category No. 5)

Structured by teacher to assure sequential coverage' of curriculum content.

* Uses Prepared Materials

Purposes: a. Provide supplementary content; accompany verbal presentation.
b. Provide source of content: replace verbal presentation.

Examples: a. Supplementary
1. Teacher reads exciting story, poem; quotes, mentions items

of interest in newspapers, shows slides; displays interesting
pictures (Expanded Category No. 5m).

2. Refers to, previews chapter headings, table of contents: an-
nounces schedule, list of committees, report topics during
orientation lecture (Expanded Category No. 5o).

3. Quotes encyclopedia, cites research, publication; reads an-
swers to test questions; uses factual audiovisual aids such
as maps, charts, graphs (Expanded Category No. 5f).

4. Relates personal experiences via slides, home movies, lec-
ture ,rotes; refers tr bulletin board contents and displays of
favorite items; personally selected magazines, newspapers
(Expanded Category No. 5p).

b. Sources
1. Uses filmstrips, audiovisual presentations, records, taped

and televised programs; schedules guest speakers and field
trips to replace verbal lecture.

Students Use Prepared Materials

Purposes: Provide supplements, sources of information; replace, accompany teacher's
presentation.

Examples: Students follow use of material during teacher's presentation; locate, read
(orally, silently) information contained in printed materials, curriculum
texts, resource items, distributed copies of teacher-developed syllabus;
quote, cite information; prepare reports, assignment requirements, note-
books.

Cues: Seated at individual desks with cognitive materials; directing attention to-
ward presentation.

** Writes

Purposes: a. Provide group-focused written sources of information.
b. Provide individual mimeographed copies of information.
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Examples: a. Group focused
1. Writes math computations at board; illustrations; defini-

tions, formulae, diagrams, postulates; word lists, facts, data
(Expanded Category No. 5f).

2. Writes introduction to unit, overview, schedule, outline of
objectives at chalkboard, assignments, committees, curricu-
lum requirements (Expanded Category No. 5o).

b. Individual copies
1. Distributes mimeographed copies of exciting story (Ex-

panded Category No. 5m).
2. Distributes copies of personally developed bibliography,

syllabus, course requirements, lesson plans, personal grad-
ing procedures (Expanded Category No. 5p).

Students' writing

Purpose: Record information.

Examples: Take notes during lecture, audiovisual presentation, another student's re-
port; copy, synthesize information from printed source (text, reference
book, chalkboard); complete assignments, reports, notebooks; copy dupli-
cate maps, construct graphs.

Cues: Students seated at desks or information center writing in notebooks; atten-
tion directed toward source of information.

*** Demonstrates

Purposes: Provide group-focused, concrete presentations of theory or abstract phe-
nomenon; also provide individualized assistance.

Examples: a. Construction, assembly of models, objects, products.

b. Functions of equipment, mechanical development of instru-
JAments as skills in themselves

c. Use of special supplies in creating a product; performing an
experiment

d. Physical movements; motor skills, rudiments of sports and
physical education games, such as judo, wrestling, team sports

Student Demonstrations

Purposes: Provide opportunity for students to function as sources of information; re-
place teacher's presentation.
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Examples: 1. Students deliver written reports, recitals, oral presentations;
quote, cite references, read content aloud from textbooks;
present process demonstrations, such as home economics, re-
cipes, art techniques, scientific experiments.

2. Students manipulate equipment, supplies to demonstrate their
function, or as lab course procedures, driver education, music
classes, physical education skills.

3. Students participate in study groups, conduct panels, debates
based on curriculum content.

Cues:, Individual student's presentation is focus of attention; students are at
desks, lab tables working with supplies; reading groups arc engaged in cog-
nitive discussions.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS (Category Nos. 4, 8, and 9)

A teacher's question followed by a pupil's response is a readily identified behavior sequence.
These Interaction Analysis categories of teacher-pupil talk iave been combined, since they
are quite interdependent behaviors. Questions and answers constitute the single most fre-
quent teacher-pupil interaction sequence.

Questions can be presented to the students in a variety of ways. Certain materials, such as
tests, workbooks (Dimension II), offer clues to question-response activities. Individual seat-
ing arrangements, such as examination situations, also provide clues (Dimension I).

Nonverbal cues (Dimension III) to question-response activities include motions indicating
that the student is expected to respond; pupils raising their hands to answer questions or tak-
ing "turns" responding. A teacher referring to a source material (such as a spelling word list)
followed by students writing answers, identifies a written type of question-response activity.

Most question-answer activities are cognitively oriented. The expanded categories of ques-
tions and responses are presented in the following ascending order of cognitive complexity.
There are data to support the hypothesis that the question types occur in the same order of
frequency. (See Appendix for complete description of expanded categories.)

Questions - Category No. 4

4f factual questions
4c convergent questions

4d divergent questions
4e evaluative questions

Student Responses - Category No. 8
(Narrow [Predictable] )

8f factual responses
8c convergent responses

Student Responses - Category No. 9
(Broad [Less predictable] )

9d divergent responses
9e evaluative responses

The above distinctions indicate the amount of restriction a particular question places on a
student's freedom to respond creatively. These question and response levels can be more
readily identified for printed materials than for verbal question-answer sequences. Printed
texts, workbooks, quizzes, and exams offer excellent clues (Dimension II). Cues offered by
the (visual) duration of sf!acher-pupil talk (Dimension III) may also indicate certain levels of
cognitive complexity.

Evaluative questions, requiring less cognitive responses, may be identified by such nonverbal
cues as indicate student involvement, intense excitement, eagerness, concern or desire to ex-
press opinions. This type of "emotional" participation approaches the affective realm of
interaction.



DIMENSION I - ROOM ARRANGEMENT - Questions and Answers
(Categories No. 4 and Nos. 8,9)

* Seating

**

***
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Function: Maintain distance between students for individual question-answer activi-
ties; permit pupil proximity for group problem-solving situations, special
subjects.

Types: Conventional classroom with traditional rows of desks; teacher, central
position; provision for grouping

Contents: Various individual printed question-answer materials (See
for details.)

Chalkboards, Bulletin Boards

Function:,

Contents:

Dimension II,

Provide space for presenting questions and/or responses; exhibiting exam-
ples of question and/or responses

Chalkboard Bulletin Board

4c Math problems to be
computed

4e Which period of Eng-
lish literature do you
find most interesting
and why?

4f Map of United States incom-
plete, without states. Question:,
"Fill in states and capitals."

4d Timeline. Question: "Specu-
late about the events that hap-
pened pior to the period of
history we studied."

Exhibited examples of students' tests,
signments, riddles, puzzles.

Tables, Chairs, Shelves

quizzes, other question-answer as-

Function: Provide space and/or materials for:
a. Individualized practice, answer completion exercises, assign-

ments, tests, reports, etc.
b. Experimental, discovery-type lessons
c. Group problem-solving activities, discussions, and committees
d. Displays of items (to identify, to evaluate)

Contents: a. Printed materials for skill practice, test booklets, resources
and references, other information sources (4f, 4c)



b. Equipment, machines, supplies

c. Number of chairs, type of seating depend on number of mem-
bers, types of group task.

d. Objects, such as relics, artifacts, sculpture

DIMENSION II - MATERIALS - Questions and Answers
(Categories No. 4 and Nos. 8,9)

* Printed Items

Function: Provide means by which pupils may identify (recall, apply) acquired knowl-
edge. The level and amount are determined by the teacher and the follow-
ing functions that provide:

a. Source of question and/or response. Question and/or response
may be directly from printed source.

b. Supplement to question and/or response. Referred to by
question or response; guides application, identifies conceptual
type generalizations.

Types: a. Source items (containing question and/or response) tend to
include factual and convergent questions (4f, 4c).
1. Used in verbal questions, math drills, rote practice, chapter

reviews. Teacher's manual may contain specific questions
and suggested responses.

2. Printed questions, such as workbooks, textbook exercises,
quizzes, spelling practice; math computations, use of for-
mulae; duplication, completion of maps, scrambled texts.
A bove items may contain space for writing answers.

3. Source of curriculum content tests include:
a. Objective tests: composed of factual piestions, true-false,

fill in blanks, completion, matching (4f).
Convergent: Math computations, comparison-contrast,
use of information, identify similarities-differences (4c)

b. Subjective tests composed of essay questions requiring
speculations, if-then hypotheses; divergent, original, crea-
tive solutions to situations, problems; evaluations (4d,
4c)

Following are combinations of objective and subjective
items: questions requiring comparisons, contrasts, (differ-
ences-similarities) multiplicative processes.
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Following arc additional examples of materials and question
types: pupils' texts, workbooks containing questions to be
answered orally or in writing (includes broad concept type,
as well as narrow factual type).

Examples of types of cognitive complexity found in subject
matter textbooks are: spelling (fill in blank 4f), math (com-
putations 4c), history (speculation of events 4d), art appre-
ciation (evaluation 4e).

Following are examples of guideline questions for class dis-
cussions: social studies (review of chapter concepts 4f and
implications for future 4d), literature (comparisons of sev-
eral plays 4c and an evaluation of their merits 4e).

b. Sum items tend to include conceptual type ques-
tions.
1. Curriculum materials, such as teacher's manual, syllabus les-

son plans, may include suggested questions or concepts.
Previews of chapters, broad general discussion-type ques-
tions may identify direction of study, application or use of
theory in practical ways.

2. Resouice materials may supplement curriculum content or
may provide source of factual answers. Examples include
dictionaries, atlases, encyclopedias (8f). May also provide
sources for comparison of information, such as different
newspaper reports, editorials (8c), students' evaluations of
editorials (9e), or content used in creative or or!ginal solu-
tions (9d). Supplementary student publications may con-
tain question-answer, reviews. Such examples include
"Weekly Reader," "Junior Scholastic."

Supplement (to curriculum content) tests include achievement
tests, l.Q. tests, personality inventories, socionietric devices,
questionnaires, standardized tests: readiness or pretests, such
as those that identify levels of competence or familiarity with
the important points to be covered in a unit, film, etc.

** Audiovisual Aids

Function: Provide source of, or supplement to, group-focused preview, review-type
activities; opportunities to identify and discuss acquired knowledge and
concepts.

Types: Flash cards, multiplication tables, incomplete maps, timelines, flannel
board. Films may include "preview-prequiz'' type items or broad concept-
type questions used to guide class discussion of film content.



*** Special Items

Function:

Types:

As source or supplements by providing opportunity for students (individ-
uals or groups) to duplicate expernw:ntal procedures (81, 8c), discover own
phenomenon (9d), evaluate items (9e).

a. Objects, artifacts to be identified, labeled, arranged in certain
order, evaluated

b. Mechanical items or equipment, such as programmed instruc-
tional machines of Skinner, I'ressy type: includes word recog-
nition typewriters, individually operated reading pacers, view-

and listening equipment.

c. Manipulative supplies and tools, such as used in math, science
to discover principles, phenomena

DIMENSION III - NONVERBAL BEHAVIOR - Questions and Answers
(Categories No. 4 and Nos. 8,9)

* Gestures

**

Functions:

Examples:

a. To direct attention toward source of question; indicate stu-
dent is to answer

b. To assist students in responding

a. Teacher indicates source of question by holding book, point-
ing to audiovisual item, writing question at chalkboard, dis-
tributing copies of tests: indicates that student is expected CO
respond, acknowledges student's desire to respond by point-
ing, motioning toward board, etc.

b. Students may raise hands indicating :It 'me to rc.,pond: use
such gestures as holding books, writing at chalkboard, in test
booklets, workbooks; pointing to audiovisual materials, man-
ipulating equipment as pai t of response behavior.

Expressions (facial, verbal)

Functions: Similar to functions ofgestures (sec above)

Examples: a. Facial expressions indicate source of question: indicate that
student is expected to respond by glancing at, nodding toward
materials, chalkboard: smiling at, eye contact with student
who has hand raised indicating permission to answer.
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b. Verbal expressions usually minimized: flat, reportive tone of
voice unless involved in evaluative (4e Expanded Category)
question-response interaction; teacher, students read from
question/answer source.

c. Sequences

1. 4-8: 4-9 sequences identify both teacher and pupils as in-
volved in interaction.

2. Sequences may indicate subcategory-types of question-an-
swers. Brief teacher-pupil interaction sequence (4-8-4-8)
may indicate narrow factual or convergent questions and
answers. Extended sequences of teacher-pupil interaction
(4-4-9-9-9) may indicate divergent or evaluative questions
and responses.

3. A 4-10-10-9-9 sequence may indicate "thinking time" prior
to responding.

4. Verbal sequence may also provide cues to type of activity.
For example; a teacher's verbal question followed by silence
may indicate that students are involved in writing answers
--4-1 Os-1 Os-4-10s (inclusion of Dimension !V symbols iden-
tifies such instances).

Position, Movement, Posture

Function: a. To grant the source of question a cella al position, allowing
students to focus on teacher, chalkboard: teacher to focus on
pupils as source of response.

b. Movement,posture dictated by type of question-response sit-
uation.

Examples: a. Oral question-answer activities, drills, reviews, in which teach-
er presents questions from center of room; also written quizzes,
tests in which students remain at scats.

b. Group problem-solving situations, spelling bees; pupils ap-
proaching chalkboard to write answers, going to shelves to lo-
i-ate answers or to front of room to recite, demonstrate, re-
spond.

Cues: Some student behaviors that provide cues to No. 4, 8, 9 activities include:
expressions indicating eagerness to answer questions, contribute to discus-
sion, such as raising hands, leaning forward, rising from seats when respond-
ing; smiling with pleasure at being recognized to participate, with pride at
ability to demonstrate, explain creative or novel methods.



May display signs of disappointment at not being recognized to participate

such as looking dowiL frowning, pouting: signsof anxiety about being called

upon for answer not known, such as nervous i'igeting. looking away, down,

sliding down in seat behind pupil in front of him, doodling: signs of per-

plexity, such as furrowing forehead, biting lip. staring with concentratio.-

at question on test or at board: signs of anger at own inabili:v to arrive at

ai..iwer, such as tapping fingers, pencil nervously, wadding up math compu-

tations, paging randomly through source of answers

Additional cues arc handing in assignments, exchanging quizze', tests, using

gestures to explain answers, demonstrate, identical rote answers. May an-

swer in chorus or seat by seat in order of position, respond to drills, flash
cards, read, or answer in turn, questions found in texts, workbooks, home-

work assignments, quiz checks.

DIMENSION IV - ACTIVITIES - Questions and Answers
(Categories No. 4, and Nos. 8,9)

Loosely to tightly structured by teacher to provide opportunities for students to practice

skills; identify acquired knowledge; develop problem-solving abilities and criteria for critical

evaluations.

* Teacher Uses Prepared Materials

Purposes: a. Provide sources of content by which to identify acquired skills

and knowledge.

b. Provide supplements with which to enlarge repertoire of ques-

tion-answer behaviors to include less predictable interaction.

Examples: a. Sources
1. Teacher cites question from printed curriculum sources,

such as manuals, textbooks.
2. Teacher uses audiovisuals for memorization, practice drills,

such as multiplication table flashcards, other visual cueing
devices.

3. Distributes curriculum-developed printed tests, workbooks,

standardized achievement-type tests.

b. Supplements
1. Teacher uses curriculum items in flexible unstructured way;

adapts content to students' needs: includes use of chapter
previews, review, discussions.

2. Teacher uses audiovisual items to promote speculative ques-
tion-answer activities; includes ....,e of incomplete maps, se-
quential arrangement of pictures, slides; timeline construc-
tion, etc.
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3. Teacher uses standardized resource items to promote criti-
cal thinking and evaluative answers, such as in comparing
various news magazines, conflicting references, opposing
editorials, etc.

Pupils Use Prepared Materials

Purposes: Provide source of question and/or response; supplements by which to
arrive at answer.

Examples: Students cite questions/answers from printed source, such as textbooks,
homework assignments, audiovisual aids; employ several resource materials
to locate information, answers for group problem-solving situations; inde-
pendent use of audiovisual items to complement assignments.

Examples of types of questions based on content follow:
a. Predictable content correspondi' to source of information.

1. Review-type questions identif; ..zquired knowledge. "What
did we learn were the main parts ofan outline?" (Expanded
Category No. 4f). "Compare the styles of Milton and By-
ron." (Expanded Category No. 4c).

2. Preview-type questions identify tlie main points to be cov-
ered in a new unit; may point out concepts as opposed to
facts; may help students draw correlations b .tween previous
and current content, may appear as assignments or suggested
guidelines.

"When reading this selection, think about how Dickens'
style is comparable to Caldwell's." (Expanded Category
No. 4c).

"How might Jonathan Swift have expressed his social con-
cern in this current period of our society's development?"
(Expanded Category No. 4d).

3. Questions combining audiovisual with printed information
require transferring knowledge from printed to illustrated
content; may be used to develop critical evaluative criteria.

"Where are the Alps mountains on the map?" (Expanded
Category No. 4f).

"Why do they look different from the photograph in your
textbook?" (Expanded Category No. 4c).
"Rearrange the figures on the flannel board timeline to i-

dentify the events of the Peloponesian Wars; then identify
and add the events of the present century." (Expanded
Category No. 4c past-present time relationship).
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E

"Using clues offered by the dress, the refinement of the
objects, and your knowledge of history, identify the pic-
tures of the warriors with the weapons you think they
might have created and used." (If conclud;ng evidence is
available or apparent, Expanded Category No. 4e. if not,
Expanded Category No. 4d.)

The following subjective-type question identifying the stu-
dents' conceptual perceptions about a film, etc., might be
asked prior to showing the film: "Speculate about how Han-
nibal might have moved his tiooFs across chose mountains."
(Speculation Expanded Category No. 4d)

Following showing the film: "What were the adv:ntages and
disadvantages faced by both sides?" (Discussion of similarities
and differences in geographic locale, supplies - Expanded Cate
gory No. 4c)

The following set of questions correlates 'earnings acquired via
textbook content with information presented in a filmstrip:

"What did you observe happening to the land during the
flood? (Expanded Category No. 4f)

"How did the forest fire we read about compare with the
situation in the film?" (Expanded Category No. 4c)

"What arc some suggestions you might make for prevent-
ing these catastrophes?" (Expanded Category No. 4d)
"Which type of control flood or firedo you think is

more important to conserving our natural resources, pre-
serving wild life?" (Expanded Category No. 4c)

Charts, tables, graphs provide content for questions:
"What does this bar graph represent?" (Expanded Cate-

gory No. 40
"In answering the questions I have given you, you'il have

to refer to the table of chemical elements found oh the bul-
letin board." (Expanded Category No. 4c)

"List five compounds you think might have been among
the earliest discovered." (Expanded Category No. 4d)
"Which of the four tyres of graphsbar, line, horizontal,

or vertical is the simplest fir you to construct and read?"
(Expanded Category 4e)

b. Unpredictable content (not found in any prepared mate! ial)
results in students' suggestions and allows students to develop
own answers:

"Which of the three writers appeals to you the most?"
(why implied)



Includes examples of student evaluation, planning content of
activities, participating in scheduling, expressing preferences:

"I'd like to hear some of your suggestions on how we
might organize this study of poetry.- (4e)

includes examples of group problem-solving activities or co-
operative projects requiring speculations by individual stu-
dents. Groups of seven students form to discuss and arrive at
solution to a problem:

"Given the following conditions:
_____

, , what arc
the five most satisfactory means of adjusting mankind to
this new environment?" (4d)

"Each member decide on one item of personal value th...
is also worth soinething to the group. Be ready to defend
your position.- (4d and 4e)

Includes independent studies, project methods in which tea:h-
er aids student in formulating a researchable problem by offer-
ing specific criteria or proposing research questions for which
to gather data (4f. 6c): integrating and comparing conflicting
sources of data (4c). speculations of hypotheses (4d), evalua-
tion with, by the student of his own efforts and findings dur-
ing any phase of the project or final thesis (4d).

** Writes

Purposes: a. Provide group-focused written source of questions and/or re-
sponses.

b. Provide individual copies of questions: allows teacher to de-
velop own tests, questions to meet demands of individual stu-
dents

Examples: a. Teacher writes questions at chalkboard.
1. Review items, quizz-s, computation problems, workbook

page assignments. text content completion items.
"3 x 4 = " (4c)
"Complete the questions on page 20 in your reading

workbook." (4f)
"Answer the questions at the end of the second chap-

ter by hypothesizing how the experiment was per-
formed." (4d)

2. Includes group problem-solving situations in which the con-
ditions, details, are listed:

"Twenty-five union men working 8 hours a day can
complete a job in 1 week; how long will it take 10 non-
union men working 6 hours i day?"

35
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"Will the contractor profit if he pays the minimum un-
ion wage or if he pays the nonunion group S20 a day?"

b. Teacher distributes copies of mimeographed tests, quizzes,
questions, duplications, completion items, concept-type guide-
line questions (may be created by the teacher or included as
supplements to a text series).
1. Includes instructions:

"Complete Part I - Multiplication, in 10 minutes. Fol-
low the provided example when computing your an-
swers." (4c)

"Complete the map of the United States by drawl', .,

and labeling the geographic characteristics." (4f)
2. Includes distributed copies of teacher-created guidelines or

concept-type question: that are to be answered (or kept in
mind when answering).

"What is the definition of Astronomy?" (4f)
"What is a galaxy, a planet, a satellitehow are they all

alike, each different?" (4c)
"What possibilities can you foresee for the future of

this ancient science?" (4d)
"Why I (do, don't) believe in Astrology." (4e)

Students Write

Purposes: a. Allow student to respond in writing; teacher is more able to
identify students' acquired skills and knowledge by requiring
the students to write out answers rather than simply to voca-
lize the responses.

b. Allows students to answer series of questions at own rate, re-
peat or clarify content of questions by rereading.

Examples: a. Write answers to teacher's verbal, written questions at the
chalkboard as group-oriented class activity; at seats as individ-
ual activities, such as reviews, tests, quizzes.

b. Includes all instances in which students complete questions
by wr;ting.
1. Uses any curriculum material, such as textbooks, work-

books, tests, practice exercises; also correct own, others'
assignments.

2. Locating, then copying, organizing, synthesizing informa-
tion in order to answer assigned requirements for reports,
notebooks, etc.: completing, copying maps, constructing
graphs, tables, etc.

(0.
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3. Developing pupil-created tests, quizzes, or offering written
examples of possible test items. Includes completing ques-
tionnaires, evaluations (4e), speculations about teacher or
pupil-demonstrated phenomena (4d).

Examples of types of written responses based on content:
Elementary English Class. Student labels parts of speech
(8c). The student illustrates diagramming sentences. By
applying the textbook's explanation to a sentence provided
by the teacher, students create endings to a story by logi-
cally solving a problem faced by the characters in the epi-
sode (9d).

Math Classes. Students use U.I.S.M. math approach in
which they change the given conditions or the conclusions
of theorems, attempt to disprove rather than usual proving
of theorems (8c), Secondary math student uses inductive
approach to find generalizations through exercises designed
to help discover fundamental principles and relationships
(8c, 9d) as opposed to the deductive approach that empha-
sizes use of authoritative statements of rules of operations
combined with extensive practice and drill (8f, 8c).

Demonstrations (teacher and student behaviors are combined)

Purposes: Allows teacher to identify students' ability to

a. Memorize steps, duplicate demonstrations, repeat physical
motor skills.

b. Apply theory, illustrate, organize, and explain written content,
correlate information by demonstrating use of equipment in
structured performance.

c. Extend theory beyond "b." Create new uses, develop new
techniques, discover solutions, experiment with equipment.

Examples: a. Teacher demonstrations are explained by stu -lent.

b. Student recitations, rote memorization, explanations of step-
by-step procedures

c. Students repeat steps, follow instructions, interpret, apply
theory or written content, use equipment in specific way, or-
ganize, synthesize information to fulfill demonstration require-
ments; physical performances to meet same.

d. Explain novel means of solving problems, using equiptuent.
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e., Examples of demonstrated responses based on content:
1. Students follow another's performance, such as the teacher's

or a filmed presentation; descriptions of precise functions
of equipment, supplies, reapplications of formulae, defined
uses of charts, maps, repetitions of processes, skills, copy-
ing techniques (8f).

2. Performing in responseduplicating experiments, using
cqIiipment in exact manner, precision techniques and skills
(may include vcrbql explanation of procedure). Methods
for performing experiment, rcstrncturing process to fit sci-
entific method, reorganizing content, such as in preparing
reports, constructing models, group problem-solving elcm-
onstration, reports, committee efforts, panel discussions,
debates in response to teacher suggested topics; any perfor-
mance adapted to meet requirements such as recitals, music,
writing, physical education demonstrations (8c).

3. Self-directed use of equipment, content, explanations of
personally discovered principles, relationships (includes
both students' verbal explanations, as well as nonverbal
demonstrations (9d).
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DIRECTIONS (Category No. 6)

This behavior is quite easy to identify since the function of a direction is to alter behavior.
The observer is usually able to note some kind of a student behavioral change or adjustment.
Frequent use of directi( is typical in -nany classrooms, is one index of teacher control. This
regulating behavior may be implied by all four nonverbal dimensions.

Dimensions I and II include such clues as restrictive seating, stationary furniture arrange-
ments, orderly displays, stereotyped bulletin boards containing identical student contribu-
tions, structured work materials, instructional manuals and guidebooks

Although nonverbal facial expressions may be minimized, cues offered by Dimension III in-
clude the teacher's use of gestures to replace verbal directions, regimented movements, ritual-
istic gestures, flat, even tone of voice, brief terse interaction, and regulated student behaviors.
Student behaviors include duplication of the teacher's physical movements: carrying out in-
structions by reading, writing, going to the chalkboard, lining up for assemblies, recess, etc.
Activities such as the latter may include the entire class; others may pertain to single students
involved in individualized skill practice; others may refer to groups engaged in directed work
(Dimension IV). The above examples pertain to cognitive tasks: however, the function of a
direction may Le other than content oriented (i.e., the function may be to straighten up the
classroom before dismissal}. Example: "Before we can leave, we must line up our desks in
straight rows, put our books ill a pile under our chairs, return all art supplies to the cabinet.
The first row to finish will be dismissed to get coats." The preceding verbal direction is quite
different from the example that follows:

A printed material contains a recipe for making a meat loaf and includes an
itemized list of ingredients and step-by-step instructions.

Aithough, in both instances, the students' freedom, creativity may be limited. the complex-
ity of required operations is quite different. Also, the degree of teacher control i more ap-

Category 6c usually occurs as instructions for a curriculum activity. Dimension I I clues in-

such as reading, writing, rote recitations. Cues to managerial directions include the perform-
ance

tha presence of such curriculum materials as manuals, textbooks, special equipment.
Dimension IV cues include individual seat work assignments, as well as group-focused work,

6c Cognitive directions
-.6n: Managerial directions

parent in the first, and the rationale is not stated, The second is concerned with subject
matter; the first is not. For this reason, two subcategories of directions were developed.

The two expanded categories delineate between the use of directions for cognitive versus
tinoncognive activities.

of an individual physical action, such as closing the window or a group acti(m, such as
classroom dismissal, other en masse actions or motions not requiring the use of cum( ulum
materials.
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DIMENSION I - ROOM ARRANGEMENT - Directions (Category No. 6)

* Seating

Function: Permit students to focus on source of directions.

**

Types. Conventional classroom with traditional rows: demonstration classrooms:
auditorium with raised stage, gymnasium

Contents: Specialized equipment, supplies to accommodate instructional activities
(See Dimension II, for details.)

Chalkboards, Bulletin Boards

Function: Provide instructions for guiding cognitive behavior; regulations for govern-
ing noncognitive behavior,

Content:

6c

Instructions for cognitive work,
curriculum tasks, specifications
for assignments, schedules, com-
mittee assignments; items to
copy, duplicate; requirements
for grades. extra credit, ad-
vancement (ex.: number of
pushups); examples of proper
way to arrange homework.

Re6pes, pattern construction
for sewing

Directions
curriculum

6m
for managing non-
matters

Remindersthings to bring for
trip

Dutiesthings to do before dis-
missal

Rulesthings to remember
when riding bike

Etiquette; rules of conduct

Displays may include properly developed student products; such contribu-
tions indicate stereotyped efforts, neatness, order, adherence to rules.

*** Tables, Chairs, Shelves

Function: Provide space aad materials for performing specialized tasks: instructional
demonstrations.

Contents: Precise materials and instructional manuals, detailed plans, guidebooks. or-
derly arrangement of tools and supplies

Shelves of cabinet containing guidebook for operating equipment

Table containing example of model to be constructed by precise manipula-
tion of tools
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DIMENSION II - MATERIALS - Directions (Category No. 6)

* Prepared Printed Items

Function: Provide exact instructions necessary to master skills, accomplish cognitive
learnings, perform noncognitive actions.

Types: a. Curriculum items include teachers' manuals, syllabuses, keys
to tests, list of course requirements, guidebooks, instructional
manuals for using supplies, tools, Sequentially arranged stu-
dent texts include guides, recipe books, programmed work
materials, workbook exercises to be copies, penmanship book-
lets. Such pupil booklets indicate neat, stereotyped, identical
efforts.

b. Teacher-developed items include personal procedures, exact
instructions, rigid schedules, requirements, assignments, item-
ized activities; distributed bibliographies, mimeographed cop-
ies of work regulations, pictures to be traced or colored, lists
of duties, seating charts, committee assignments, examples of
proper ways to set up homework papers, do reports, complete
assignments.

** Audiovisual Aids

Function: Illustrate exact procedures for performing activities.

Types:

*** Special Items

a. Printed charts of step-by-step actions that must be followed
in order to: perform an experiment, sew a dress; itemized lists
of required supplies, checkpoints, numbered requirements;
rules and regulations

b. Illustrations of how to operate, assemble machinery, equip-
ment. Pictorial examples of "How to . . . draw a tree, per-
form a dance' step.

c. Filmstrips and audio- or videotaped lessons stress procedural
demonstrations; films, tapes, records include detailed instruc-
tions for use; guides contain items to listen for; pre-follow-up
activities.

Function: Supplement 0.acher's verbal drections; provide source of students' instruc-
tions, performances.

Types: a. Objects used as supplementary models to be duplicated; stand-
ards by which pupil products may be compared.
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b. Equipment is used in production. Includes typewriters, sew-
ing machines, industrial arts equipment: othei precision ma-
chines or directed performance equipment. Includes physical
education equipment, teaching machines, programmed instruc-
tional devices.

c. Supplies are supplementary to teacher instructions or sources
of student performances. Includes manipulative items em-
ployed in a precise manner for constructing a product, com-
pleting a task, such as home economics supplies, industrial arts
tools, certain arts and crafts supplies, telescopes, beakers,
scales, rulers, compasses, other precise mathematical, scientific
means of measurement.

DIMENSION 111 - NONVERBAL BEHAVIORS - Directions (Category No. 6)

* Gestures

**

Functions: Used in giving directions, guiding students' actions; indicate student is to
comply with instructions.

Examples: a. Teacher indicates source of directions by writing, pointing to
an audiovisual aid, equipment; performs physical motions;
demonstrates techniques, skills to be duplicated; physically

6 holds, controls students' manipulations, movements; indicates
that students are to comply with directions, such as clapping
hands, striking key on piano, etc.

Expressions (facial, verbal)

Functions: Similar to functions of gestures (See * above.)

Examples: a. Facial expressions such as glancing at, nodding toward direct
student behaviors; indicate students are expected to comply
with instructions; various facial expressions may be used in in-
structing speech clinics, acting classes.

b. Verbal expressions define, restrict pupil participation; usually
minimized, flat, reportive, instructive tone of voice.

c. Sequence identifies interaction as teacher-controlled commu-
nication; teacher as source of instructions precedes students;
student behaviors are a result of these directions.
1, 6-8-6-8 sequence indicates teacher.s verbal directions as

cause; student verbal behavior as effect.
2. A 6c-6c-1 Os-1 Os-6c sequence may indicate students are writ-

ing, performing some directed cognitive action (inclusion of
Dimension IV symbols identify such student behaviors).
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3. The sequence 6m-6m-I 0c-10c-10c indicates group of stu-
dents are complying with noncognitive directions such as
lining up for dismissal, rearranging furniture, putting sup-
plies away.

*** Position, Movement, Posture

Functions: a. Grant source of directions central position; permit students to
focus on teacher as director of activities.

b. Movements may -eplace verbal directions, provide nonverbal
source of instructions.

Examples: a. Teacher stands, sits at front of classroom, stage to deliver cog-
nitive instructions; demonstrates techniques and procedures.

b. Teacher performs physical motor skills, movements to be du-
plicated, practiced; postures to be assumeddance steps, judo
class, team sports; shows examples of good posture, proper
stance.

T
DIMENSION IV - INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES - Directions (Category No. 6)

Tightly structured by teacher in accordance with specific procedures and/or exact behavioral
requirements.

* Uses Prepared Materials

Purposes: Provide supplements, sources of cognitive or managerial directions.

Examples: Teacher cites, refers to, distributes, displays:
a. Curriculum instructions, such as contained in manuals, direc-

tion booklets, guides; assures coverage of content, proper de-
velopment of skills, use of equipment, details of proper form.
Examples include thesis specifications, hand-writing form, ex-
perimental procedures.

b. Managerial directions, such as contained in lists of rums and
regulations guide noncognitive behaviors. Examples include
reminders, dismissal procedures, rules of etiquette, fire drill
instructions, etc.

Pupils Use Prepared Materials

Purposes: Provide self-contained sources of instructions; supplements to be used in
conjunction with other materials.
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Examples: Sources of instructions include programmed curriculum materials; text-
books containing directions for covering content (6c); lists of managerial
directions (6m); supplements include instruction manuals, which guide
performances, use of equipment, supplies.

Cues:

** Writes

Students seated at desks using identical materials; read, recite in order,
raise hands or rise when reciting; answer roll call, respond in chorus; hand
work in, line up for dismissal automatically.

Purposes: a. Provide written source of cognitive instructions (6c); mana-
gerial directives (6m).

b. Provide supplementary illustrations, examples.

Examples:

Students Write

a. Teacher writes assignments, page numbers, outline, schedule,
committee appointments at chalkboard (6c). Creates posters,
distributes mimeographed copies of managerial reminders
(6m).

b. Teaches illustrates proper procedures to be followed, provides
steps in solving math equations, examples of penmanship
form, artistic techniques.

Purpose: To follow directions

Examples: Students complete written instructions in workbooks; copy, trace illustra-
tions, maps, rte. Practice handwriting drills, repetitious copying of multi-

8 plication tables, other items to be memorized.

Cues: Students seated at desks with instructional materials, copying illustrations;
at chalkboard, tracing, following written instructions.

*** Demonstrates

Purposes: a. Provide physical motor skills; artistic techniques.

b. Emphasize steps in producing a product.

Examples: a. Teacher performs physical motor skills to be duplicated, such
as dance steps, physical education movements; demonstrates
artistic, musical techniques.

b. Demonstrates exact procedures to be followed in construct-
ing a model, using equipment, following a recipe.
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Students Demonstrate

Purpose: Practice mastery of skills

Examples: Students imitate teacher's physical skills; duplicate demonstrated precise
use of equipment.

Cues: Routinized duplication.; of physical behaviors; creation of identical prod-
ucts:automatic behaviors, such as all class members tying their shoes; simi-
lar group behaviors.
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PRAISE AND CRITICISM (Categories No. 2 and No. 7)

Evaluation by the teacher usually follows some kind of student behavior (verbal or nonver-
bal). The most typically evaluated student behavior is a verbalized response resulting from a
question asked by the teacher (see previous section Question-AnswersCategory Nos. 4, and
8,9, Page 26). Factual and convergent questions are the most frequent types of solicita-
tions; likewise, factual and convergent answers are the most frequent types of responses.
Since these types of answers (Category 8) arc fairly predictable, the contents of such re-
sponses are easily evaluated. The primary purpose then of such evaluations is to affirm or
negt.'-.e the correctness, incorrectness of the student's answer. Evaluation of a student's non-
verbal compliance with directions is similar (see preceding section - Directions, Category No.
6). Teacher reactions to divergent, evaluative student responses (Category No. 9) are less
likely to be evaluative. This is explained in the following section "Acceptance of Student
Ideas, Category No. 3."

Another purpose of praise and criticism is to encourage, discourage certain pupil behaviors
that may not be related to cognitive learning activities. Included are unanticipated inappro-
priate pupil participations, such as interruptions, discipline problems: also commendable pu-
pil behaviors, such as enjoyable performances, skillful, artistic contributions, etc.

A teacher's evaluative "reactions" to the approved versus the disapproved student behaviors
are probably quite different. However. sin( c the functions of the two types of evaluation
(positive or negative) are similar, and since JR.), at' both elements of teacher control, the
two categories have been combined in this section.

Clues offered by the materials present in the classroomand their physical arrangementmay
indicate the teacher's concern for appropriate versus Inappropriate learning conditions. Per-
haps the most significant items in Dimension I are those clues offered by the contents of bul-
letin boards, shelves, display tables. These items may contain student contributions some-
what like the nonverbal "responses" that have been "reacted" to by the teacher. Indications
of evaluations, such as stars, number and letter grades, other appraisals may be clues to the
teacher's emphasis on acceptable versus unacceptab'e student efforts. Similarly, evaluated
printed materials (Dimension II), such as student completed workbooks, skill practice exer-
cises (handwriting, penmanship, etc.), graded assignments, honor roles offer clues to the
teacher's concern with the right versus wrong classroom learnings (good versus bad habits, be-
haviors, practices, etc.).

Probably the single most significant Dimension is the teacher's use of nonverbal behaviors.
Dimension III offers abundant cues to the keen observer. Facial expressions may accompany
or replace verbal statements of praise and criticism. A teacher's smile, indicating satisfaction,
or a frown, indicating annoyance, both represent significant nonverbal evaluations. Such
personal reactions by the teacher affect teacher-pupil rapport and classroom climate. Evalu-
ations denoting personal pleasure, displeasure approach the affective realm and are distinct
from evaluative reactions that have more of a corkitive function. Fc.. example, a verbal state-
ment, such as "Right," verifies the content of a student's answer and thus serves a cognitive
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function. The use of a nonverbal smile or personal glance, either accompanying or replacing
the above verbalization,may bring the affective into the cognitive teacher (question) pupil

(answer) - teacher (reaction) sequence.

Certainly nonverbal physical punishment used to discourage undesirable student behaviors
affects the classroom climate and teacher-pupil relationships and is undoubtedly more emo-
tionally influential than is a verbal reprimand or a critical remark. However, even verbal cri-
ticism is invariably accompanied by sufficient nonverbal cues, such as teacher's and pupils'
facial expressions that allow for identification. In the absence of verbal data such specula-
tions are based on the "effect of the affect."

Variations among use and types of evaluation are numerous and may depend on personal
(both teacher's and pupils') and/or situational factors. Perhaps such variations are related to
the degree of emphasis placed on the importance of evaluation. Although differences exist
among districts, schools, and classrooms, most learning activities involve some kind of evalua-
tive technique. Included arc written evaluations, such as report cards, grading scales, achieve-
ment tests, teacher's descriptive reports of pupil progress, etc. Written evaluations arc some-
times replaced by teacher-parent or teacher-pupil conferences. Differci.t teaching situations
may require different types of evaluation. For example, the science teacher's evaluation of a
student's attempt to combine the exact elements for a chemical solution is quite unlike the
art teacher's appraisal of a student's sculpting effort. The rationale upon which these two
evaluations are based may range from the purely objective to the quite subjective. The r,x-
panded Category System identifies such discriminations. Three subcategories for both praise
and criticism are based on the functions and the contents of the evaluation.

Praise (Category No. 2)

2P Praise with public criteria
2p Praise with private criteria
2w Praise without criteria

Criticism (Category No. 7)

7P Criticism with public criteria
7p Criticism with private criteria
7w Criticism without criteria

The function of both public and private evaluation is to communicate the criteria by which
the student is being judged (i.e., the reason why his answer is correct, incorrect; why his be-
havior is acceptable, unacceptable). The content of the evaluation includes mentioning the

x reason for the praise or criticism. The reason is defined either by reference to an authority
or a public standard of acceptability (public criteria) or by reference to the teacher's own
personal preference or value (private criteria). (For more detailed description, see SKIT ma-
terials as listed in Appendix.)
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DIMENSION I - ROOM ARRANGEMENT - Praise and Criticism (Category No. 2 and No. 7)

* Seating

Functions: a. Permit teacher to view students in order to judge efforts.

b. Permit student to focus on authority for evaluation.. permis-
sion.

Types: Conventional classroom with traditional rows, reacher in central position

1.P.1 programs Contests
Remedial classes Judging events
Speech clinics Apprentice situations

Contents: Various curriculum materials, instructional items, evaluative techniques;
contest entries, products to be judged

** Chalkboards, Bulletin Boards

Function: Provide space for identifying, displaying acceptable, unacceptable student
efforts by:

a. Objective evaluations of correct, incorrect knowledge and in-
formation (2w)

b. Exhibitions of "exemplary" products; approved, accepted
standards of behavior (2P)

c. Teacher's selections of personally commended work; pleasing
creative efforts (2p)

Contents: a. Objective evaluation of student responses, such as corrected
computaticns at the chalkboard, O.K.'d answers; incorrect in-
formation ilentified, circled, marked wrong; bulletin board
displays of marked or graded tests, quizzes, assignments (2w)

b. Public standards of evaluation, such as pictorial examples of
appropriate versus inappropriate actions, behaviors (ex.: Goof-
us and Gallant); etiquette, conduct rules developed by out-
side authority (other than teacher) such as principals, other
students; proper form for such items as letter writing, intro-
ductions, proper methods compared with improper methods
(ex.: steps in problem solving): objective honor role; test re-
sults; graphs showing pupil progress (2P)

c. Teacher's persona] displays or selections of student products,
such as art work, neat penmanship; colored stars for merits;
reports or creative writing assignments with teacher's personal
comments; teacher's personally approved :.tandards for work.
(2p)
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ES.1111pleS: 1):11)11 LOIlttlinItIOIIS such as might be found at the chalkboard or as a bulle-

tin board thSph\
a. Chalkboard computation, bx students. Lo:Tected bx teacher:

4 = 12 OK. Expanded Categork 2w 3 4 = X ite.acher

marks through inLorr,:ct answer of 7. Expanded Categors 7w .

b. Students' miner reporr., diet Led h\ teacher bearing follow-
ing Lomments: 'Your report meets all the requirements set

8-2 forth III the guidelines. as Well as the CrIter".1 we as a class set
up toi neat penmanship, orderk anangement, and an appro-
priate cove,. 'A.' the grade designated by the teacher Is an
example of E\panded Category 2P.
.=-Your report was incomplete. same . ou did not include a

table of conteLts or a bibliograph . The outline was improp-
er. See . our guideline for an outline. 'C.- The t.,,:ade desig-
iated h the teat her is an example of Expanded Category 7P.

c. Original poems submitted by students and evaluated by the
teacher bearing following comments: "This is a lovek poem.
I especiallx like volt!' Itght. gay treatment of e of nn. favor-
ite subjects." Evaluation includes a gold star signifying teach-
er's personal designation of excellence Expanded Category

-P.

18-71

*** Tables, Chairs, Shelves

Function: Provide space for:
a. Students to display contributions for the teacher to evaluate

student efforts: judges to view and evaluate contestant entries

b. Teacher to display examples of -good' versus ''bad" items.
fine products. models. ideals as standards of comparison

C. "Reward" corner for free-time activities, such as honors cor-
ner to be used following well-completed, correct work

d. -Punishment- corner for disciphne problems, remedial activi-
ties for slow students to be used following poorly completed,
incorrect work

Contents: a. Student products, creations. contest entries, such as hobbies,
models, collections. arts and crafts creations, etc., evaluated
by ribbons, prizes, trophies. etc. (211.

b. Student contributions designated as praiseworthy. such as
well-constructed models: the neatest "coloring job,- prettiest
jewelry, largest, healthiest plants. May also include esani "les
of poor efforts, student products used as means of compari-
son (2p).
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c. Enjoyable. creative items. such as supplies, tools. reading ma-
terials. games. toys. comic books: punitive work or remedial
materials, such as practice exercises to improve penmanship:
drills, multiplication tables, information to be cc ?led. traced,
duplicated in order to complete assignments. correct spelling
errors: resiurce items necessar/ for slow or delinquent stu-
dents to -catch up'' on uncompleted assignments

DIMENSION II - MATERIALS - Praise and Criticism (Categories No. 2 and No. 7)

* Prepared Printed Items

Function: a. Provide means by which pupils may verify their acquired
knowledge.

b. Means by which teacher can compare groups of students,
measure progress, identify necessary remedial work.

Content: The evaluative function of any printed item depends on its use in the fol-
lowing two ways:

a. Source of absolute standard of correctness with which to com-

pare and judge student acquired knowledge. Examples include

factual references, informative sources.

b. Supplement or augment acquired knowledge (offers alterna-
tives for correctness) with which students may verify under-
standings, improve skills, increase progress, apply concepts.

Types: a. Curriculum: Teacher's manuals may include keys (example
of correct-incorrect work, acceptable, unacceptable student
answers), desired concepts, suggested outcomes, 'earnings;
guidebooks or syllabus may include proper procedures, meth-
ods for organizing and completing content (of units, etc.);
teacher's materials may include means of evaluating, grading
student work, test correction devices, scoring techniques, such
as grading on a curve, setting up progress graphs, etc. Pupils'
materials include textbooks. workbooks, may include com-
pleted answer sheets (2w, 7w), means for correcting wrong an-
swers or improper computations, remedying inappropriate
habits, improving learning behaviors, such as study skills; ex-
amples of proper ways to organize content; teacher-developed
and mimeographed copies of requirements, criteria set up by
teacher to evaluate assignments; programmed texts, other in-
dividualized self-correction type materials.

b. Resources: Encyclopedias, dictionaries. newspapers, maga-
zines, etc., may be used as supplements to compare conflicting
t. Formation, increase concepts, verify correctness of student-
acquired in formanon: or consulted as authoritative sources
(especially Category 2P).
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** Audiovisual Aids

Function: Similar to Materials (see * above), provide authoritative sources by which
information can be verified, duplications of products compared, concepts
validated.

Types:

*** Special Items

a. Curriculum-developed aids containing illustrations of proper
methods for handling equipment, suggested procedures for
work. Examples: step-by-step experimental procedures, re-
minders, suggested items to include in work efforts (2P)

b. Teacher-developed posters, charts exemplify correctness, per-
sonal standards of acceptance, illustrations of good versus bad
behaviors. Examples: personally approved penmanship styles,
How-to-organize-homework assignments, including the pre-
ferred placement of information, such as name, date, subject,
page number; cartoon-type illustrations of manners, polite be-
haviors, classroom citizenship (2p)

c. Teacher-constructed charts of descriptive, evaluative data, in-
clude graphs, tables, containing such statistics as results of test
scores, progress of pupils, honors lists.

Function: Similar to Materials (see * above); items employed in accordance with pre-
cise, exact stipulations, the results of which are definite processes and/or
products.

Types: a. Objects, models used to identify examples of ideal products;
function as comparisons for students' efforts. Examples: dress
design in home economics, sculpture, pottery work, etc.

b. Teaching machines, individualized programming instruments,
programmed equipmcnt employed to achieve desired ends,
may contain built-in reinforcers, self-corrective devices.

c. Tools, supplies, other manipulative items used in math, science;
especially precise measurement devices, such as rulers, scales,
weights, etc.

DIMENSION III - NONVERBAL BEHAVIOR - (Categories No. 2 and No. 7)

* Gestures

Functions: a. Identify accuracy, inaccurate student responses.

b. Identify an outside authority as the source of evaluation; pro-
vide remedies for correcting inaccuracies (corrective criticism).

c. Convey signs of personal approval, disapproval.
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**

Examples:, a. Teacher reactions that acknowledge the accuracy of a student's
answer, such as waving, motioning to continue, for next per-
son to respond, O.K.'ing (in writing) students' written contri-
butions at chalkboard, holding up or pointing to praiseworthy
student contributions (2w); reactions to inaccurate student re-
sponses, such as shaking finger at, tapping fingers, motioning
for another student to answer, interrupting speaker by hold-
ing up hand, snapping fingers as signal to stop, correcting, eras-
ing students' work at chalkboard (7w)

b. Recourse to authoritative materials as the sources of approval
and disapproval, such as holding up texts, encyclopedias,
pointing to audiovisual materials as a reference or a source by
which students may compare contributions; includes writing
titles of reference items by which student may correct own
errors; writing correct formulae, etc., as substitutions for stu-
dents' errors. (2P, 7P)

c. Use of personal behaviors to convey agreement of opinions,
disappointment, personal value judgments. Applause,follow-
ing student performance, any physical contact, such as patting
student on back, hugging, shaking hands, close physical prox-
imity; negative personal evaluations include physical punish-
ment, restriction, showing the proper way to "do something,"
manually correcting physical posture of students, requiring
students to repeat certain manual skills. (2p, 7p)

Expressions (facial, verbal)

Functions: Similar to functions of Gestures (see A above).

Examples: a. Reactions acknowledging accuracy of student's response, such
as nodding, smiling, eye contact; reactions to inaccuracies in-
clude shaking head, frowning, signs of disinterest, such as
looking away, biting lips, furrowing brow, signs of personal
satisfaction or dissatisfaction (7p), such as smiling broadly,
winking; grimacing, sarcastic smiles, sharp glances.

b. Verbal expressions include laughter, harsh or gaily light tones,
shouting ahem, coughing

c. Sequence identifies interaction as the teacher reacting to stu-
dent contributions; behaviors; includes sequences of teacher,
plus student interaction or extended teacher talk.
1. A 4-8-2; 4-8-7 sequence indicates use of evaluation to iden-

tify the correctness, incorrectness of a solicited answer.
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2. 5-9-7: 9-7 could be evaluation of unanticipated student be-
havior (may indicate a discipline problem)

3. Evaluation 2p-2p: 7p-7p- refers to sonic previous student
behavior (may indicate personal value)

4. 7P-7P-7P-7P extended explanation of public rationale: may
indicate corrective criticism.

* * Position, Movement, Posture

Function: a. Allow teacher to maintain authoritative distance'

b. Movement permits viewing student contributions and behavior.

c. Posture shifts denote personal attraction; reactions.

Examples: a. Group-focused activity involving the evaluation of informa-
tion, such as teacher announcing, proclaiming grades, moving
to source (,t information to evaluate, such as marking student's
chalkboard answers

b. Contest in which judge moves among contestants or entries

c. l eacher's personal recognition of student contribution requir-
ing approaching the student or item personal criticism requir-
ing negative approach (physical intimidation, threatening ad-
vancement) includes maintaining physical distance: postures,
such as leaning toward; forward with interest, :-eclining, lean-
ing backwards.

DIMENSION IV - EVALUATIVE ACTIVITIES - Praise and Criticism
(Categories No. 2 and No. 7)

Designed by teacher to provide students with an evaluation of the accuracy of their acquired
knowledge and understandings or the appropriateness of their behaviors.

* Uses Prepared Materials

Purposes: a. Identify (reward) correct answers and (criticize) incorrect ;'n-
swers (Categories Nos. 2w and 7w).

b. Identify (reinforce) publicly acceptable behaviors and (dis-
courage) unacceptable practices (Categories Nos. 2P and 7P).

c. Identify personal evaluations (preferences, dissatisfactions) of
students' contributions and behaviors (Categories Nos. 2p; 7p).

Examples: a. Teacher reads, refers to curriculum items to validate student's
answers, such as holding quiz key replies "O.K., good." to
each answer read from homework paper. Includes announc-
ing test grades, scores, honor role.
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of evaluation. Teacher, referring to own lesson plan, com-
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b. Teacher refers to outside authority, such as resource materials,

c. Teacher refers to self, personally developed criteria, such as

audiovisual items, as source of evaluation. Teacher pointing

lesson plans. course requirements, syllabus, schedule as source

to map says "Good, your map is almost a perfect duplication
of that found in the encyclopedia."

mends Johnny by saying "Fine job; your notebook is neat
and complete" (you have met my criteria).

**

Pupils Use Prepared Materials

Purpose: Provide opportunity to verify understandings; note errors.

Examples: a. Follow teacher's reading of correct answers; announcements
of private, public criteria, standards for evaluation, rules of
conduct, etc.

b. Read aloud the correct answers; quote such authorities as dic-
tionaries, encyclopedias as sources of information; cite recog-
nized printed sources, such as newspaper editorials, art critics,
reviews, critiques, opinions of authoritative persons.

c. Use audiovisual materials to valliate understandings; compare
products.

d. Independent use of automatic feedback techniques, such as
confirmation, reinforcement, "KCR" (knowledge of correct
response), utilized in teaching machine programs and other in-
structional materials that employ fixed sequence programs for
building up mastery.

Cues:

Cues:

Writes

a. A student interrupting another student to correct a mispro-
nounced word, incorrect phrase, etc.

b. A student attempting to remedy incorrect or criticized behav-
iors, such as rereading mispronounced words, respelling incor-
rectly spelled words; redefining inaccuracies, such as descrip-
tions, map locations, graph interpretations, etc.

Purposes: a. Allow teacher to identify (mark) correct and incorrect an-
swers; supply corrections; offer possible sources of correct in-
formation; suggestions for remedying inaccuracies.

b. Offer a personal written evaluation, opinion, preference or
value judgment; distribute copies of personal requirements.



c. Recot d indices of individual progress: means for comparing
with other students' cognitive achievements: keep class record,
information concerning the student as an individualhis intel-
lectual capabilities, socio-emotional behaviors, general descrip-
tions of ins ability to function as a member of the classroom.

Examples. a. Teacher checks individual students' answers (usually of the
factual or convergent type), such as quizzes, tests; workbooks,
homework exercises; group answer activities, such as chalk-
board computations; spelling, punctuation, other sentence
completion items; teachers' mimeographed copies of work re-
quirements for attaining certain grades, personally developed
course syllabuses; corrections substituted for errors in stu-
dents' written answers. Students` misuse of data on subjective
questions or in divergent assignments may be evaluated by re-
ferring students to a source that will clarify the inaccuracy.
Example: (written by teacher on student's report) "Your data
about the sequence of events leading up to the Revolutionary
War are confused; consult the basic text to confirm your in-
formation" (Expanded Category No. 7P).

b. Personal evaluations .nay be appropriate' for certain types of
student contributions. Such personal comments may be sub-
stitutes for standardized grading techniques. If the student re-
quests the teacher's personal opinion, it is felt that the teacher
owes this student his honest appraisal. Also, in certain studies,
such as seminars, arts and crafts, etc., when the conditions
have been defined as subject to the instructor's taste, personal
evaluations may be appropriate. Example: (statement accom-
panying student's poem) "Your style is reminiscent of ; it
lacks originality. You've gotten stuck in several clichesI've
circled these instances. I feel the poem would be much im-
proved by the replacement of these with your own ideas."
(Expanded Category No. 7p) Example: (comments made on
art project portfolio) "The improvement you've made in figure
drawing is commendable. Movement and grace of form are
evident in the limbs of the acrobats in your sketches. The skel-
etal proportions of the figures are realistic and accurate. I'm
pelased that you decided not to include background or dis-
tracting frills" (Expanded Category No. 2p).

c. Comparative evaluations of individual and group progress, as
well as individual standings within the group include recording
publicly announced grades, ratings, achievement test score re-
sults, ranking of names, grading on a curve, type techniques,
report cards, progress graphs, tables or charts of other statis-
tics, such as those concerning items missed on tests, amount
of successfully completed required items (number of library
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books read, etc.). These methods are usually limited to very
concise, defined symbolic evaluations, such as letter grades.
percents, raw numbers or brief terminologygood, fair, poor,
etc.; personal data files on individual students include such
items as personal statistics and numerical figures; examples:
grade point averages, achievement and 1.Q. test results; person-
ality characteristics, emotional maturity or mental health
forms; reactions of other teachers, principals, special subject
supervisors. (2P, 7P)

Students Write

Purpose: Provide means for self-evaluating written work

Examples: Students mark own, other students' written quizzes, assignments, etc.;
make necessary corrections on papers; comply with teacher's requirements
by making necessary corrections; consulting sources of information and
compieting inaccuracies; keeping personal records of progress.

*** Demonstrates (Teacher and Student Behaviors are Combined.)

Purpose: a. Provide opportunity for students to demonstrate skills and un-
derstandings; display products, all of which are judged.

b. Provide opportunity for teacher to evaluate studeats' presen-
tations and/or contributions.

Examples: a. A student demonstrates use of equipment, explains formulae,
math computations; emphasis is on correct application of
knowledge, theory.

b. Students display artistic creations, products for judging; per-
form for talent shows.

c. Teacher selects "best" student demonstration as exemplary
(2w); may compare with nonacceptable demonstration (7w).
May be corrective technique rather than purely evaluativein
which case the student will probably repeat the demonstration.

d. Contests, shows, talented and skilled performances, in which
exceptional abilities and/or creations are rewarded, criticized,
judged by group standards of excellence (2P) or teacher's per-

sonal standards (2p).

Cue:::

I

a. A student re-enacting a demonstration following another stu-
dent's poor performance

b. Students interrupting one another to correct errors
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c, Group applause following student performances

d. Evidence of emphasis on proper techniques, such as stereo-
typed boardwork and workbooks, standardized penmanship
skills; copying, comparing data with sources of evaluation

e. Structured art, gym, home economics activities in which use
of equipment, supplies, products conform to model

f. Selection of pupils for desired positions on such criteria as
good behavior, grades, pleasant appearances (if criteria are es-
tablished by teacher (Expanded Category No. 2p); if criteria
are established as group norm (Expanded Category No. 2P)

Reacting to praise or approval by smiling proudly, looking
pleased in such ways as holding head up, blushing at extensive
praise, approaching teacher with confidence, eagerness to par-
ticipate when assured of correctness of response, behavior

h. Reacting to criticism or disapproval by displaying signs of un-
happiness, such as furrowing of forehead, frowning, looking
away, down, averting eyes, crying, fidgeting; signs of nervous-
ness, embarrassment, such as biting lips, looking away, avoid-
ing participation, blushing, fumbling with pencils, papers,
books, chewing on pencils, fingernails, holding hands up to
cover face, putting head down on desk, narrowing eyes, squint-
ing, hesitancy to approach teacher, avoidance ofother pupils'
eyes, physical approachments, tendency to isolate self, hesi-
tancy to complete assignments, hand in for evaluation, making
excuses for incomplete work, avoiding turns to demonstrate,
etc.; signs of competition for grades, praise, such as cheating
on tests, assignments, nonsharing, competitive behaviors,
mocking fellow students, showing off, currying teacher's favor,
flattering teacher, fawning, seeking attention, copying teach-
er's manner or prescribed behavior, taunting students who arc
in teacher's displeasure, constantly looking toward teacher for
signs of evaluation

g.
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ACCEPTANCE OF STUDENT IDEAS AND STUDENT-INITIATED TALK
(Categories Nos. 3 and 9i)

For purposes of no.verbal observation, student-initiated talk (Category 9i) has been rede-
fined as any student contribution (verbal or nonverbal) that occurs without direct solicita-
tion. Such voluntary student contributions include written items, concrete objects, models
in addition to the originally defined student-initiated verbalizations. Both verbal and nonver-
bal initiations of this kind are seen as indicating increased pupil participation. Acceptance of
such initiations indicates expanded avenues of teacher-pupil communication.

This type of acceptance is nonevaluative and includes many different verbal and nonverbal
behaviors. Also the classroom, its arrangement and contents, offer extensive clues to Cate-
gories 3 and 9i behaviors.

There are several reasons for combining these two categories in this section. First, research
has shown that the presence of student-initiated talk is greatest in those classrooms in which
the teacher accepts student ideas. Therefore, these two behaviors may be related to one an-
other in much the same way as are questions and responses. However, these two behaviors
are distinctly different from the typical factual convergent question-answer interaction se-
quence that limits student response (Category 8). So that, secondly, student freedom to
participate and/or express ideas (Category 9) is expanded by the teacher's use of divergent
and evaluative questions. Thirdly, student-initiated behavior, unless it is disruptive, cannot
usually be evaluated as correct or incorrect. Therefore, nonevaluative forms of acceptance
offer more appropriate reactions to divergent, original student ideas than evaluative forms of
praise and criticism. (Expanded categories identify nonevaluative forms of acceptance and
can be found following this introduction. Fourth, since one purpose of Category 3 is to en-
courage students to express their ideas, evidence of such expression can be found in each of
the classroom dimensions.

Indices of student freedom as opposed to rigid teacher control are offered by the following
clues in Dimension I: Traditional classroom rows replaced by groups of desks to encourage
communication and permit flexible rearrangements that accommodate a variety of activities.
Contents of bulletin boards and display tables may be created, selected, or arranged by the
students.

Material clues, such as handmade relief maps, posters, charts, scrapbooks, motivational read-
ing series may indicate pupil selection and/or creation (Dimension II). Prepared curriculum
materials or teacher- developed items described in previous sections may not be present. Thus,
there may be a minimum use of content-oriented materials and less emphasis on achievement
and evaluative techniques.

The use of nonverbal behaviors in Dimension III includes such teacher's gestures as pointing
to, holding, otherwise acknowledging student contributions. Important is the use of facial
expressions, such as eye contact to communicate interest in the speaker's idea (or presenta-
tion). Such acceptance may be differentiated from evaluative reactions by the extended du-
ration of both the verbal and nonverbal behaviors (Example: prolonged eye contact).



Although research has shown that the two behaviors arc interrelated, it does not appear to be
the same order relationship as that found for questions and answers. It is not certain whether
acceptance is more frequently a reaction to (follows) student-initiated talk or whether accept-
ance monY frequently precedes Category 9i. Nevertheless, in this section the category of
teacher behavior is presented before student talk. This order may appear reversed. since the
expanded categories are obviously reactions to the students' ideas. However, since the con-
tent of the teacher's verbal behavior is the more readily identified of the sequence (the con-
tent of the student's behavior is less defina: 1- because its unpredictable quality eludes pre-
cise identification) and since the function of this category of teacher behavior is to promote
interaction, it is presented prior to student participation. The expanded categories define
three forms of acceptance.

3a Acknowledgment of student ideas, contributions (by naming the student,
acknowledging, verbally or nonvcrbally identifying the student and/or his
contribution)

3c Clarification of student ideas (by rewording, extending the content, impli-
cations of the idea)

3s Summarization of student ideas, contributions (by collectively acknowl-
edging a number of different individuals' ideas; itemizing, reiterating key
words; listing contributions at chalkboard, etc.)

Cues that indicate a paiticular subcategory may be offered by the duration of the verbal or
nonverbal acceptance. For example, a slight nod may indicate a nonverbal acknowledgment
(Category 3a), whereas clarification or summarization may necessitate more lengthy verbal
or written reactions.

STUDENT-INITIATED CONTRIBUTIONS

Expanded categories of teacher verbal behavior are identified by content. There are no spe-
cific content cues that identify student-initiated verbal behaviors. Therefore, the following
differentiatioas refer to accompanying nonverbal cues indicating that the student verbaliza-
tion has been initiated. Also, since 9i occurs in the absence of direct solicitation by the teach-
er, the unpredictable nature of these behaviors is maximized. Therefore, the content is in-
ferred from the context cues.

The following distinctions are made for purposes of nonverbal observation:

Category 9i may occur as:,

1. A polite or acceptable interruption of the teacher, such as to seek assistance or re-
quest repetition of information

Examples:

a. Lecture activity (Dimension IV)
Student initiates interruption

Cue: Gesture - raises hand (Dimension Ill)
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Teacher reaction-acknowledges, accepts student interruption
(Category 3)

Cue: Nods, eye contact (Dimension III)

b. Silent individual seat work activity (Dimension IV)
Student initiates interruption

Cue: Physical movement toward teacher's desk (Dimension III)
Teacher reaction-acknowledges student's presence (Category 3)

Cue: Teacher looks up; smiles; eye contact (Dimension III)

2. An unacceptable or unanticipated interruption of the teacher or another student
in which resistance or emotional upset is evident

Examples:

a. Lecture activity (Dimension IV)
Student initiates interruption

Cue: Gesture - raises hand (Dimension III)
Teacher reaction -indicates unacceptability of, displeasure with stu-
dent interruption (Category 7)

Cue:. Facial expression - frowns, stern face to discourage student
(Dimension III)

b. Student-to-student panel discussion. Activity,9i-10-9i-9i-9i-10-9i
Dimension (IV)
Emotional student interrupts

Cue: Facial expression mouth expressing anger; content of ver-
bal behavior :.motional

c. Also unexpected or intense emotional expressions
Teacher reactions to such instances are presented in next section
"Acceptance of Student Feelings" (Category No. 1)

3. An expression of a novel, creative idea (may occur as an extension of a more pre-
dictable response in which the student goes beyond the solicited answer and adds
his own ideas)

Examples:

a. Student demonstration activity (Dimension IV)
Student is expressing novel method for operating equipment

Cue: Presence of equipment (Dimension II); extended individual stu-
dent talk, use of gestures, central position in front of class (Di-
mension III)

b. Question-answer activity (Dimension IV)
Student response exceeds anticipated answer

Cue: 4-8-4-8-4-8-4-8 sequence becomes 9i (Dimension HI) - unantici-
pated extended talk by an individual student.
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Although these instances of student-initiated talk are the exception rather than the rule, in
many "indirect' classrooms, the Occurrence of such student behaviors ma) exceed the norm.
The degree to which such types of student behaviors a-e present may be reflective indices of
teacher permissiveness/control.

DIMENSION I ROOM ARRANGEMENT Acceptance of Student Ideas and Student-
Initiated Contributions (Category No. 3 and
No. 91)

* Seating

**

Functions: a. Provide flexibility for a variety of situations.

b. Encourage group cohesiveness and communication by mini-
mizing authority of teacher, membership equality

Types: a. Classrooms with nonstationary desks

b. Teacher's desk not necessarily in central location -nay be in-
distinguishable from pupils' seating

c. "I-radium:al rows may be replaced by circles, other provisions
for special interest or ability groups. Desks may be replaced
by chairs, tables, benches, mats, stools, rugs, etc.

Contents: Evidence of student-centered items or cooperative student and teacher ef-
forts. Included are variety of student-selected, arranged, or developed
items; evidence of individually oriented rather than curriculum-dictated
materials, personally designed book covers, notebooks, minimum of identi-
cal stereotyped texts work materials (See Dimension II for details).

Chalkboards, Bulletin Boards

Function: a. Provide means for teacher to acknowledge student's verbal
ideas by listing at chalkboard: acknowledge other than verbal
contributions by displaying at bulletin board (3a).

b. Provide means for students to develop and present creative
ideas; illustrate personal theories (9i).

c. Provide means for students to create and organize content;
display own work.

Content:

14:Lit

a. Lists of chyme student ideas, suggestions (at chalkboard), dis-
plays of such student-originated items as poetry, creative art,
writing(on bulletin board)

b. Individualized student ideas, methods, novel procedures, origi-
nal solutions to problems (9i)
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c. Student-created, arranged, or selected items may include
themes that reflect the age group of the students; identify mi-
nority groups; indicate special ability or disadvantage groups,
content may be irrelevant to curriculum.

Displays of student-written contributions may include diverse
individualized style; incorrect use of language; reports with in-
accurate information; problems solved via individualized non-
standardized procedures, original formulae.

*** Tables, Chairs, Shelves

Functions: Provide space and/or materials to
a. Promote independent, self-directed individual and group work;

permit organization or reorganization for such student-directed
activities as panels, debate teams.

b. Encourage special interests, creative endeavors, cooperative
student-to-student activities, discussions.

c. Allow students to create, organize, and display nonevaluated
contributions.

PR

Contents: a. Discovery-type materials and supplies, such as science, math,
items necessary for student-directed activities; individualized
reading materials

b. Creative supplies, such as arts and crafts, music materials; va-
riety of free-time materials, games, toys, comics, scrapbooks;
chairs provide space for interpersonal talks, committee discus-
sions, place where friends can meet, teacher and students can
confer.

c. Nonidentical, indiv;-lualistic handmade student products
show signs of origh...aity. Student-selected and organized dis-
plays include personally volunteered items rather than assigned
products; may be irrelevant to curriculum.

DIMENSION II - MATERIALS - Acceptance of Student Ideas and Student-Initiated Contri-
butions (Category No. 3 and No. 9i)

* Printed Prepared Iterns

Functions: a. Provide a variety of items selected by students or reflective of
student interest; promote student involvement and self-di-
rected participation.

b. Offer flexible curriculum items to meet individual student
needs.



Types:

c. Provide resource items as In format R e sources or supplements.
the content of which is utilized b% students to investigate, in-
terpret hypotheses: compare divergent or conflicting opinions:
speculate about conclusions.

a. Materials reflective of students' m er .sts include both cogni-
tive and affective items: may be sele( .ed by students or in re-
sponse to student interests and de% elo- mental stages. Use may
be planned by N t u de n t s or arra .4ed to complement students'
awareness levels. individual ability levels. Content may be cre-
ated by pupils, such as scrapbooks.. collections of news clip-
pings, cooperative, commiru (-created workbooks, texts, re-
ports. Special interests Ma\ be pursued through library books,
individualized materials. such as individually Programmed In-
struction (l.P.1.); interest. ability groups may have special
texts workbooks. Student evaluative reaction forms. sugges-
tion sheets, etc.. may be used extensively as a means of revis-
ing content, reformulating plans. schedules.

b. Curriculum items teacher. Minimum use of prescribed, re-
strictive. curriculum-developed materials. schedules, lesson
plans. syllabuses, guidebooks, tests. course requirements; un-
structured or flex:ble use of reviews, quizzes, questions: pau-
city of drill, practice exercises, such as penmanship. handwrit-
ing skills:rote memory exercises. workbooks, teacher manuals
may contain concept-type guidelines or suggested behavioral
goals for the teacher during student discussions, suggested
teacher and pupil group activities such as cooperative planning,
evaluation; readiness tests for determining individual needs,
arranging groupings, planning %ork in special areas; enriched
special ability materials: unstructured flexible lesson plans,
tentative long-range unit plans: minimum of evaluative tech-
niques, such as those found in preceding Section. Categories
2, 7.

Curriculum items student. Items include discovery-type, in-
quiry approach materials; broad conceptual type guides for
previewing, assessing. reviewing content; suggestions for activ-
ities, self-help study guides. Students may be involved in se-
lecting materials, rtructurmg content. planning use of such
curriculum materials as texts.- workbooks: constructing tests.
planning experiments. demonstrations: preparing lesson plans.
daily and long- range unit work and projects; individually par-
ticipate in developing scheduling (Example: 1.P.D.I.). Evalua-
tive devices may be developed by students or may be replaced
by individual self-assessment technic-Ines: socionietric tech-
nique:, may determine bases for group. work tasks.
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c. Resource items reflecting student interests provide supple-
ments or sources of information. The content is utilized by
students to verify hypotheses: interpret divergent or conflict-
ing opinions: speculate about conclusions. Emphasis on inde-
pendent pupil-directed use of reference items for locating in-
formation. comparing diverse sources, clarifying opinions,
drawing own conclusions by testing content Newspapers,
magazines. periodicals may provide divergent editorials, view-
points, emphasis on student-discovered validity of the printed
word.

** Audiovisual Aids

Function: Similar to printed prepared items (see * above)
a. Used, created by students to deliver reports, augment presen-

tations.

b. Interpreted by students rather than teachers. Examples: stu-
dents use graphs to discover the type of data represented
thereininductive rather than deductive uses.

c. Used by teacher as supplements to stimulate student discus-
sions rather than as sources of information. Encourage stu-
dent evaluations of such items as films, records, art work, pic-
tures, etc.

Types:

*** Special Items

a. One-dimensional posters developed and utilized by students
to supplement reports and presentations. Examples: graphs,
tables for research projects. data synthesis, group project mu-
rals, timelines, two-dimensional projections, relief maps.

b. Graphs, charts, tables, maps. sequence of events, flannel board
figures, illustrations interpreted by students rather than teach-
ers. Examples: comparisons of pictorial information contained
in old and new maps.

c. Collections of pictures. portraits, other art items, films; may
be selected, organized. and evaluated by students as being ap-
propriate to course content or may simply be valued accord-
ing to students' own personal criteria, preferences (may be
noncognitive).

Function: Three-dimensional manipulative objects. evipment. and supplies used by
students to create, discover. experiment, demonstrate own ideas.
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DIMENSION III - NONVERBAL BEHAVIOR Acceptance of Student Ideas and Student
Initiated

* Gestures

Functions:

Examples:

Expressions (facial, verbal)

Examples:

Function: Similar to functions of Gestures (see + above)

8

)5)

a. Nonmechanical objects, such as models, inventions, dolls, etc.,

c. Individual manipulative supplies, such as those used in labora-
tories

Individually programmed machines and equipment encourage

a. Used to acknowledge, convey interest in students' ideas, con-
tributions.

Means by which students m- y indicate desire to participate,

a. Teacher motions for, recognizes r udent to participate, writes

b. Student raises hand to initiate contact, interrupt teacher or

a. Teacher acknowledges students' desire to participate by nod-

tions by same means.

pro -

grammed teaching machines, such as Skinner, Pressy type, in-
dividually

created during free time (may be noncognitive); indicate

independent student operation. Include individually pro-

ment, viewing and listening equipment for slides, audio- video-
taped

be created by students to augment their presentations;

diverse, original, nonstereotyped efforts.

dividually operated reading pacers, language laboratory equip-
ment,

economics, industrial arts; musical instruments, supplies
used in creative endeavors, such as arts and crafts. Toys, mod-
els,

and enjoyment.

taped recording equipment.

(science, math, chemistry, physics) for the Independent
discovery of principles). Also includes tools and items used in

els, dolls, wide variety of items to provide diverse avenues of

as well as actively participating

hold-
ing, p ointing to.
student's i -leas at board, acknowledges contribution by hold-

other student during lecture, group discussions; manipulates

tributions.

objects, instruments in presenting novel methods, original
ideas.

ding, glancing at; ackn,,wledging students' nonverbal contribu-
tions

No. 3 and No. 9i)
Initiated Contributions

Types:
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b. Teacher's verbal acknowledgments may indicate expressions
of excitement, interest; student voices may express eagerness,
excitement (to participate, express ideas); hesitancy, slight
stuttering when explaining own novel methods; argumentative,
sharp retorts when reacting to opposinb panel members; slight-
ly proud, pleased when explaining personally developed ideas.

c. Verbal sequence indicates inutual teacher-pupil interaction;
may identify type of student initiation and type of teacher
reaction.

1. Sequence 4-9-9-9-3 might indicate divergent, evaluative
question, followed by extended student response, which is
acknowledged by the teacher.

2. Sequence 4-9-10-9-3 may indicate question responded to by
two students followed by summarization by teacher.

3. Sequence 5-5-9-3-3 may indicate student-initiated com-
ments interrupting teacher lecture, in which teacher modi-
fies lecture to clarify or acknowledge student question; cor-
rective interruptions by students followed by the teacher's
acknowledging and correcting himself.

4. Sequence 9-10-9-10-3 may indicate student-to-student inter-
action, followed by teacher's summarizing, clarifying.

5. Sequence 3-3-3 may indicate extended acknowledgment of
a students' ideas (refers to some past or previous instance
rather than to immediately preceding student behavior).

6. Sequence 4-8-9-9-9 indicates a shift from a solicited predict-
able response to unanticipated content. Example: student
answering "Christopher Columbus discovered Aracrica" and
continuing on to add "but I believe that the Vikings landed
in Minnesota long before that, so the Vikings really discov-
ered America."

*** Position, Movement, Posture

Functions: a. Convey equality of membership; allow students to experience
a variety of roles, exchange places with teacher.

b. Permit free movement of students in accordance with individ-
ual needs, formation of groups.

c. Express attention to, interest in, acknowledgment of speaker.

Exai 'pies: a. Class group discussions and committees minimize importance
of authority figure so that teacher may assume oth.r than tra-
ditional rolebecomes group participant, consultant, observer;
sits among, with students.
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b. Teacher moves about room, approaches students in response
to requests for assistance; students move about as individual
activities requite going to chalkboard, resource area, library,
hobby clubs, extracurricular activities, special groups; ap-
proach teacher to request assistance, engage in personally pleas-
ing activities, play with toys, games, etc. Includes instances of
unanticipated student approach to teacher, being accepted,
also student-to-student movement, leaving room, desk,. to go
to library, etc. Generail.v students appear free to determine
own activitiesdo not look to teaciter as authority or for per-
mission to perform an action.

c. Teacher maintains eye contact with pupil when student is
speaking, leans forward, conveying acknowledgment, interest;
smiles, nods encouragingly, communicates acceptance, warmth
(rather than approval); laughts with pupils, snares their jokes,
observes reports, performances: conveys interest by asking pu-
pils for additional infOrmation about their original ideas.
Writes ideas at board; holds up, points to, displays pupils' con-
tributions in a nonevaluative manner; generally appears to be
comfortable wit'n class; more concerned with them, their ideas
than with self, own ideas, subject matter.

d. Pupils' eagerness to participate may be evidenced by attention.
posture, eye contact, deliberate movements; may initiate com-
munication with teacher by approaching desk, engaging in
projects, group activities, interest in the contributions of their
classmates; students rather than teacher may be the center of
interaction; signs of pleasure at being accepted, such as smil-
ing, looki-ig sheepishly pleased, enjoying attention of group,
blushing, eyes sparkling.

Category 9i includes a variety of student behaviorssome appropriate,
some inappropriate. Remember all student interruptions are included in
this category. The following examples include different types of teacher
reactions that offer cues to the type of student behavior.

Inattentive, Interruptive
Student Behaviors Teacher Reactions
Restlessness during class, whis- (If fearing disruption) may squelch by
poring, yawning, impatience, "7" behavior. May be verbal or nonver-
losing temper in group, crying. bal, such as glance, narrowing eyes; may

smile understandingly and walk over to
student to assist. (Category No. 3 d
No. 1)
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Anxiety, need for assistance
during group work, raising
hands, trying to get teacher's
attention.

Student tells joke, uses unac-
ceptable language.

Teacher acknowledges need for assistance
(3), ignores plea (7); gives directions of
where to locate help. (Category No. 5
and No. 6)

Teacher laughs with class (3a); is silent
(10s); ignores (10s); censures (7p).

DIMENSION IV - IDEAS AND ACTIVITIES - Acceptance of Student Ideas and Student-
Initiated Contributions
(Category No. 3 and No. 9i)

Relatively unstructured, since activities are determined by student interests, needs, abilities
rather than by curriculum demands or teacher goals.

Since teacher and students share responsibility for the interaction, a number of activities are
not included in the previous more teacher-structured categories. Also, since one of the pur-
poses of acceptance is to increase student participation, examples of student-directed activi-ties are offered. These examples follow the regular presentation of the three types of activi-ties*, **, *** (see following pages). Student behaviors are not presented separately foreach activity as in previous categories.

As mentioned in the introduction, it is difficult to determine the order of sequence of thesecategories of teacher-pupil interaction. So that if the majority of teacher behaviors occur asreactions to students behaviors (9i, 3), we might assume the activities to be somewhat stu-dent-directed. However, if the sequence is reversed, we might assume that the teacher-ar-
ranged activity resulted in certain types of student behaviors (3, 9i).

Examples of the teacher-pupil interaction are presented for each of the three activities in thefollowing sequence:

a. Example of a teacher behavior that promotes student-initiated participation
b. Example of the resulti.'g student-initiated participation
c. Example of the teacher behavior that occurs as a reaction to the student-initiated

participation

Thus, the sequence is 3-9i-3. Expanded categories of the teacher's behavior preceding andfollowing the student-initiated behaviors are identified when appropriate.

For the most part, the teacher reacts to all student-initiated behaviors in a somewhat similarmanner. That is, the teacher accepts verbal ideas by clarifying, summarizing, repeating, re-wording; accepts student contributions by acknowledging; does not evaluate any idea, contri-bution. Therefore, inaccuracies may exist. The teacher may purposely accept wrong answers,errors in speaking, reading, punctuating, recitations. There may also be evidence of diverseartistic work, such as incongruities or unrealistic artistic creations, such as red sky, blue trees,unusual themes, non stereotyped contributions.
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Uses Prepared Materials (Teacher and student behaviors combined)
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Purpose: Provide student with sources, supplements for cognitive or creative activities

Examples: a. Teacher promotes student participation by reading, referring
to printed content; uses audiovisual items to stimulate student
participation. Examples: shows films of experiments, allowing
students to speculate, draw own conclusions of phenomenon;
cites conflicting printed sources of information; presents con-
troversial pictures, curriculum resource materials; provides
content with which students may validate ideas, compare
data; quotes excerpts of "sensational" controversial news cov-
erage, etc:

b., Students react to content, interpret, discuss, evaluate; read
content silently, aloud. Examples: students locate sources,
quote, argue, express opinions, cite sources to defend, support
their positions, register opposition to other conflicting views.

c. Teacher reacts to student participation by clarifying, summar-
izing students' views; identifies conflicts, points of disagree-
ment. Encourages consistent, logical thinking, proof of theo-
ries"I heard Tom say hc, agreed with Walter Winchell but not
with William Buckley" (3c). "Alice said .. ."; "Bob said .. .";
"Tom said . . .. so it seems that this team is in support of the
minority program" (3s).

Writes (Teacher and student behaviors combined)

Purposes: a. Teacher promotes student interest by recording, acknowledg-
ing student,' ideas (3a).

b. Students participate by contributing their ideas in writing.

c., Teacher reacts nonevaluatively to student-written contribu-
tions. May clarify, summarize content (3c, 3s).

Examples:cp a. At chalkboard during discussion teacher records various stu-
dent ideas, proposals.

b. Students explain ideas at chalkboard, write original, creative
products, such as poetry; submit evaluations, proposals for
activities, etc.

c., Teacher writes comments on student-written contributions as
means of summarizing, clarifying students' thinking.
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*** Demonstrates (Teacher and stude.st behaviors combined)

Purposes: a. Teacher demonstrations encourage student interpretations.
b. Allow students to participate in planning content; create novel

means of expressing ideas. Encourage experimentation, criti-
cal thinking, development of problem-solving abilities.

c. Presentations arranged by teacher in response to students
needs and interests.

Examples: a. Teacher demonstrates principles of liquid measure by pouring
water into various size containers, allows student to de-, elop
concept for themselves via discussion.

b. All similar self-discovery type demonstrations by students; all
explanations of novel ideas, theories, speculations, approaches;
group problem-solving conditions set up by teacher. Teacher
provides following conditions: "You're allowed to take tenitems to the moon decide what you'd select on personal and
group basis"; students form groups to discuss problem.

c. Student-directed activities, such as panels, debates; requested
guest speakers, presentations;

program demonstrations for
special interest groups, hobbies, arts and crafts, talent shows,etc.

The following examples of teacher-pupil interaction are offered as activitiesin which student participation exceeds that found in the average classroom.

There appear to be three stages of classroom activity and three degrees ofclassroom control. The three stages of cognitive classroom concentrationconsist of:

1. Planning - content and activities
2. Presentation - content via activities
3. Conclusion - culminating activities and/or evaluating content,

efforts, and progress

The teacher and pupils share various degrees of responsibility for each ofthese three stages each of which determines a type of classroom control.The teacher, an individual student, or the group may each be responsiblefor any of the above three stages. In the typical classroom the teacher di-rects all three stages with minor modifications, such as permitting individualstudents to present content (recitations); or scheduling group and commit-tee activities (reports, work groups, demonstrations). The roles of theteacher in the following descriptions are rather different from those in the
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traditional classroom. The teacher may become a member of a group, an
assistant to a group, an observer of an individual's performance, a consult-
ant, or an adviser. The role possibilities are exciting and varied. However,
one role lie is not is an evaluator'

The following explanations of the three stages of activity imply student-
oriented rather than teacher-directed control of the classroom interaction.
In these examples the students are given varying degrees of responsibility
for the activities that occur. Therefore, they assume some part of the teach-
er's role in determining the classroom structure. The degrees of student in-
dependence and teacher control depend on a great many variables.

1 Planning Stage

Purposes:

Increase student commitment and interest by encouraging student
participation in planning activities, structuring content, determining
their own relationships to areas of study.

Roles (Teacher and student)

a. Teacher as consultant, guide identifies any framework,
structure that may limit or influence students' suggestions.
Reads, refers to, writes, distributes copies of course sylla-
buses, curriculum requirements, specifications, objectives,
goals, text-manual guidelines; previously approved, current-
ly proposed schedules, lesson plans, long-, short -term strate-
gies; available committees, work projects, roups; possible
topics, themes for reports, etc.

Example: "We must cover this material in three weeks. Are
there any suggestions for scheduling the work?" (Orientation)

b. Students volunteer and submit suggestions, schedules, react
to, support :ach others' suggestions, give options, opinions,
alternaties to proposals, arrive at decisions; request group
membership; form groups; relate to teacher as resource per-
son. Examples of student participation includes planning:"

1., Activities Field trips, organizing plays, muse-
um trips, appointing committees, de-
ciding on art, physical education

2. Material projects

2. Materials Selecting speakers

3. Schedules Activities reports

c. Teacher acknowledges student ideas via writing at chalk-
board (role of secretary); clarifies student ideas via class dis-
cussion (role of moderator); summarizes group or individual
suggestions (role of chairman).
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2. Presentation Stage

Purposes:

a. Provide students with opportunity to participate in organiz-
ing and presenting curriculum content, determining use of
materials; recognize the importance of organization in de-
livering content; provide direct experiences with equipment
and supplies prior to theory and/or instead of printed con-
tent or lecture presentations.

b. Students create own content, props, novel theories, ideas to
be presented; recognize importance of appealing to audi-
ence interests.

c. Allows for independent group work, the formation of spe-
cial interest groups.

Roles (students)

a. Students prepare lesson plans, appoint committees to col-
lect necessary items for group, review curriculum content,
assign individual reports,, collect materials and audiovisual
items to supplement report; form debate teams, panel dis-
cussions, lectures; outline content to be covered in their
presentations, mimeograph copies to be distributed. Have
spontaneous speeches, multigroup student-led discussions,
buzz groups.

Students experiment with equipment, tools, supplies, indi-
vidually or as a group, in order to discover phenomena,
relationships, uses. Examples include modern math manip-
ulative supplies, physical education equipment, musical in-
struments, painting techniques; also direct experiences with
materials and excursions, such as laboratory method, field
trips to local industries, nature walks, etc.

b. Student-directed presentations may be irrelevant to curricu-
lum content. Include plays, recitals, artistic creations, tal-
ent shows, show and tell periods, as well as cognitive dem-
onstrations of novel theories, explanations of creative ideas,
solutions to problems. Students create own materials, con-
sr.uct posters, models, other items to supplement their pre-
sentations. Include visual representations illustrating theo-
retical ideas, proposed inventions (i.e., concrete representa-
tions of abstract processes). Examples: pictorial illustra-
tions of the stages in human development; thought pro-
cesses diagram; proposed formula fir solution to a problem;
blueprint of bridge construction; rocket launch site; model
for group development.
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c. Seminars, tutorials, independent studies, (2 search, self-di-
rected group projects, hobby clubs, problem groups de-
signed to meet individual requirements (assistance by other
pupils, etc.): use of self-pacing, self-instructional materials,
extra practice skill exercises, conferences with the teacher.

Roles (teacher)

a. As resource person. Teacher, as resource person, makes
supplies available, orders audiovisual equipment, arranges
trips; explains prerequisites to operating equipment for
work efforts; briefly identifies any dangers (of equipment)
and rules for trip behavior; assists, guides students in use of
equipment, if requested.

b. As observer, member participant, chairman, or secretary,
takes notes on student presentations as means of acknowl-
edging contributions (3a). May help summarize or clarify
if student requests it. Examples: during debates, panels,
other points of disagreement.

Summary of information contained in report (made for
benefit of group) to confirm with reporter. As chairman,
may terminate debate, select next speaker; as participant
on panel, may provide information, suggest sources. Helps
clarify novel inventions, may ask student to repeat or re-
explain stage.

c. As consultant, responds to requests for assistance, helps or-
ganize, arrange groups, arranges for special equipment,
points out sources of information. Helps students arrange
flexible scheduling and consulting for individual needs, iden-
tifies possible courses of actionacademic advising, avail-
able courses, etc. Demonstrates how to use special equip-
ment, such as tape recorder, so that group can operate inde-
pendently without teacher assistance. May provide feed-
back to group, as an observer, if requested by group; must
be observable and measurable data rather than evaluation.

3. Conclusion Stage

Purposes:

a. Provide opportunity to summarize content; identify con-
cepts.

b. Arrange culminating activity

c. Students evaluate own and others' progress, re-evaluate
conteiit and activities, identify meaningful learning for
themselves.

73
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d. Provide opportunity for teacher to evaluate over-all worth
of such activities for her own records.

Roles (Teacher and student)

a, Teacher helps clarify and summarize content by referring
to, focusing on students' contributions and presentations.
Example: Pointing to committee's project, "Let's see if we
can reiterate the steps in Tom's presentation by referring to
our notes and the things Toni has displayed at the back of
the room." Students conduct daily, weekly reviews of con-
tent covered, exchange notebooks, compare notes, make
committee reports.

b. Teacher allows students to suggest and decide upon appro-
priate culminating activities. Acknowledges ideas at chalk-
board as secretary; as consultant informs group of any un-
feasible suggestions or the necessary supplies, arrangements
to be made. Examples include group discussions, written
reports, summations of content, knowledge, concepts, field
trips, etc.

c. Students may decide on such means of evaluation as student-
developed tests, games to complement individual presenta-
tions, group learnings, daily reviews, exchanges of note-
books, individual committee reports; include evaluating ef-
fectiveness, proposing changes, developing rating scales,
forms on which various aspects of the project are evaluated,
such as content, delivery, activities, materials. Students
may discuss own, each others' presentations, ask group and
teacher for feedback, personal opinions.

d. Teacher may assist with progress reports, developing tests,
and/or scoring techniques. May participate in taking tests,
help guide evaluations, content, provide feedback, assist in
group grading efforts by identifying "things to consider";
provide audiovisual recording equipment as a feedback de-
vice, sociometric techniques to help students understand
their roles as group members, how they influence others.
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ACCEPTANCE OF STUDENT FEELINGS (Category No. 1)

Recognition of students' emotional expressions is rare. There seems to he at least two related
reasons why this is the least-used category of teacher behavior. First, teachers (as well as
many other people) often find emotional behaviors discomforting. They are ofte] reluctant
to react to such expressions. Secondly,. most classrooms (as well as most social Interaction
situations) are cogintive/v rather than ,iffectreely oriented. Thus, teachers and students learn
to view emotions as inappropriate classroom behaviors and are discouraged from openly ex-
pressing themselves (their feelings).

Students (especially adolescents and college age) resist communicating their personal feelings
(appraisals of the teacher and the subject matte...), since they are threatened by authority im-
plications of the generation gap. Furthermore,, they become increasingly aware of the impor-
tance of the teacher's personal feelings, ego in determining student appraisals, evaluations,
and grading. These learr,ings are acquired continuously from kindergarten on and continue
to broaden until the gap culminates in the following complaints t gistered by both factions:
lack of ability to understand (the younger generation), inability to be understood (by the
over 30s). This inability to understand, be understood by others transcends thegeneration
gap to include differences among minority peoples, religious groups, etc. The need to remedy
such interpersonal misunderstanding via increased acceptance and appreciation of individual
differences is being recognized by many progressive educators. The acceptance of feelings
(Category 1) may finally become a more prevalent behavior than heretofore in classroom in-
teraction.

An explanation of the functions of Category I is helpful in understanding how such behav-
iors may eliminate interpersonal barriers and expand communication.

The primary junction of this teacher behavior is .o react to a student's expression of emotion
with acceptance. Tills implies that the teacher is aware of the content of the student's ex-
pression. (He has heard what the student said.) Facial expressions and certain gestures con-
stitute all important nonverbal means of communicating acceptance. Furthermore, such
haviors help identify the student's feelings (anger, Icar, etc.), as well as the teacher's reaction
(understanding, empathy, sympathy, etc.). This interaction seldom involves more than 1-wo
individuals, although it may include a small group of students who arc in disagreement with
one another or with the teacher.

A second function of Category I has been developed for Nonverbal interaction Analysis. It
is to help students appreciate their own and whets' feeling.% by encouraging the expression
and discussion of their feelings. Clues to the teacher's concern wall encouraging such expres-
sions of feelings include the contents of materials, bulletin boards, and perhaps even the
arrangement of the classroom.

In planning for group-focused affective activities, the teacher's personal style (i.e., the content
of the teacher's verbal and nonverbal behavior) and the presentation of affective materials
are important in encouraging honest, open communication.
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Most of the dimensions described in previous sections have been primarily conce 'ied with
cognitive behaviors. The presence of curriculum materials and their use in content-oriented
activities often discourage emotional freedom by ignoring their affective realm. The dimen-
sions described in this section encourage affective interaction and the expression of feelings
by recogniiing the above two functions of Category l and by suggesting ways to implement
these functions (Dimension IV Activities). The Expanded Categories identify three forms
of acceptance. The functions of each are based on the content of the students' emotional
expressions. Depending on the student's feeling, the teacher's reaction should communicate
one of several things. For example; the function of the teacher's reaction may be simply to
acknowledge the student's feeling, help the student clarify, understand his emotional state,
or reassure or comfort the student. The teacher should not lightly dismiss or be tempted to
evaluate such emotional expressions.

The following expanded categories define three forms of acceptance of feelings:

I a Acknowledgment of students' feelings by naming, identifying the feelings
(Purpose is to let students know you're aware of fe.ilings.)
Examples: "You're very happy today." "You seem angry " "Everyone
looks a little tense.''

lc Clarification of feelings by identifying both the feeling and the cause for
the emotion (Purpose is to help the student understand the reason for his
feeling.) Examples: "Maybe you're happy because h's vacation time."
"Perhaps you're angry because you weren't selected for the part you
wanted to play." "This tension might be a result of the midterm exams."

I r Reference to a related situation or similarly shared feeling (Purpose is to
reassure student that he is not alone; that others have felt this way; that it
is normal aml natural to have this feeling.) Examples: "I'm sure most
school children are glad to see summer vacation arrive." "It's natural to be
disappointed and angry when we don't get something we were counting
on.' "Studies of college students involved in exam situations show that
the tension level is X times as great as durin the rest of the semester."

Similarly, these three dichotomies might prose useful in implementing the second function.
Selecting materials and planning activities might be accomplished with the following three
objectives in mind:

la Help students become aware of their own and others' feelings by acknowl-
edging (by identifying, naming a variety of emotionsboth personal and
those of other people).

lc Help class clarify. understand why people feel a certain way (by idc:itifying
causes of cm- tional states).

lr Help class recognize that it is normal to have feelings by referring to others
who have related emotions (by identifying related contexts, situations, di
lemmas).
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DIMENSION I - ROOM ARRANGEMENT - Acceptance of Student's Feelings
(Category No. 1)

* Seating

Function: Permit and encourage interpersonal communication ;verbal and nonverbal).

Types: Classrooms with flexible furniture, groupings, spacious rooms without tra-
ditional rows of seating: observation of and participation in encounter and
awareness expansion groups.

Content: Blanket, mats, comfortable surroundings and accouterments; one-way
mirrors, other observation facilities.

** Chalkboards, Bulletin Boa *ds

Function: Provide space for exhibiting affective content.

Content: Stresses people rather than events.

a. Pictures of various emotional expressions, faces depicting joy,
anger, sorrow,

b. Illustrations, photographs, paintings of various group relation-
ships, interpersonal relations dealing with problems, facing di-
lemmas, making decisions: animals also provide appropriate
subjects for study.

c. Displays of student cc,litributions that stress such affective
themes as poems, stories, pictures depicting personal feelings;
student creative efforts that interpret or represent feelings via
the written word; portrait. figure drawings; includes realistic
and abstract art.

*** Tables, Chairs, Shelves

Functions: a. Provide space to display, create items of personal value; religi-
ous, cultural, sentimental worth.

b. Provide settings for groups, interpersonal encounters, intense
discussions, involved interpersonal communication. Provide
room to explore and develop sensory awareness.

Content: Contain items of experimentation; items that assist in setting moods, such
as records, films, musical instruments.
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DIMENSION II - MATERIALS - Acceptance of Student's Feelings (Category No. 1)

* Prepared Printed Items

Functions: a. Enlarg2 curriculum to include 'increase awareness of) affective
dimensions by providing content that focuses on people rather
than events.

b. Stress current internationl1 crises and inter-,.zrsonal conflicts
that concern peoplc by idei. ;.mg contemporary problems.
relationshivs. emotional upsets (individual and group).

c. Increase students' aware less of own emotions: sensitivity to
and appreciation of othcis'

Types: a. Curriculum items include texts that stress people. their past
history, subsequent ::urrent existence (i.e.. in terms of their
conditions. living habits. etc.): minimize factual data, isolated
statistics. Include such subjects as human relations, psychol-
ogy: provide conditions within which students are able to pro-
pose sulut :ons (Dr. Ralph H. Ojemann ,Mental Health mater-
ials). offer alternatives. develop personal commitments.

b. Periodicals include current magazines, newspapers that realis-
tically present problems. political upsets and their .:-mse-
uuences, contemporary trials and tribulations of. co-existence.

c. Student selections include pupil-created or selected contribu-
tions laat -efiect sensitivity to others. identify personal emo-
t;ons, feelings. Example: -My interpretat:on of happiness."

Audiovisual Aids

Function, Emphas!ze rcal,r. visualize emotions: selected to induce feelings, result in
strong erne,- -ii impact: increase visual awarenesses.

Types. Pictures expressing emotions k people rather than scenes), controversial
themes: arti.- r creations reflecting heavy lines; bright colors: abstract in-

ET1I
terpretiv( ,- recordings selected to appeal to auditory sensations increase
awa. eness of sound, inel their impact: filmstrips emphasize reality of war,
noverti..

*** Special Items

Fuimion. Encourage emotional interpretation and creativity

Types. a. Objects include unu.,ual, bizarre items that encourage emo-
tional den tification as in role play, for example: items might
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depict the characterization of purely theatrical emotions, such
as comedy-tragedy faces. masks: crude objects. strange hand-
made items employed in religious rites and ceremonies.

b. Equipment includes items used in free form physical educa-
tion, dance activities.

c. Supplies include artistic items, musical instruments used to
express feelings. sensitivity. spontaneous creativity.

DIMENSION III - NONVERBAL BEHAVIOR - Acceptance of Student's Feelings
(Category No. 1)

* Gestures

It*

Function: Convey understanding. empathy, sympathy with students' feelings

Examples: Teacher relates 1,- con forting unhappy child, such as hugging, patting.
placing hand on shoulder.

Expressions (facial. voice)

Functions: Similar to function of Gestures (see - above)

Exam .les: a. Teacher acknowledges, relares by eye contact, smiling. n'odding,
showing interest: face may mirror students' emotionsjoy,
anger, sorrow.

b. Verbal expressions may be used to convey emotions: voice
may remain unusually calm in reacting "objectively" to in-
tense emotions: may % ary depending on content of students'
emotions.

c. Verbal sequence usuilly includes some kind of student-initi-
ated verbalization. Examples follow:

1. The sequence 9i-9i-1 a indicate: the student has initiated an
emotional expression, which is acknowledged by the
teacher.

2. 5-1r-lr is a sequence indicating :hat the teacher is referring
to feelings during a lectur.:.

3. Sequence 9i-10s-9r Ji-lc indicates that the teacher is allow-
ing the group to react to a student's expression of feelings.

4. Sequence 1r-4-9-10-9 includes encounter, therapy groups or
sessions in which leader asks members to identify. examine
owr feelings.
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*** Position, Movement. Posture

Functions: a. Positions ,:onvey equality. cohesion: seating encourages aware-
ness of others

b. Permit free movement between class members k teacher to stu-
dent. student-to-student .

c. Postures convey intere,t. empathy. understanding.

Examples: a. Face-to-face seating arrangements minimize central authority
figure: includes encounter groups, sensitivity. sensory aware-
ness sessions.

b. Student approach's teacher with problems: group members
approach others to comfort. assist.

c. Forward postures encourage open emotional expressions. inti-
mate discussions, physical proximity.

1>
Behaviors: Student behaviors that offer cues to climate of emotional acceptance.

a. Teacher encourages open expressions of feelings. These may
seem inappropriate. Example: sticking out tongue. banging
fists, yelling at classmates, loud laughter. dancing joyously
about the room, encounter groups. sensitivity training.

b. Students identify with fictional characters in story or play by
rohr playing such emotions as elation, sorrow. anger. joy, fear.
pain.

DIMENSION IV - ACCEPTANCE OF FEELINGS (Category No. 1)

Activities: Planned to occur whenever appropriate throughout cognitive units for the
purpose of enlar, the curriculum: to include the affective. Include un-
planned occurrences of both desirable and undesirable Hiavioral expres-
sions of feelings.

* Uses of Prepared Miterials

Purposcs: Help students increase awareness of emotions: focus on people: identify
personal feelings, experiences. and relationships.

Examples: a. Teacher presents. reads, distributes personal accounts from his-
tory. current situations. diaries. biographies. Includes use of
poetry. music. taped recordings 01 voices, films, pictures. oth-

.
er items that tap emotions and feelings.
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b. Students interpret content of above items b referring to their
own feelings, experiences: discuss sarety of emotions. Exam-
ples: ''Do you think Columbus felt fear. anger. hurt when his
crew ti:reatened to :num.?" "What did the faces of the peo-
ple in the film tell yon about host they felt 1'

c. Teacher react, to students' discussion . of feelings b acknowl-
edging 1 la . naming' . clarifying I i C helping identify
causes. referring to 1 Ir identifying similar feehngsj.

** Students Write

Purpose: Similar to Uses of Prepared Materials above.

Examples: Students write themes concerning feelings. such as "The Things I Love.
Hate. Fear Need . . "Happiness is .- Includes creating poetry.
writing songs. play dialogue, which identif% name. feelings.

Demonstrates

I arposeS: a. Allow student to investigate 'Inner emotios.- express feel-
ings via movement. dialogue.

b. Provide for gorup experiences: allow members to discover dy-
namic, of groups.

Examples: a. Conducts classes in art. ncsic. dance. which emphasize appre-
ciation of emotional e pressions rather than the content. tech-
niques. or ti-e development of skills. Students share own feel-
ings via written creations: react to classmates contributions in
terms or ''how your poem made me feel.- use of physical
move- Amts. Cal ia ex Fessions, postures. gestures: convey feel-
ings. moods by nonverbal communication. Example: "How
the music made me feel.- Interprets others' feelings by role
playing facial e.preisions, physical postures: conjecturing
about orchestra leader's motives. artist's personality. tempera-
ment.

b- Teacher arranges I or group activities to increase awareness of
per, ma! feelings and the effect of such emotions on interper-
so:ia: relations: -When I can look directly it you. it's because
I fed a%vareness of own senses s is silence, darkness.
touch. smell: sm ill group discussions of above sensations. Stu-
dents react nonverbally to others in term,. of "how that per-
son made me feel. how I feel about him-: groups formulate
suggestions for increasing own and others' openness, trust,
helping relationships. awareness. (;roup members engage m
role play . nonverbal pantomime,
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c. Teacher accepts the variety of feelings and mternretations ex-
pressed by class members b) acknowledging. writing diverse
emotional reactions at board ( a): helping students clarify per-
ceptions, understand differences ( I c by referring to own and
others' feelings r): 111CCI'Velle`, to provide insights into inter-
personal problems or emotions that may be blocking the
group's development.

Teacher Reactions to Unplanned or Intense Emotional Expressions

These teacher behaviors occur as reactions to students' emotional expres-
sions. All such students' ,:xpressions are categorized as 9i behaviors.

Purposes: a. Cotr'minicate concern, interest, sympathy. empathy, under-
standing.

b. Sensitively convey the social acceptability versus the unaccept-
ability of certain emotional expressions.

Examples: a. The following is an unanticipated outcome of a planned group
discussion activity. Students display signs of excitement, ea-
gerness to --re feelings. cite personal experiences, react t )
another stu .ent's emotional mood. Such intense involvunent
indicates increasing signs of sensitivity. awareness of ewers.
Example: -Students discussing what we can do to make Mary
fee: welcome.- In these cases the teacher will not want tc dis
courage the students' behaviors. eagerness. concern a.,,1
tend to listen otherwise nonverbally acknowledge their
emotions. However. in the following case the teacher may
wish to take a more active role. Mary is an isolate and the
clasp is having difficulty acceptin6 Mary as a membLr. Mary
expresses tension. anxiet% unhappiness, fear during the dis-
cussion. Teacher may wish to stop the interaction, continue
in private with certain class members. or tree- with Mary alone.

b. Students as a .,,,roup exprss anger. annoyance, apathy. Teach-
er may try to help dass understand why they feel tits way
(IL) or merely acknowledge their f,,n:lings (tai.

An individu...1 student expresses emotions privately to teacher
tear. anger. rejection. Teacher may feLl more responsibility

toward helping this student clarify the cause of his problem
(lc). reacts sensitively, listens. keeps trust. Mal, discuss (with
pupil's permission) similar feelings shared by another class-
mate (1r). Intimate teacher -pupil L!iscussions may lead to
teachei's r.vealmg his own emotions (1r). Arrangements for
member confrokta dons may help a student to clarify his own
feelings about himself. others, or the group as a whole.

c.
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d. The teacher, as an accepting listener, may at times find it ben-
eficial to identify certain nonacceptable emotional releases by
helping the students become aware that the acceptability of
most emotions (Examples: happiness. anger, fear) is dependent
on the situation and the »tanner in which they're expressed.
Group, teacher, and pupil discussions. private conferences
may help identify these situations more closely. Continuous
extreme emotional discharges may harm the individual, his
rapport in a group, and the class activities. unless such in-
stances can be used to an advantage.

3
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SILENCE AND CONFUSION (Category No. 10)

Since this last category includes two diverse behaviors, the expanded categories are especially
appropriate. This category is not descriptive of the teacher's or the student's verbal behav-
iors, but is instead indicative of the type of class.-- situation and is a kind of summariza-
tion of the preceding sections. Thus, it includes several of the items found in each of the pre-
viously described categories. Clue words to the two different types of Category 10 arc
offered as follows:

10s 10c

Silence Confusion
Single Communication
Separate Committees
Structured )operation
Seatv..ork Competition

Clusters

Each of the two types of behaviors can be seen to have both positive and negative aspects.

The positive function of 10c is to provide silence for individualized cognitive Pctivites. Such
activities may be identified by duration of silence or the sequence of interaction. For exam-
ple; lOs preceded by a question may be a cue Co "thinking time" necessary to produce a stu-
dent response. Clues t-- l Os (individual seatwork activities) include:

Dimension I Traditional row-by-row seating arrangements
Dimension II - Individualized materials
Dimension IV Individualized reference work, writing, silent reading, ac-

tivities

Category 10c, likewise, has a positive function if the standard definition for this behavior is
altered. The original definition of confusion means the observer is unable to discern a single
speaker or identify a category of verbal behavior. However, such instances do not always 1:-
dicate discipline problems. Nom., rbal Interaction -Inalysis has developed a secondary defini-
tion for such situations, since it does not depend solely ot. verbal clarification.

Clues to 10c activities include:

Dimension I - Clusters, groups of desks
Dimension I I Co n,unity supplies, committee materials group projects
Dimension III - Closeness, physical proximity, movement

The negative aspects involve extreme of both subcategories. Such identifications may be
based on the duration and sequence of the behavior, as well as on certain nonverbal cues. An
example of a negative use of I Os may include extended periods of sile,,r:e. These periods of
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silence may indicate extreme teacher contiol and the restriction of pupil freedom, especially
if accompanied by signs of individual pupil anxiety or if enforced by nonverbal teacher con-
trol behaviors, such as glares, ''aliems," etc.

N 'native 10c behavior might be excessive communication, indicating grows conflict, confus-
ion, or chaos. Identifiable cues might indicate such discipline problems as those resulting
from confusion about the group's functions (i.e., pupils are not sufficiently clear about their
roles).

Included for purposes of nonverbal identification is a second form of 10c behavior that is
indicative of individual confusion. Invariably, 10c indicates group confusion. However, con-
fusion in the form of perplexity is often an individual problem and may result from confusion
about curriculum content or ineffective communication. Nonverbal cues to this sort of indi-
vidualized confusion are such facial expressions as wrinkled forehead, quizzical glances,
averted eyes; or increased signs of disinterest as might occur during lengthy lectures.

Differences between the two types of 10c arc easily identified by the number of pupils in-
volved and the teacher's behaviors. The sensitive teacher looks for signs of confusio.i. The
alert teacher recognizes that individual students' nonverbal behaviors offer feedback. Indica-
tions that a number of students are confused might suggest that the teacher alter his present
teaching style or at least acknowledge the students' apparent confusion. This is a fine time
to try a category la behavior, "You seem to be consused."

DIMENSION I - ROOM ARRANGEMENT - Confusion, Silence (Category No. 10)

* Seating

Functions: a, lOs Permit individual silent scatwork.

b. 10c Permit group communication.

Types: a. lOs Conventional class, with rows of stationary desks, teach-
er in central position
Auditorium, television situations, demonstrations
Examinations, study halls
Lan ary, research rooms

b. 10c Classrooms with dusters of desks
Clubs, committees, group projects

** Chalkboards, Bulletin Boalds

Function: Provide space for exhibiting individual scatwork, assignmeLts; cooperative
group efforts
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Content: a. lOs Subject-oriented items, similar to structured items de-
scribed in section for Category 5: 4-8-9.

b. 10c Conglomeration of items. Similar to items described in
section for Categories 3-9i.

*** Tables, Chairs, Shelves

Functions: a. 10s Provide space and materials for singular structured activ-
ities, such as individual remedial practice

b. 10c Permit communication: cooperative, group-directed pro-
jects, committee work, debates, panels

Content: a. lOs Skill practice workbooks, make-up tests, assignments, re-
source materials, drill exercises, practice items

b. 10c Shared or cooperative materials, art supplies, creative
tools, supplies

DIMENSION II MATERIALS - Confusion, Silence (Category No, 10)

* Prepared Printed Items

Functions: a. To promote teacher-directed, individualized student work ac-
tivities (Expanded Category No. 10s)

b. To promote independent student-directed group activities
(Expanded Category No. 10c)

Types: a. 10s individualized seat work items include workbooks, texts.
tests, written assignments for silent work activities; teach-
er-directed questions and problems requiring "thinking
time" prior to student response (sec sections for Cate-
gories No. 5; 4-8-9; 6).

b. 10c Grouporiented items include materials designed to pro-
mote communication, cooperation, such as reference
books used as sources of comparison. Teacher provides
problem-solving situations requiring cooperative, group
efforts for solution.

** Audiovisual Aids

Function: a. 103 Provide replacement for teacher's verbal presentation;
proraotc structured, individualized use.

b. 10c Promote group reactions, discussions.
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*** Special Items

a. lOs Items that replace teacher talk include movies, television
presentations, individual filmstrips, earphones, records.
language laboratories (see additional items in sections for
Categories Ne. 5; 4-8-9; 6).

b. 10c Group-focused items that encourage response include
controversial pictures, films; abstract interpretive art,
musical products (see additional items in sections for
Categories No. 3-91; 1).

Functions: a. lOs Promote individual or silent use of supplies, equipment.

b. 10c Promote shared or group use of experimental equipment,
manipulative supplies, tools.

Types: a. 10s Items used in duplicating teacher's performance; guide-
book instruction, such as chemistry expeiiments, home
economics, shot. projects (see additional items in sections
for Categories No. 5; 4-8-9; 6).

b. 10c Items used in such group productions as murals, plays,
contests include musical instruments, toys, games, arts
and crafts materials (see additional items in sections for
Categories No. 3-9i; 2-7).

DIMENSION III - NONVERBAL BtrzAVIOR Confusion, Silence (Category No. 10)

* Gestures

**

Functions: a. lOs Gestures related to the structure of the activity include
writing, following directions, manipulating tools, reading,
holding book (see examples in sections for Categories
No. 4-8; 6).

b. 10c Individual gestures may communicate confusion, such as

mising hand during lecture to clarify, seek assistance
other gestures include tbose found in group activities
(see examples in sections for Categories No. 3-9i; 1).

Expressions (facial, verbal)

Functioc: a. Facial expressions minimized during silence; such nonverbal
expressions as furrowed forehead, squinted eyes, averted
glances, cocked Lead, quizzical looks may indicate individual
confusion.
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b. 1Os Verbal expressions absent:
Oc Verbal expressions may indicate anger,, confusion, excess

communication, chaos.

c. Verbal sequence includes the following examples:

1. 10s-10s-10s-10s - Extended silence may Indicate individual
activities, such as test situations, assignment completions.

2. 4-1 Os-9 Brief silences may indicate th king time" follow-
ing a question: allowing for computation of nioth prolein
(4c -1 Os -8c).

3. 5 -5 -1 Os -5 -5 - Brief silences during lecture may provide em-
phasis.

4. 5-5-10s-1 Os-1 Os I. xtended silence during lecture may allow
students to copy information, take notes.

5. 10c-10c-7-7 - Sequence may indicate discipline problem.

*** Position, Movement Posture

Function: a. 10s Teacher's central position, movement, posture designed
to maintain silence enforce structure, such as in exami-

and nation situations, individualized work activities; includes
individual movements, such as going "silently" to "posts,"

Examp:tis: work areas, chalkboard.

b. 10c Class members' positions, movements, and postures de-
signed to facilitate coinmnnication and encourage free

CNO41 movement, such as committee activities, group projects
that require circulating around room to discuss problems,
use or share supplies; committee 'buzz" groups.

DIMENSION IV - ACTIVITIES - Confusion, Silence ( Category No. 10)

Designed to promote, individual silent work (Expanded Category No. 10s) or encourage
group participation (Expanded Category No. 10c).

* Uses Prepared Mazerills

Purposes: a. Provide extended periods of silence for indivIdual scat work
activities; brief silences for interaction activities (1 Os) .

b. Promote group activities (10c).

Examples: a. Silent reading assignments, using curriculum materials, library
period; "thinking time" following a question used to locate
information in printed source, mentally recall, compute an-
swer.
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b. Cooperative sharing of materials, comparing information, com-
mittee planning, problem-solving activities requiring group dis-
cussions.

** Writes

Purposes: Similar to "Uses Prepared Materials" in ' above.

Examples: a. Students ccmplete individual written assignments, tests, work -
botk exercises; following question, compute math problems,
formulae before responding. C'ampletc information at chalk-
board, copy information from chalkboard, etc.

b. Group cooperative projects requiring writing, problem-solving
situations, puzzles, riddles, competitive group solutions.

Demonstrates

Purposes: Similar to "Uses Prepared Materials' in ' above.

Examples: a. Individual nonverbal use of supplies, tools, equipment, etc.;
activities focusing on individual members' nonve-bal presen-
tations

b. Group demonstrations, panels, debates, games requiring con-
fusion, mass movement; art activities necessitating movement
and sharing of supplies; group productions such as plays, tal-
ent shows, class talent programs
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ctiAPTLR IV

USE. TIIL
NONVERBAL INTLRACMON ANALYSIS CODING SYSTEM

Chapter Il presented the fifteen symbols that eomprise the four d mensions of the Nonverbal
Interaction Analysis observation system. Chapter III presented these four dimensions of the
teacher classroom behavior as they relate to each of the 10 Interaction Analysis eategories of
verbal behavior. Both Chapters II and III offered numerous c\amples of nonverbal coding.
Chapter IV explains in depth the use of the Nonverbal Interaction Analysis coding system.
Chapter IV also answers questions about the methods, procedures, and techniques of obser-
vation. The enapter is arranged in stn sections, each dealing with a separate qaestion.

QUESTION NO. I: Why Observe? Objectives of Observatioi

The ideal situation is one in which the teacher cliooq's to be observed. The choice may be
based on professional interest in promoting educational rose ch or on personal curiosity
about one's ,..nvn behavior and/or the behavior of pupils.

In the first instance the teacher may or may not be concerned about the results of the obser-
vation. However, in the second situation, the teacher h probably very much concerned with
receiving feedback about the classroom behavior. The purposes may include studying or c'al-
uating effectiveness, interaction, use of material~, etc.

Several possibilities for providing this feedback are: the use of video- or audiorape equip-
ment, plus a variety of observational techniques. Ratings and descriptive comments also pro-
vide a different type of feedback.

The use of playback equiwnent, such as audio- and/or videotape recordings,provicie exact rep-
lications of the original behavior. The use of observational technique,' provithsrepresentations
of the original behavior. The use of rating I i rib and coinment sheets provides evaluations
of behavior. In addition, many observational techniques rruvide a means of analyzing an d
interpreting behavior. Such analyses are less objective than evict replications, more objective
than evaluations or reaction sheets, and can be used in conjunction with audio and video re-
play devices.

Reasons why NVIA is a satisfactory tool for studying the classroom include:

1. Nonverbal Interaction Analysis is based on an already researched obser-
vational instrument Interaction Analysis.

2. NVIA procedures are easily a- .iuired (especially if the observer is alma&
familiar with Interaction Analysis)
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3. The system provides a quite complete picture of the classroom (verbal
plus nonverbal dimensions)

4. NVIA is flexible enough to suit the demands of a number of different
situations (research, pre- and in-service teacher training, behavioral stud-
ies programs)

5. The system can be used with videotape equipment and other hardware.

Since the nonverbal system is in its infant su-.ge, it is quite flexible and open to adaptation.
It is hoped that Nonverbal Interaction Analysis will be able to answer many of the requests
for a complete observational instrument. Decisions about "how, when, whom" to observe
are yours.

QUESTION NO. 2: How to Observe? - Methods of Observation

The methods of observation described in this station are basically of twn types. The most
common is immediate (or live) observation. The second type is delayed (or taped) observa-
tion. The choice of which method to use depends on several factors. A primary considera-
tion is the availability of observational eouipment and the availability of trained observers.
Another is deciding to v,hom the feedback will be given. Except in the case of purely re-
search-oriented objectives, it :wears crucial that the teacher receive the feedback either by
way of videotape replay or by an objective analysis of the observational data. Feedback is
one of the primary functions of Nonverbal Interaction Analysis.

.4 major difference between the two methods of observation is th2 procedure by which the
data are collected. Immediate observation depends on the use of live observers. Delayed ob-
servation depends on the use of video (or audio) equipment.

A major similarity between the two methods concerns using the NVLI system to objectify
the recording and analysis of data collection. Nonverbal observation procedures include sev-
eral of those developed for Interaction Analysis.

Interaction Analysis has employed both the immediate and the delayed methods of observa-
tion. Since Interaction Analysis is primarily interested in verbal behaviors, audiotape record-
ings have sufficed as delayed observation. In recent training programs, combining Interaction
Analysis with Microteaching, videotape equipment has been successfully used in studying
nonverbal behavior. (See SKIT reference materials. "Data Collection," Page 191.)

Therefore, NVIA use of videotape equipment to record the nonverbal dimensions is simiiar
to Interaction Analysis use of audiotape equipment to record the verbal dime;-sion of the
classroom. Likewise, Nonverbal Interaction Analysis immediate observation procedures are
similar to Interaction Analysis. The exception is the possible use of multiple observers and
isolation conditions necessary for recording strictly nonverbal data.
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To some extent the choice of method determines who is able to observe as well as u hen and
'hat to observe. The objectives of the observation may be the most significant considera-

tion in determining whom, what, and when to observe. Observational objectives determine
the amount of descriptive information complexity Of data; desired as a product of the ob-
servation.

Since immediate observation necessitates the 115:: of rove observers, the accuracy of the de-
scriptive data is dependent upon their skill. Furhtermore, the live observer must be able to
collect these data during a single observational session. whereas taped observations can be re-
played many times, thus increasing the reliability of the descriptive data. Nevertheless, an
observational system is still a desirable means of focusing the data collection and obixtively
analyzing the recorded data. Since each method has both advantages and disadvantages, the
following are offered for your consideration:

DELAYED OBSERVATION

1. Advantages

A. Increases reliability and objectivity of data collection.
B. Provides a tool for training observers.

C. Provides a permanent research record: allows for comparisons with
future observations.

D. Replay increases the number of possible observers.

E. Replay allows for concentration on specific dimensions: the elimi-
nation of audio provides strictly visual (nonverbal) data.

F. Exact replication of behavior allows for self-observation and self-
analysis.

Provides basis for (nonevaluative) supervisory conference.

2. Disadvantages

A. Requires specialized equipment, operator, a. perhaps facilities
(room); scheduling problems for equipment. etc.

B. The camera is not able to pick up everything at once; tends to fo-
cus on teacher at expense of students and vice versa.

C. Replay may be threatening, especially if the videotape is accessible
to persons in authority positions (e.g., principla, supervisor, etc.);
when viewing replay, the observer tends to be concerned with such
unimportant details as physical appearance (Is my slip showing? Ain
I fat? etc.).

D. Analysis process is time-consuming since it necessitates replay.
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IMMEDIATE OBSERVATION

Advantages and disadvantages of Immediate Observation are concerned primarily with the
observer's skills and accuracy. If live observation offered an infallible, computerized, com-
plete analysis of the classroom, there would be less need for video replay. In addition to the
margin of human error, however, the complexity of data defined as the observational objet
tives may necessitate the use of more than one observer. Therefore, the following are possi-
bilities for utilizing multiple observers:

1. Comparisons among individual observer's data increase reliability.

2. Separate observers may be assigned to collect the verbal and nonverbal
data.

3. Individual observers may be assigned to cover separate NVIA dimensions.

4. The recording of strictly nonverbal behavicr may be arranged by isolat-
ing the observer in a separate observation room or by using some kind of
audio-elimination device.

Suggestions for Combining the Two Methods of Observation

The advantages of both methods may be maximized in a program utilizing both immediate
and delayed observations.

1. Use of the delayed method of videotaping to introduce the Nonverbal
Interaction Analysis system:

A. increases the observed individuals' self-awareness.

B. Increases the onserver's accuracy.

C. Increases the analytical abilities of both individuals.

2. Use of the immediate method t-) practice live observational skills.

A. Two or more observers, plus audiotape replay, extend observer skill
and awareness and decrease dependence on video equipment.

B. Comparisons among observers increase reliability.

C. Single observer finally is trained to analyze date independently with
the teacher.

3. Use of both methods for self-observation and analysis encourages inde-
pendent behavioral research.

A. Teacher observes selfvia audio- or videotape, plus an objective
observational system.

B. Teacher states own objectives; independently analyzes relults via
audio-, videotape, plus observational system. Compares actual be-
haviors with stated objectives.

C. Teacher keeps periodic log, record of behavior, interaction; may in-
clude principal and colleagues.
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4. These methods may be extended to include teacher and student self-ob-
servatioq.

A. Teacher instructs students in the use of a systematic observational
technique.

B. Teacher and students observe and analyze their oven behaviors and
interaction.

C. Teacher and students may develop their own system of observation
to meet their particular demands.

QUESTION NO. 3: When to Observe? - Scheduling an Obser"ation Session

The answer to this question may depend on which of the observational methods is being
used. Ideally, the teacher schedules an observation session in conjunction with specific ob-
jectives. (For example, ti,: teacher may be interested in receiving feedback about her teach-
ing behavior during a particular history lesson. Thus, the observation is scheduled to coincide
with that history class.) The duration of observation in such case may depend on the length
of that history class. Interaction Analysis procedures indicate twenty minutes as an appro-
prk-ce period of observation.

Arrangements for videotape facilities are usually required in advance. Likewise, arrange-
ments for observers may be necessary: Self-observation via audioupe require :he least ad-
vance preparation. It is suggested that the teacher and students be notified of any observa-
tional sessions requiring outside observers.

The aforementioned request by the teahcer is but one possibility for scheduling observational
sessions. Variations depend on grade leve!s, subject areas, teacher and student objectives, and
staff development program poiicies.

Additional po,,sibilities are offered by the following:

1. Several observational sessions may be planned for certain periods during
the school year (e.g.: beginning, mid, end of term, etc.).

2. Observations may be scheduled to comply with specific points in the de-
velopment of a subject area (e.g.: introduction or review of unit of
work).

3. Several observations may be made of the same teacher with different
groups of students (e.g.: observations of a teacher in a specific subject
area interacting with different classroom sections during the day).

4. Several observations may be made of the same group of students with
different teachers or during different activities (e.g.: observations of a
certain high school class section changing classroom teachers and/or ac-
tivities during the day).
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5. Several observations may be scheduled during the semester to allow
teacher and students to compare their progress in acquiring behavioral
awareness.

6. Observations may be schedt led pre- and post-learning the NVIA system.
(Research objectives: Does a teacher's behavior change with learning
about teaching behaviors' Does behavioral change accompany increased
self-perceptions?) Such observations may be scheduled for the beginning
and end of a college pre-service teacher-training program; also during in-
service teacher-training programs.

QUESTION NO. 4: Who Should Observe? - Data Collection and Feedback

This answer depends on the observational objectives and the subsequent use of the data.
Three special interest groups may formulate three different -ypes of objectives, thereby in-
fluencing the decision about who should observe. The following three interest groups are
identified in terms of their objectives:

1. Research interests

OBJECTIVES: Define educational pro'clem ..

Develop techniques for educational improvements.

2. Teacher-student interests

OBJECTIVES: Study own behavior.
De relop means of self-improvernant.
Develop means of improving teacher-pupil, pupil-pupil

interaction.

3. Observer interests

OBJECTIVES: Study classroom behavior.
Increase awareness of such individuals as those in

groups Nos. 1 mid 2 above, also supervisors, special
program de-elopers, parents, ere. All these groups
may find that NV1A increases their understanding
of the classroom.

Special interest groups' objectives may determine the method of observation and the subse-
quent use of the data (i.e., who observes the original interaction and who observes the replay
of the observation?).

The following examples identify the observers in terms of each one's observational objectives:

1. Team of research observers collecting data for an organization conduct-
ing a research project.
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2. Independent observer collecting data for his own use, such as disserta-
tion or thesis study

3. Teaching staff trained in observing other teachers (each other) for pur-
poses of studying vat ;ous teaching behaviors; novel approaches to teach-
ing specific content areas, such as social studies, unit method, recently
adapted science, modern math programs, etc.

4. Supervisor or principal conducting observations for in-service teacher-
supervisory conferences: or during a college student teaching progr'rn

5. Educators (in-service, pre-service) observing filmed classrooms for pur-
poses of discussing, analyzing behaviors, or interaction

6. Teacher and students formulating own behavioral objectives, observing
and analyzing interaction via replay feedback and discussion (may devel-
op an observation instrument to suit their own specific needs)

The teacher has been included in all but the first two instances. The auslior feels that the
teacher is the single most important individual in classroom study. The last example refers
to a recent innovation in studying classroom interaction. C.I.A.: (Children's Interaction An-
alysis) is an instrument designed to increase students' behavioral self-awareness, sensitivity to
others, and knowledge about interpersonal relationships and classroom interaction.

The following descriptions explain the observer's responsibilities for each of the two methods.

The Role of the Observer in Immediate Observation

Since the accuracy of immediate observation depends on the observer's(s') skill in recording
data during a single session, the decision must be made whether to use one or more observed.
Possibilities include:

.4 single observer recording both the verbal and the nonverbal data

Two observersOne recording the verbal data and th'., other recording the
nonverbal data (the latter observer may be i.ol2ted or restricted to purely
visual data)

More than two observers for such purposes as interobserver reliability checks,
observer training, extensive data collections, extended observational sessions,
etc.

The decision about the number of observers may depend on the observational objectives.
Several observers, each recording the same dimensions, provide for data comparisons, which
are especially beneficial in an observer training program. Several observers, each recording a
different dimension, provide for comparisons, such as between verbal and nonverbal data,
among dimensions, etc. In addition to the factor of increasing observer accuracy, the com-
plexi , of data required may determine the number of observers. The number of dimensions
usual' determines the amount of data. However, certain aspects of the classroom situation
may also influence the "complexity" of the observation. Included are such characteristics of
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the teaching-learning situation as the size of the class, the students' abilities, interests, and re-
lationships with the teacher, with one another, and their attitudes toward observation. The
teacher's level of self-awareness. familiarity with the observational instrument, relationships
with students, amount of inconsistency in behavior patterns, personal sty', degree of struc-
ture, flexibility, mannerisms, attitude toward the observer, and observation are also hapor-
tant. The classroom settingtype, amount, and variety of activities, changes in grouping, re-
arrangement of classes, availability of materials, types of lessonsmay also be a factor. Mul-
tiple observers may be desirable during extended observations requiring "relief" observers.

The single observer may be satisfactory in a situation that includes the following conditions:

1, Expert observer (accuracy)

2. Teacher and students familiar with observational system (awareness)

3. Defined data focus (observational objectives of observer and/or teacher
limited to precise dimensions)

Maximum observational description includes all four nonverbal dimensions, plus the verbal
data. In such case the single observer is responsible for collecting a great amount of data.
The following suggestions may help increase accuracy:

1. Tape record the classroom interaction. This allows for concentration on
the nonverbal during immediate observation; concentration on the verbal
during delayed observation. (This should be done as soon as possible so

that the cues to the verbal behaviors are still vividly in mind.)

2. Modify the three second recording rule to a longer-time interval such as
6, 9 seconds.

3. Modify the suggested 20-minute observation to a briefer period such as
mini, micro session.

4. Cease recording verbal data during such extended verbal behaviors as lec-
ture and concentrate exclusively on the nonverbal data. (Note the exact
time, the minute and second, at which these extended verbal behaviors
began and ended. A stopwatch may be helpful.)

Isolation of Nonverbal Observer

If two observers are used, it may be desirable to restrict the nonverbal observer to solely vis-
ual cues. This can be done by placing the nonverbal observer in a glass-enclosed booth or a
room with a one-way window. Ear plugs or other audio restrictive devices may also be used.
Such provisions make the no.iverbal observer totally dependent on visual data.

Advantages of Using a Single Observer

1. Limited availability of trained observers
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2. Less costly

3. Inconsistencies between verbal and nonverbal behavior may be more ap-
parent to one individual; categorization of the "contents" of verbal and
nonverbal behaviors is more reliable.

4. Less distracting to the class -the students and the teacher. It is suggested
that the observer who is a stranger to the class creates less of a barrier
than does the familiar observer who might possibly be biased. The un-
familiar observer creates less threatening conditions than might be cre-
ated by principals, supervisors.

Advantages of Using Two or More Observers

1. Comparisons increase observational validity; also increase interobserver
reliaLility.

2. Allows one observer to concentrate solely on the verbal data and the
other solely on the nonverbal data; allows the observers to share respon-
sibility for the dimensions on which they'll each collect data.

3. Inconsistencies in the teacher's behavior may be verified by observer
consensus. Allows for analysis of different data collections; among nu-
merous dimensions.

4. Decreases the possibility of observer biasthis is especially important if
one of the observers is a supervisor, principal, etc.

QUESTION NO. 5: Items Constitut;ng the Data to be Recorded

Since the purpose of any observation is to describe, this question identifies the various infor-
mation constituting such descriptions.

The classroom can be described in a multitude of ways. The interests of research, the objec-
tives of the teacher, the development of observ: r skills may each be factors that determine
the observational focus. Educators do not al, rays agree on the descriptive focus or the means
by which observations are conducted.

The three special interest groups may or may not be compatible in assessing priorities of
classroom description. Therefore, this question will present three different foci in accordance
with these three special interest groups:

1. Research interests

2. Classroom interests (teachers and/or students' objectives)
3. Observer interests

A. Subjective (evaluation)

B. Objective (description)
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The most accurate classroom descriptions are based on measurable DATA. Included are such
measurements as the size and shape of the room: its contents- physical descriptions that in-
clude furnishings, presence of materials, number of pupils, appearance of teacher, and testing
results. Studies of such types of isolated data arc easily conducted and the compilations
quite readily accepted. In such studies, simple research demands and introductory observer
training needs may be served.

More difficult studies are those that attempt to identify relationships among the aforemen-
tioned elements of the classroom, as well as many additional interrelated variables. These re-
lationships are important in describing the totarclassroom. Since the teaching-learning situa-
tion implies interdependence among persons and objects and necessitates interrelated actions
and activities, the following components represent one possibility of a completely descriptive
formula:

Teacher + Students + Classroom Furnishings
+ Materials + Verbal Behaviors + Nonverbal Behaviors = classroom Interaction

Here, then, is the WHAT a formula containing the individual data components needed to
describe the classroom. As previously mentioned, the complexity of the data required by
the observation determines the extent to which the components of this formula are applied.
Various components can be isolated or combined without the inclusior of others, since each
descriptive dimension is somewhat mutually exclusive.

The following examples are offered as only a partial liar of possibilities. These descriptions se-
lectively focus on the various verbal and nonverbal dimensions as developed by Interaction
Analysis and Nonverbal Interaction Analysis. A description of the classroom may focus on
the:

1. Verbal behavior of teacher and/or students
Data consist of categorizing ten individual verbal behaviors, and the in-
teraction among these behaviors (see Interaction Analysis procedures,
Appendix A ) may include categorizing the contents of certain subcate-
gories of behavior. (See thirty expanded categories of Interaction Anal-
ysis.)

2. Nonverbal behavior of teacher and/or students
Data consist of categorizing individual nonverbal behaviors and the in-
teraction among these behaviors. (Sec Nonverbal Interaction Analysis,
Dimension III.)

3. Classroom arrangement
Data consist of identifying physical arrangement of the classroom and
its contents. (See Nonverbal Interaction Analysis, Dimension 1, Chapter
II.)

4. Materials and supplies
Data consist of identifying presence of items according to their contents
using Interaction Analysis Category numbers, (See Nonverbal Interac-
tion Analysis, Dimension II.)
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5. Activities
Data consist of combinations of data in 1 and 4 above: i.e.. verbal and
nonverbal behaviors occur in conjunction with using certain materials
and take place in a particular setting all of which results ir, a describable
type of action. (See Nonverbal Interaction Analysis, Dimension IV.)

The above foci arc broadly based on each of the Nonverbal plus Verbal dimensions. OtLr
narrower data collections may meet demands of more specific observations. The following
offer more defined foci, which limit the classroom description to:

1. Types of teacher questions as related to pupil achievement: as related to
the teacher's ability to vary her questions and promote a variety of stu-
dent responses: as related to pupil preference and the extent of pupil
participation (see Expanded Categories of 1..eraction Anal; cis four lev-
els of questions and responses).

2. Comparisons among the personal styles of a teacher during an art lesson,
history lecture, science discovery lesson (data consist of verbal, nonver-
bal behaviors used in conjunction with certain materials, activities)

kny description should be partly determined by the level of awareness of the person to
whom the description is being made. The beginning teacher who has been trained in using
the NVIA is able to hear a different type of feedback (receives a different picture, descrip-
tion) than is a twenty-year in-service teacher who is not familiar with the use of observational
techniques. Likewise, each of these teachers has a much different level of awareness of class-
room behavior than does the recently graduated schriol psychologist or the assistant adminis-
trator straight out of a Ph.D. program who has never been in the classroom.

Thus, what to observe might depend on for whom the data are intended. (See Question 4
To whom the feedback is given). If the teacher and students develop their own behavioral
objectives, then the observational focus should be concerned with collecting the data as iden-
tified by these teacher-student objectives.

In the case of immediate observation, successful data collections require objective observers
with much the same predispositions as classic researchers. Unbiased observers are more likely
to record purely descriptive data. The live observer attempting to employ the total NVIA
observational system is responsible for recording all verbal plus all nonverbal data.

The data recorded by the single observer include:

location1. Description of the classroom by notirz, the presence and lo anon of fur-
nishings and materials also information about the lesson, teacher, grade.
etc. (Dimension I and II)

2. Description of verbal interaction by classifying the content and sequence
of teacher and pupil statements (Interaction Analysis verbal observation
coding procedures)
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3. Description of sequence and duration of nonverbal behaviors by classi-
fying teacher and pupil MovelnentS, gestures, expressions, etc. (Dimen-
sion Ill)

4. Description of teacher and pupil use of materials to supplement or re-
place verbal, nonverbal behavior (Dimension III) also the use of nonver-
bal behaviors as supplements. replacements for verbal behaviors (Dimen-
sion I 11 )

5. Description of classroom activities as identified by materials combined
with verbal. nonverbal behaviors. simultaneous teacher, pupil behaviors
that result in identifiable activities (Dimension IV) -

All the data (except No. 1) are recorded during actual classroom interaction. The first group
of data is recorded prier to observing the interaction. The data in No:;. 2 and 3 require se-
quential time interval recordings. The data in Nos. 2, 3. 4, and 5 require coding shifts to i-
dentify the different behaviors. These changes include shifts in speakers, changes in verbal
content, various uses of materials. activities, positions, movements, etc. Each of the data
groups depends on the observer's ability to recognize a particular dimension and record it.

Thus, the recording depends on the observer's ability to identify the data item; recall a par-
ticular code component; and represent the dimension via certain coding conventions; ..e.,
placing the proper symbol in the proper place. There are ten categories of verbal behavior to
choose fa m, plus a total of fifteen items in the nonverbal dimensions. which, when placed
in the observation form, identify the item, its Unction, and the sequence or duration of its
use. The choice of placement is between two columns.

What to observe is presented as the items constituting each of the four nonverbal dimensions.
The reader is already familiar with the fifteen nonverbal symbols. The following is a sum-
mary of the items in each dimension:

Items to observe in total application of the Nonverbal Interaction Analysis
formula:

Dimension I * desks (teacher and student); **boards (chalk, bulletin);
** *tables, chairs, shelves.

CD, P )c) IEE3
Dimension II books; audiovisual aids (chalkboard, 2 dimensional illus-

trations (see * above' ); special supplies (objects, equipment, man-
ipulative tools. etc.)

0; 1=1, E;:i ; Q A r



Dimension ill *gestures: "expressions: position. movements, pos.
tUre

Dimension IV- combinations of symbols in Dimension II plus Dimen-
sion III or any combination of a Dimension II symbol plus a cate-
gory of verbal behavior.

The following three examples illustrate three types of activities:

a. Reading S.

b. Writing

c. Demonstrating

example of teacHr lecturing from printed
material

example of teacher writing lecture informa-
tion at chalkboard (replaces verbal)

example of teacher demonstrating function
of equipment (replaces verbal)

The details for recoriing the above symbols arc presented in the next section.

QUESTION NO. 6: The Value of Observational Data? - Analysis and feedback.

Just as the observer an nc observed individual determine the observational objectives, the
worth of any observation depends upon these two individuals it other ways. The validity of
the descriptive data depoids on the accuracy of the observer, and the credibility of the de-
scription depends upon the interpretation of the record,:d data by the observed individual.

The descriptive data collected ',,ring observation !Lay be valuable in several contexts. Prac-
ticing data collection skills increases observer accuracy. Accuracy of data is important in
classroom research. Credibility depends upon data analysis and valid feedback. edible
feedback increases behavioral awareness. Awareness of present behavior depends upon feed-
back. Applying research findings for purposes of behavioral modification presupposes thatone is aware of his present behavior and aware of credible behavioral alternatives. Finally,the extent to which this application is successful depends upon further data collections, an-
alyses, and feedback sessions. The entire research and application process can then be said
to depend upon the accuracies and awarenesses of the individuals involved in studying class-
room behaviors.

The level of awareness and accuracy may influence the choice of observational method. De-
layed observational replay provides for reliability check.; that increase data accuracy, obser-
vational skills, and the teacher's level of self-awareness. The method of immodiate observa-tion may be employed if a high level of accuracy and aware less have already been developed.
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If the observational objective is an in-depth description. then the large number of included
d:mensions presupposes that the observer is highly ski:ied and that the observed individual is
quite aware of his behavior. It is important that both the observer and the observed are able
to agree on the credibility of the data description. The u .e of several observers the method
of delayed observation may be beneficial in esu.blishing such agreement. so that the two
methods may be employed in the following way in an extended skill development program:,
Delayed observation may be profitable in the initial training stages in order to increase the
participants' abilities. This method ma% shorten both stagesthe acquisition of recording
and analytical accuracv and the application of behavior Once self-trust and mutual
trust are established; the method of immediate observation may then be employed to mutual
satisfaction. Such a situation may be a training program in which the teachers are included
in dual rolesas both observer and observed participaat. In summary, the delayed observa-
tion method serves as an excellent introduction for behavioral study. If such a study is ex-
tended to include behavioral development, immediate observation may then be employed to
continue the program at less expense and with fewer technical difficulties.

NVIA, as a technique for immediate observation, implies that the observers are well trained
(accurate) and that the observed individuals are familiar with the observational instrument
and perceptive about their own behavior (aware). This seemingly ideal situation might be
realized by following the program suggested on Page 93, the use of videotape equipment to
introduce the Nonverbal Interaction Analysis observational system and to establish the zredi-
bility of the instrument and develop mutual trust between the observer and the observed par-
ticipants. The different roles allow each staff member to acquire accuracy in recording, in
analyzing, and in applying behaviors.

The preceding description emphasized the importance of the observer's accuracy during im-
mediate olyervation. The following description emphasizes the role of the observer during
delayed observation. In delayed observation there is always more than one observerthe
1:ameraman and the observers who will ultimately view the videotape replay. Since the data
analysis depends upon the accuracy with which the camera has recorded the ch-.ta, the c-imera-
man is responsible for recording the data in Dimensions I and Il prior to photographing the
classroom interaction. He may do this in several ways. He may "zero in" on the classroom
arrangements and clock to note the time and the items in Dimensions I and II, or he may re-
cord this information on the cover of the observation form if he is familiar with the system.
Also, the teacher may fill in certain of these data if she is familiar with .he procedures.

The second group of observers includes the individuals who will view the data collection (i.e.,
observe the interaction by watching the videotape replay). They wilt probably be concerned
with much the same data as are the immediate observational observers. Therefore, the data
recording procedures are similar. However, these delayed observers have the option of ex-
tending the focus by replaying the tape any number of times. Atso, the observation may be
more analytical, since, in discrepancies concerning data rccorling, the interaction can be
halted and discussed. The data code components are identical %/Rh those used for immediate
observation (i.e., same use of category numbers, symbols, et _.l. The following section ex-
plains the data recording procedures.
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NVIA RECORDING TECHNIQUES

The preceding section anmered questions about observational objectives, theory, methods,.
use of observers, etc. The objectives clearly influence both the focus and the amount of de-
criptive data recorded during an observational session. The purpose of this section is CO identi-
fy the exact data that comprise these descriptions by showing the sequential coding tech-
niques for recording these data (i.e.. HOW (the technique by which), WHO (the observer I ,

records WHAT [data and symbols! WHEN [ time] WHERE [use of observational form' ).
Broadly, the recording procedures describe the classroom by identifying who (teacher and/or
pupils) says or does what (verbal, nonverbal behaviors), when (sequence), where (physical
classroom setting).

NVIA coding techniques depend upon the observer's ability to recognize and record the data.
The observer must recognize multiple classroom dimensions; translate these cues, les into
codes and enter these symbols on the observation form. Nonverbal Interaction Analysis has
developed three innovations to meet these extensive requirements. They are:

1. Adding new coding components (15 symbols)

2. Dividing the observation session into two segments, thereby altering the
observation form

3. Reassigning functions of the original code components (by combining
the ten category numbers with the 15 symbols), further altering the ob-
servation form

This section is arranged in order of these three innovations. This arrangement develops obser-
vational skills that correspond to increased data complexity. Each step includes an explana-
tion, a review, and new recording procedures to be learned. The following three steps insure
coverage of the information required for recording:

Step No. 1 - Study NVIA coding procedures.

A. Read explanation of Nonverbal Interaction Analysis development
and its relationship to Interaction Analysis.

B. Review Dimensions I-IV data and symbols.

C. Learn functions of symbols.

Step No. 2 -Study the structure of the session and the NVIA observation form.
A. Read explanation for dividing observation session into two seg-

ments: also explanation for dividing observation form.

B. Review the pre-interaction data: also the data collected during in-
teraction.

C. Learn rules for using dual columns to record interaction data.

Step No. 3 - Study combined coding components and the NVIA recording
procedures.
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A. Read explanation for combining code components.

B. Review the four types of codestheir functions and placement.

C. Learn sequential recording of code components.

The three steps just presented are an overt iew for this section of Chapter IV. Following is
the specific material necessary for proceeding with each step.

Step No. 1 - Study NVIA coding procedures.

A. READTHE FOLLOWING EXPLANATION OF NONVERBAL IN-
TERACTION ANALYSIS DEVELOPMENT AND ITS RELA-
TIONSHIP TO INTERACTION ANALYSIS.

The amount- of data collected is dependent on the observational objectives. A total descrip-
tion includes the four dimensions developed for NVIA, plus the verbal dimension as developed
for Interaction Analysis (i.e.. verbal plus nonverbal interaction among the teacher, students,
and such relevant aspects of the learning situation as materials, surroundings, etc.; also cer-
tain identifiable activities, produced by these interactions).

Since NVIA is based on the framework used in Interaction Analysis, the two techniques have
much in common. Interaction Analysis describes the classroom ,ng who verbalizes
what, when; verbalizations are identified according to speaker, content, and sequence. Since
interaction implies two or more "interactors," provisions for discriminating between mem-
bers is desirable. Interaction Analysis identifies the "verbalizer" by providing categories for
the teacher's behavior separate from those used for student verbal behavior. This is done by
assigning seven category numbers for teacher talk (Categories No. 1-7); two category numbers
for student talk (Categories No. 8-9); and a category number for nontalk silence or confusion
(Category No. 10). A second function of the category number is to identify the content of
the verbalization. A third function of the category numbers is to identify verbal behavioral
sequences. (See Appendix, Page 181 for explanation of Interaction Analysis categories and
coding procedures.) A change in a category number identifies a shift in speakers or a change
in content; the repetition of a category number identifies an extension of the same verbal
category for more than three seconds. Thus, the recording procedure entails entering a cate-
gory number into a vertical colt mn of spaces for each change in vcial behavior or for each
three-second interval of the same verbal behavior.

Interaction Analysis is composed of 10 code components; Expanded Interaction Analysis is
composed of 30 code components. Nonverbal Interaction Analysis retains the aforemen-
tioned three functions of the category numbers in recording the verbal behaviors (speaker,
content, sequence of verbal interaction). However, since four nonverbal dimensions were
added, provisions had to be made to accommodate, record, and analyze these additional data.
Nonverbal Interaction Analysis needed mote coding elements and/or additional coding possi-
bilities. There were several alterr.atives. The original Interaction Analysis coding techniques
could be discarded, more numbers could be added to the original ten categories, or new types
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of coding components, such as symbols or figures. could be developed. It was decided to do
several things. First, retain the ten original Interaction Analysis categories, plus developing
additional nonverbal symbols. Second; redefine the functions of the 10 categories by com-
bining Interaction Analysis category numbers with the nonverbal symbols. Third, restructure
the observation itself, and modify the observation form.

Thus, the inclusion of only 15 symbols, along with modified coding procedures, could allow
for recording the verbal interaction, plus all the additional nonv,!rbal data. In the develop-
ment stages of NVIA it was found that the 15 symbols could bath replace and accompany
verbal behaviors; i.e., the nonverbal dimensions could occur alone 9r in conjunction with the
verbal dimension. Since the complexity of coding partially depends on the observational ob-
jectives, it was found that any o: the four dimensions could be recorded independently ofthe 10 Interaction Analysis category numbers. Examples of combining Interaction Analysis
category numbers with the NVIA symbols follow.

B. REVIEW DIMENSIONS I-IV DATA AND SYMBOLS.

Chapter II presented the data and tIte symbols for each of the four dimensions. Review each
dimension if you have not learnzd the symbols. Substep C below explains the functions of
the symbols in recording the data represented in each dimension. If you have already learned
the symbols and what each represents, you may to skip the Chapter II review and con-
centrate on their functions. A brief summary of the function of the symbols is included in C
below. See Figure A (next page) for examples of recording.

C. LEARN FUNCTIONS OF SYMBOLS.

Each NVIA dimension describes an aspect of the classroom. inclusion of each additional di-
mension yields increasingly complex descriptions by identifyirg relationships between, among
dimensions. Each dimension is mutually somewhat exclusive. Also, the data within each di-
mension may be recorded in varying degrees of complexity. Ultimately the observational
objectives determine the complexity of recording and depending on these objectives, certaindata are optional. Such optional data are indicated by asterisks (*).

A description of the physical classroom setting includes:

1. The arrangement of the classroom furnishingsthe six Dimension I sym-
bols recorded on the cover of the observation form prior to interaction

FUNCTION

a. To identify the location of each furniture item by positioning
each symbol individually on the cover.

(*) b. To identify the printed content or use of the furniture items by
enclosing a category number within each symbol
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*(Cover of Observation Form - Dimension I, Dimension II data)
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+4

Lesson taught:

Grade level:

No. pupils:

Time: Begin End Tallying interval seconds

Type of Observation: (Verbal and/or Nonverbal; Isolated; Number of Observers, etc.)

Objectives of Observation:. (Dimensions being recorded )

Key:

* Teacher's desk contains written test; student desks arranged 4 in a row, 4 rows = 16
students

**

***

Chalkboards contain information (Category 5); directions (Category 6); bulletin boards
contain teacher-acknowledged student contributions (Category 3)

Table contains student-created products (Category 9); chairs arranged for cognitive ac-
tivities (Category 5); shelves contain informative printed materials (Category 5)
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2. The learning materialsthe four Dimension II symbols recorded on the
cover of the observation form prior to interaction

FUNCTION

a. To identify the location of each material item by positioning
each symbol individually on the cover

b. To identify a spatial relationship between a material and a furni-
ture item by recording a Dimension II symbol together with a
Dimension I symbol

(*) c., To identify the printed content, type of material item by enclos-
ing a category number within each symbol

(*) d. To identify a conceptual relationship between a type of material
and a furniture arrangement by recording a Dimension II symbol
together with a Dimension I symbol together with a category
number

A description of the classroom during interaction includes:

1. The learning materialsthe six Dimension II symbols recorded in either
column of the observation form during interaction (see Figure B)

FUNCTION

a. To identify a material item used as the source of content; to re-
place a verbal presentation. This is done by recording a Dimen-
sion II symbol in the left column.

b. To identify a material item used as a supplement in conjunction
with a verbal presentation by recording a Dimension II symbol
in the right column beside the verbal category number.

(*) c. To identify the printed content, type, use of material by enclos-
ing a category number within a symbol.

(*) d. To identify the relationship between the type and the use of the
material as it affects the verbal presentation; the purpose for
which a material is used to supplement a presentation by record-
ing a Dimension II symbol enclosing a category number in the
column space beside the verbal category number.

2. The nonverbal behaviors the five Dimension III symbols recorded in
either column of the observation form during interaction

FUNCTION

a. To identify a nonverbal behavior used as the source of communi-
cation; its replacing a verbal behavior by recording a Dimension
III symbol in the left column.



FIGURE B

(*Inside of NVIA observation form)

DA1A RECORDING FORM

V. Nv.
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V. Nv. V. Nv.

1.
26.

51.

2.
27.

52.

3.
28.

53.

4.
29.

54.

5.
30.

55.

6.
31.

56.

7.
32.

57.

8.
33.

58.

9.
34.

59.

10.
35.

60.

11.
36.

61.

12.
37.

62.

13.
38.

63.

14.
39.

64.

15.
40.

65.

16.
41.

66.

17.
42.

67.

18.
43.

68.

19.
44.

69.

20.
45.

70.

21.
46.

71.

22.
47.

72.

23.
48.

73.

24.
49.

74.

25.
50.

75.

*Data recorded during interaction;
Dimensions II, III, and IV data
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b. To identify a nonverbal behavior used to supplement verbal com-
munication; as accompanying a verbal behavior by recording a
Dimension III symbol in the right column space beside the ver-
bal category number

(*) c. To identify the type, use, purpose of the nonverbal behavior by
enclosing a category number within a symbol

) d. To identify the relationships between verbal and nonverbal com-
munication by recording a Dimension III symbol enclosing a
category number in the right column space beside a verbal cate-
gory number

3. The activitiesvarious combinations of Dimension II symbols, Dimen-
sion III symbols, and category numbers recorded in either or both the
columns on the observation form during interaction (see examples next
page)

FUNCTION

a. To identify the verbal use of any material item by recording
either:

(1) A verbal category number in the left column; a Dimension
II symbol in the right column, indicating the use of a ma-
terial to supplement a verbal presentation; referring to any
of the six material items (Pages 101-102)

(2) A verbal category number in the left column; a Dimension
II symbol enclosing a category number in the right column,
indicating the use of a material's contents as the source of
or as support for a verbal presentation;' quoting, citing the
printed contents of a material

b. To identify written use of a material item by recording

(1) The combination of Dimension II and Dimension III sym-
bols depicting a writing activity in the same space; together
with a Dimension II symbol signifying the source of the
writing

(2) A category number within the symbol to identify the con-
tents of the writing; or type of material.

c. To identify demonstration of material items by recording

(1) A combination of Dimension II and Dimension III symbols
together in the same space

(*) (2) The above combination enclosing a category number to i-
dentify the relationship between the type and use of the
material; or the purpose of the demonstration
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Examples of Recorded Observation Form

1E-T3

2.4

3.5_ P
4.5

9.

10. 2

11.q

12. G

=4 p
14_g_ ,P___

identifies an audiovisual material used instead of a verbal
presentation

Dimension 11 symbol enclosing category number identi-
fies informative audiovisual material used to replace ver-
bal lecture

identifies an audiovisual material used to supplement a
lecture presentation

Dimension 11 symbol enclosing category number re-
corded in the column beside the verbal behavior category
indicates that the content of the verbal presentation is
similar to the content of the audiovisual aid; lecture may
be based on an informative material

indicates that the teacher is asking a question about an
informational printed material; may be a question about
textbook content

identifies the use of a smile to replace verbal praise.

identifies a smile accompanying a verbal praise statement.

identifies a blank facial expression used as a means of
criticizing or ignoring a student; the expression is used
instead of verbal criticism

identifies use of movement to give directions; may be a
physical skill to be perfected, proper position

indicates inconsistent verbal-nonverbal behaviors: identi-
fies a verbal praise statement accompanied by a critical
faciol expression

simultaneous student-teacher behaviors; student-initiated
talk, nonverbally being accepted by teacher's attentive
eye contact, receptive communication

teacher gives directions about machinery, use of equip-
ment.

teacher asks questions about tool

divergent student idea concerns use of a supply, manipu-
lation cf a tool



d. Identify simultaneous verbal-nonverbal activities by recording

(1) Category number in the left column signifying verbal behav-
ior; combination of Dimension II, III symbols in the right
column signifying nonverbal behaviors

(*)(2) A category number within the symbols in the right column
to more precisely identify the type of activity

e. Identify simultaneous nonverbal activities by recording

(1) Dimension II symbol in left column, signifying use of ma-
terial to replace verbal presentation; combination of Dimen-
sion II, III symbols in right column signifying nonverbal
actions

(2) Combination of Dimension II, III symbols in left column,
signifying teacher nonverbal activities; combination of Di-
mension II, III symbols in right column, signifying student
nonverbal activities

(*) (3) Enclosing a category number in any of the above identifies
the type, use, purpose of the activity.

f. Identify individual or independent (nongroup focused or teacher
controlled) activities; also groups of students working indepen-
dently by recording

(1) Category lOs in left column, signifying individual silent seat
work activity; combination of Dimension II, III cede com-
ponents to identify task

(2) Category 10c in left column signifying mass communica-
tion or groups of students working indepekdently of teach-
er control; combinations of Dimension 11, III code compo-
nents to identify group task

(*) (3) Enclose category number in right column to more precisely
identify type of activity.
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Examples of Recorded Observation Form (Coned)

18.

19

20.

21.

22

23

24. 5

25. 5
26.5
27. El

I

28.1.64

1

30.

31.105

32.10c

33-105

34. Oc,,

teacher quotes printed material.

student responds by citing directions found at chalkboard

student uses information contained in informative source
as basis for divergent idea.

identifies "unpredictable" writing activity. Sources may
include creative assignments, studctns' personal note-
books, art project, etc.
identifies a student writing predictable content, such as
test answers or responses to directions.

identifies "directed" writing at chalkboard for creative
problem-solving.

identifies teacher writing information, facts at chalk-
board.

identifies the handling of an object for a demonstration
activity; may be any nonmechanical item, shown for any
number of reasons. (Not identified by category number)

identifies the teacher's nonverbal acceptance (handling)
of a student-created product.

identifies teacher lecture accompanied by simultaneous s

student writing.

identifies students taking notes on teacher lecture.

identifies teacher writing informati, .n while lecturing.

audiovisual aid replaces verbal presentation accompanied
by simultaneous student writing activity.

identifies simultaneous teacher and student demonstra-
tion of equipment.

identifies teacher demonstration directions accompanied
by student nonverbal manipulation response.

identifies notetaking about informative audiovisual pres-
entation

identifies individualized student seat work writing task.

identifies group of student manipulating equipment.

identifies individual student writing answers or directed
assign meat.

identifies group e:Terimenting, discovering use of equip-
ment.
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Step No. 2 - Study structure of the session and NVIA observation form.

A. READ EXPLANATION FOR DIVIDING OBSERVATION SES-
SION INTO TWO SEGMENTS: ALSO EXPLANATION FOR DI-
VIDING OBSERVATION FORM.

NVIA divides the observation session into two separate segments of data collection. The first
segment includes dim. recorded prior to observing the live classroom interaction. In this seg-
ment the physical setting of the classroom is described (Dimension I and II data). The second
segment includes data recorded during the live classroom interaction. In this segment the
on-going classroom interaction is described (Dimensions II, III, IV data). The purpose of this
division is to extend the use of the coding components by assigning them two separate (unc-
tions. This separation necessitates a modified observation form.

NVIA divides the observation form into two separate parts. First, preinteraction data are re-
corded on the cover of the observation form. Second, the data collected during interaction
are recorded on the inside of the observation form in two vertical columns. Interaction An-
alysis tallying technique was modified to include a second vertical column. Again, the pur-
pose of this modification is to increase the functions of the coding components. Thus, the
same code components fulfill separate functions depending on placement in one of the two
columns.

B. REVIEW THE SYMBOLS USED TO RECORD PRE-INTERAC-
TION DATA AND THE SYMBOLS USED TO COLLECT THE
DATA DURING INTERACTION.

Chapter II presented the dimensions used to collect data before and during interaction. Step
No. 1 briefly summarized the symbols used in each segment of data collection. Unless you
are thoroughly familiar with these symbols, you will find the following review profitable.

The NVIA data collection procedures begin with the recording of the pre-interaction data on
the observation form cover.

Pre-Interaction Data

These data (see Observation Form coverFigure A) refer to the items that describe the phys-
ical classroom setting. The code components basically include Dimension I and II symbols.
Dimension I and II are considered to be relatively stable or unchanging items. However, ma-
terials (Dimension II) also constitute transitional items (items that affect the interaction).
Therefore, Dimension II data are recorded during both segments of the observation.

Recording Pre-Interaction Data

Pre-interaction data may be recorded before the class members enter the room, or while the
class is in progress during the first few minutes that the observer is ?resent.
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The first data to be recorded are the Dimension 1 s\mbols. which are entered on the cover of
the observation form. The location of these furniture items is identified b the position of
the symbols on the cover. The observer ma wish to draw these smbols laige so as to pro-
vide space for adding the Ile t dlmcnvon Dlillenslon II . SE\ sVrilhoh, identify the sIN furni-
ture items that constitute Dimension I data.

After completing this information, the observer may wish to identify the contents of the
Dimension I items. Certain of these data are optional, and the observer has a choice of either
recording a category number used to signify the printed content of a furniture item. or he
may rccord a second symbol (Dimension 11). Fur example. the written content at the chalk-
board may be identified according to a category number as Information (Category No. 5). or
a table may contain mechanical equipment (Dimension II ). The observer. therefore.
may decide to record either or both the Dimension II symbol andior category number.

The second group of data recorded deals with Dimension II symbols. Of the SIN symbols.
four are used as pre-interaction data. The remaining two are identical with those in Dimen-
sion 1. These four symbols identify the four items that constitute the visible materials and
supplies. The location of these items is identified b) the position of the symbols on the cov-
er of the observation form. Usually these items are found along with the items in Dimension

(ix., the books are located on shelves, special supplies and equipment are found on tables,
etc.). Therefore, the size of the Dimension 11 symbols will probably be smaller than the Di-
mension 1 symbols, since materials may constitute the contents of Dimensio. i (see observa-
tion cover. Figure A. Page 107). This is the first and simplest combination of NVIA code
components. Besides the Dimension 1 and 11 symbols; there is additional information about
the particulars of the observation session (see bottom of observational form cover).

"Time" refers to both the duration of the observation session and the time interval decided
upon for tallying. The suggested length of an observation is 20 minutes. Interaction Analy-
sis specifies recording a tally for each three-second interval of verbal behavior. The observer
may modify the suggested length of the observation. Also, in situations demanding extensive
data recording, the three-second time interval may be modified. It is suggested that a multi-
ple of three seconds be selected especially in cases requiring comparisons among verbal and
nonverbal data. A six-, nine-second time interval allows for transferring the tallies and inter-
preting the data via Interaction Analysis procedures.

Certain information may not be immediately apparent such as the lesson taught or the objec-
tives. "Objectives" refers to either the objectives of the observer (i.e., the focvs or purpose
of the observation. Example: "I'm here to observe the history teacher.") or the objectives
of the observed (i.e., the teacher's purpose for scheduling the observation. Example: "1 want
to use two motivational materials, three factual materials and learn the student reactions to
each of them.") In the latter instance the objectives are not identified after the observation
to avoid influencing the observer's recording. Such information may be coiected at the end
of the session,

In summary, the pre-interaction data consist of 10 symbols (six Dimension I symbols and
four Dimension II symbols). certain information, and the optional use of 10 Interaction An-
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alysis category number-, all of which are recorded on the cover of the observation form priorto observing the classroom interaction. Summary of step -by-step pre-interaction datacollection:

1. Record Dimension I symbols.

2. Record Dimension II symbols.

3. (Optional) identify contents of above by combining Dimension I and II
symbols with category numbers (may also use expanded category num-
bers plus letters).

4. Fill in information about the observation session.

The six Dimension I symbols are usually recorded at only one point in a session. Four of the
Dimension II symbols are Ilk. wise recorded at this point. However, there is the followingexception: If the rar,iture contents of the classroom are rearranged to accommodate a newactivity, a new observaL.on form is begun and the Dimension I data are rerecorded.

Since the Dimension 11 items are likely to change with such furniture iearrangements, a newdescription of the materials may also be necessary. However, it is more likely that the use ofnew materials will be recorded during the interaction as they will undoubtedly affect the in-teraction. The next point at which the nonverbal symbols are recorded is during observationof the classroom interaction.

C. LEARN RULES FOR USING DUAL COLUMNS TO RECORD IN-
TERACTION DATA

The second modification of the observation form affects the procedures for recording doe in-teraction data. These data describe the interaction in the classroom and are composed of the11 items in Dimension II and III. plus the 10 categories of verbal behavior. The purpose ofadding the second tally column is to increase the amount of data that can be recorded.

The division between the left and right columns provides distinctly different functions forthe code components. The original consideration was to delineate between the verbal andthe nonverbal behaviors. Therefore, openirg the observation form, the observes will find sixcolumns composed of 25 spat .s each. Above the first, third, and fifth columns appears thelabel "Verbd"; above the second, fourth, and sixth columns appears the label "Nonverbal."(See NVIA tally sheet, Figure B, Page 109.) Thus the primary purpose is to accommodateboth types of behavioral data. However, upon experimentation, it was found that the secondcolumn could be used to more advantage than simply to separate the verbal from the non-verbal data. Thus, situations such as the following could be accommodated with slight mod-ifications of the two columns:

The two columns could be used to identify simultaneous teacher and
student behaviors; to identify the more significant versus the less signifi-
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cant dimensions; to identify congrthtnt versus incongruent behaviors or
teacher versus student behaviors: or materials used to supplement versus
replace a verbal presentation.

Further combinations of code components increased the alternatives. The possibilities
seemed endless and exciting. However. with the attempt to develop rules governing the use
of the two columns. certain functions had to be limited so that the recording procedures
would not become too complicated. Thus, the following restrictions govern the entry of
data into the two columns.

Left column: Record major verbal, nonverbal sources of communication.

1. Record standard Interaction Analysis verbal interaction data ( 10
category numbers).

2. In the absence of verbalization. as when a material (Dimension II),
or nonverbal behavior (Dimension 111) or activity (Dimension IV)
replaces the verbal presentation or verbal behavior, record the ap-
propriate NVIA symbol (combination of symbols).

Data in the left column may be defined as the primary source of content or as
the major focus of an actn'ity (i.e.. the behaviorsverbal: nonverbal; materials
or activities upon which class attention is focused). Since the most common
classroom focus is the teacher's verbal behavior, the majority of code compo-
nents entered into the left column will probably be a category number identi-
fying the teacher's verbal behavior. The following examples identify nonver-
bal dimensions occurring instead of the verbal:

In the case of a teacher's verbal presentation being replaced by a
material such as a filmstrip, this item then becomes the major focus
of attention. and the appropriate Dimension 11 symbol is entered
into the left column instead of the verbal category number. Like-
wise, in the event that the teacher uses a nonverbal behavior. such
<is a smile, instead of a verbal praise statement, then this facial ex-
pression becomes the source of communication and the appropriate
Dimension III symbol is recorded. The above examples are re-
corded:

When recording a nonverbal activity, such as the handling of equip-
ment to replace a verbal presentation, a combination of Dimension
II, Dimension I!' symbols is required. The following identifies such
an activity as the major focus of attention.

c9.
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Right column: Record NVIA data that occurs in conjunction with verbal

interaction.

1. Record Dimension II symbols to identify materials used to supple-

ment a verbal presentation. Such symbols may constitute the min-

or focus of an activity; i.e., when the major source of content is the
teacher's lecture presentation, Category No. 5 is recorded in the

left column. If an audiovisual aid provides a supplement to this
lecture, record the appropriate Dimension II symbol in the right

column tally space beside the verbal behavior. So that both the

major and minor sources of content (focuses of attention) are re-
corded in the following manner:

5

2. Record Dimension III symbols to identify simultaneous verbal and
nonverbal behaviors. For example, if the verbal behavior is accom-
panied by a nonverbal behavior, record the verbal category of be-
havior in the left column; the simultaneous nonverbal behavior in
the tally space beside it in the right column. Comparisons readily

identify congruent and/or incongruent behaviorsif the teacher
says "good" (Interaction An2lysis Category No. 2Praise) and
frowns at the same time (NVIA facial expression Dimension III )

the verbal praise statement appears to be inconsistent with the non-
verbally communicated criticism. Such simultaneous verbal and
nonverbal behaviors are recorded in the following manner:

a 0
3. Record Dimension iV combination of symbols to identify:

(a) Simultaneous verbal/nonverbal activities or simultaneous
teacher/pupil activities; i.e., if the teacher's lecture is accom-
panied by a simultaneous student activity, such as taking notes,
the verbal/nonverbal, teacher/pupil behaviors are recorded in
the following manner :

__S__

(b) Simultaneous nonvc -bal activities; i.e., an informative audio-
visual item replacing the teacher's lecture, is accompanied by

The Dimension IV code combination in the right column identifies a student writing activity. Each of

the Dimension IV activities is a combination of a Dimension II, Dimension III symbola nonverbal behavior

plus a material item. Detailed explanations of such code combinations are found in Step No. 3.

i



a simultaneous student activity,,, such as note taking. The si-
multaneous nonverbal activities are recorded in the following
manner:

T
Also simultaneous teacher-pupil nonverbal activities, such as
teacher demonstration of equipment accompanied by student
de monstration.

(c) Individual or independent (nongroup focused or nonteacher
controlled) activities. Such student-centered activities focus
on either the individual student engaged in independent, silent
seat work or several students engaged in small group endeavors.
In such situations neither the teacher nor a particular material
provides the major focus. To separate the two types of activi-
ties, the following distinctions are made for Category 10: Cat-
egory lOs identifies students engaged in individual silent seat
work activities. 10S recorded in the left column identifies this
type of activity; the Dimension IV combination recorded in
the right column identifies the nature of the activity. The fol-
lowing indicates a class engaged in some type of individual si-
lent writing activity:

las_ ci
10C recorded in the left column, accompanied by a Dimen-
sion IV coding combination in the right column, indicates that
the class is engaged in some group activity. In instances of
small group activities, there is less likely to be silence. Re-
member, NVIA redefines 10C as other than "negative" con-
fusion. The definition has been extended to include coopera-
tion, communication, and other inferences of small group in-
teraction. Such student communication or small group activi-
ties are identified in the following manner: Again the 10C in
the left column identifies this type of activity; the Dimension
IV combination identifies the nature of the activity.

10 c

The above Dimension IV combination of Dimension II, Di-
mension III symbols identifies the activity as manipulation of
equipment. Furthermore, inclusion of the Interaction Analy-

119
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sis Category No. 9 indicates independent or creative work
efforts that are not restricted by direct teacher control.

Step No. 3 Study combinations of code components and the NVIA recording
procedures.

A. READ EXPLANATION FOR COMBINING CODE COMPONENTS.

Recording utilizes combinations of individual code components. The two basic coding ele-
ments are Interaction Analysis category numbers and the Nonverbal Interaction Analysis
symbols. Combinations of these two elements increase the amount of data each element is
capable ,f representing. Steps 1 and 2 gave examples of recorded code combinations. This
last step completes NVIA recording procedures.

It is necessary that the observer be thoroughly familiar with the combinations as well as the
individual code components before attempting to record the NVIA dimensions in their en-
tirety. Individual coding components consist of 10 Interaction Analysis category numbers
and 15 NVIA symbols; combinations of these elements are far more numerous.

Step No. 2 familiarized you with the use of the two column, on the tally sheet. The use of
two columns expands the functions of each code:

The beginning of Step 3 introduces combinations of coding components in isolation; the lat-
ter part of Step 3 explains the sequential recording of combinations. You have seen that
each dimension contains both single as well as combined code components. That is, a sym-
bol alone identifies the presence of an item; a symbol combining (enclosing) a category num-
ber identifies the content of an item. Remember, the complexity of coding depends upon the
objectives of the observation. The more complete the observational description, the more
sophisticated are the skills required of the observers, and the more complex are the coding
components.

In order to make the NVIA system flexible enough to meet different demands, variations in
coding techniques are possible. Symbols alone may constitute the entire coding components
for the isolated observer who is resnicted to purely visual data. Also simple foci restricting
the descriptive data to a single dimension limit the number of symbols to be recorded. For
example, a description of the mom arrangement and the presence of materials only requires
that the observer be responsible only for a total of 10 NVIA symbols (Dimension I, II). A
description of the materials used during interaction requires that the observer be responsible
for recording only six symbols. A description of nonverbal behaviors occurring during inter-
action requires that the observer be responsible for recording a total of four symbols. A cate-
gory number enclosed within tilt, aforementioned symbols is optional.

Nevertheless, even in observations employing such combinations, the skills required of the
observers are relatively uncomplicated. The reason is that those data are objective and de-
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scribe only the presence of an item. Therefore, the observer is not required to "speculate"
about the use, impact, or effect of the item on the interaction. Such speculations are often
necessary for the observer of human behavioral interaction if he is to categorize the content
of each verbal and nonverbal behavior. Therefore, the single observer who is responsible for
collecting both verbal and nonverbal data utilizes both the basic coding elements. Regardless
of how simple or how complex the description, the use of the two code components and the
NVIA recording techniques is required. Any verbal plus nonverbal observation depends on
the use of the category numbers; the symbols and the proper placement of these two ele-
ments in the two recording columns.

NVIA retained the use of the original 10 category numbers and added 15 symbols. By modi-
fying the original use .c..& the category numbers, as in combining them with symbols, new
functions developed. V is an example of combining a verbal and a nonverbal code compo-
nent by using a category number to identify a type of material. Such a combination identi-
fies the content as informative or factual. Therefore, the material is classified as a textbook,
resource item, etc. Such combinations modify the original function of the category numbers.
Nevertheless, the original use of the category number remains. It is still used to identify a
verbal statement and is the simplest of the four types of NVIA codes. Each of the four types
includes a basic code element. The functions of the basic code elements are different for
each type; i.e., the category number and symbol are used in four different capacities. The
four code types include all the coding combinations required in any data collection; i.e., the
10 verbal plus 15 nonverbal codes, when used in four capacities,. are capable of recording as
complex a data description as is desired.

Each of the following four code types are presented according to their definition; the codes
that are included in that definition; the functions of each code; and the placement of the
code(s) on the observation form. Step 1 may be reviewed if the function of the NVIA sym-
bols has not yet been learned.

B. REVIEW THE FOUR TYPES OF CODES THEIR FUNCTION
AND PLACEMENT.

Type 1 Simple codes

Definition: .4 simple code is defined as either of the basic code ele-
ments recorded alone. A category number alone is re-
corded only during interaction; a symbol recorded alone
may be recorded before or during interaction.

Codes included:

I. The Interaction Analysis Category Numbers (7 categories
of teacher talk + 2 categories of stuaent talk + 1 other =
10 category numbers).
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FUNCTION: Describe verbal behavior.

PLACEMENT: Record during interaction in left column.

2. The NVIA symbols

(a) Dimension 1,11 (6 + 4 = 10 symbols)

FUNCTION: Describe physical clas,,room setting
by the location of furnishings and materials.

PLACEMENT: Record prior to interaction in ap-
propriate positions on the observation form
cover.

(b) Dimension II, III (6 + 5 = 11 symbols)

FUNCTION: Describe materials used to replace ver-
bal presentation and nonverbal behaviors used
to replace verbal behaviors.

PLACEMENT: Record during interaction in left
column.

Type 2 - Compound codes

Definition: A compound code is composed of two basic code ele-
mentseither a symbol enclosing a category number or
a symbo enclosing another symbol. These combina-
tions are recorded in a single position on the observa-
tion form cover or in a single space in the left column
of the observation form.

Codes included:

1. The NV1A symbols enclosing a category number.

(a) Dimension 1, 11 symbols enclosing a category num-
ber (total of 10 symbols enclosingany of 10 possible
category numbers)

FUNCTION: Describe content, type,. use of furni-
ture items or materials.

PLACEMENT: Record NVIA prior to interaction
in appropriate positions on the observation
form cover.

(b) Dimension 11 and Ill symbols enclosing a category
number (total of 11 symbols enclosing any of 10
possible category numbers).



FUNCTION: Describe contents, type of materials
used as replacement for verbal presentation:
type, use of nonverbal behaviors to replace
verbal communication.

PLACEMENT: Record during interaction in left
column.

2. NVIA symbol enclosing another symbol,

(a) Dimension I symbol enclos.ng Dimension II symbol.

FUNCTION: Describe location relationship be-
tween materials and furniture items.

PLACEMENT: Record Dimension I symbol enclos-
ing Dimension ll symbol in the appropriate
position on observation form cover.

(b) Dimension IV = Dimension !I and III symbols

FUNCTION: Describe a nonverbal activity replac-
ing a verbal presentation by identifying the re-
lationships between a nonverbal behavior and
the use of a material.

PLACEMENT: Record Dimension III symbol su-
perimposed on a Dimension II symbol in the
left column.

Type 3 - Complex codes

Definition: A complex code is composed of both basic code ele-
ments, (i.e., a category number and a symbol). This
combination is recorded only during interaction. This
identifies the verbal plus a nonverbal dimension occur-
ring simultaneously. Thus, it is recorded s:multancous-
ly, using both the columns on the observation form.

Codes included:

i. Interaction Analysis Category Numbers and NV1A sym-bols

(a) A category number and a Dimension II symbol

-UNCTION: Describe a verbal presentation in
which a material is used as a supplement.

123
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PLACEMENT: Record the category number in the
left column and the material symbol alongside
in the right column.

(b) A category number and a Dimension III symbol

FUNCTION: Describe simultaneous v.:.rbal and
nonverbal behaviors.

PLACEMENT: Record the category number in the
left column and the nonverbal behavior sym-
bol alongside in the right column.

Type 4 - Compound-Complex Codes

Definition: A compound-complex code is a combination of the
preceding code types. It is used only during interac-
tion and requires both columns.

Codes included:

1, An Interaction Analysis Category number and an NVIA
symbol

(a) A Category number and a Dimension II symbol en-
closing a category number

FUNCTION: Describe relationships between verbal
presentation and the content of the material
(i.e., use of content such as citing, quoting,
etc.)

PLACEMENT: Record category number in left col-
umn and Dimension II symbol enclosing cate-
gory number alongside in right column.

(b) A category number and a Dimension IV combina-
tion of symbols

FUNCTION: Describe simultaneous teacher-stu-
dent; verbal-nonverbal activities.

PLACEMENT: Record category number in left col-
umn and Dimension IV combination of sym-
bols alongside in right column.

FUNCTION: Describe individual, independent stu-
dent activities occurring in absence of teacher
presentation.



PLACEMENT: Record category number 10* (op-
tional use may include Expanded Category
No. 10s, 10c) in left column and combination
of Dimension IV symbols in right column to
identify type of nonvebal student .ctiyity (en-
close category number within symbols to iden-
tify content, type, use of materials.*)

2. Combination of NVIA symbols recorded in dual columns

(a) A Dimension II symbol and a Dimension IV combi-
nation of symbols

FUNCTION: Describe material replacing verbal pre-
sentation accompanied by simultaneous non-
verbal student activity.

PLACEMENT: Record Dimension II symbol in left
column and Dimension IV combination of
symbols alongside in right column.*

(b) Dimension IV combination of symbols (left column)
and Dimension 1V combination of symbols (right
column)

FUNCTION: Describe simultaneous teacher and
student use of materials as in writing, demon-
strating activities.

PLACEMENT: Record Dimension !V combination
of symbols in left column to identify teacher
activity; and Dimension IV combination of
symbols alongside in right column to identify
student activity.*
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The preceding coding components may appear complicated. However, since the complexity
of coding depends upon the observational demands, it is possible merely to record the pres-
ence of each Dimension 1, II, 111 item via a simple code (symbol). Also, the presence of each
verbal behavior is recorded via a simple code (number).

The next step entails identifying the content of each Dimension 1, 11 and III item via a com-
pound code (symbol enclosing a category number). Dimension IV activities likewise require
compound codes to identify the nonverbal use of a material.

*Enclosing category number is optional.
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Finally, compound-complex codes identify multidirnensions- the verbal and nonverbal: si-
multaneous teacher-pupil activities, etc.

Suggestion: To simplify recording procedures, remember that the majority of recording will
consist of simple code components. The use of compound codes is frequently optional, since
it is often unnecessary to record the content or the use of an item in every instance (again.
this depends on the objectives of the observation). The recording of compound-complex
code.; invariably occurs at the beginning of an activity. Unless there are many changes in
activities, such recordings of compound-complex codes should be infrequent.

The following review of the definitions of the four code components, their functions and re-
cording is an incomplete summary of the preceding information. It is meant to be used as a
type of quiz to help you learn the various NVIA coding combinations. This review will pre-
pare you for the final part of the three steps sequential recording. Fill in the incomplete
information by writing in the missing words and drawing in the missing codes. The first sev-
eral underlined answers are offered as samples. Completed answers follow the quiz.
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SUMMARY REVIEW QUIZ OF THE FOUR TYPES OF CODES

Type 1:
(I) (2) (3)

A simple code is either a cate_g_oa_ number or a symbol.

(4)
a. A category number identifies both:

1) The speaker: Category numbers 1-7 identify the (5) as speaker.

Category numbers 8-9 identify the (6)___ as speaker.

2) The content of the verbal statement. Example: Category No. 2 identifies a

(7) statement; Category No. 8 identifies a (8) statement.

b. A (9) identifies

1) A furniture item in the classroom: (No. of) (10) symbols in Dimension
(11)

Example:
(12)___desk

2) A material item: N (13) symbols in Dimension
(14)

o. of)
(15)

Example. _a printed material such

as a textbook.

3) A nonverbal behavior:
(No. of) (16) (1)

symbols in Dimension _.

18',
Example:

(_eye contact

Type 2:

A
(19) code is either a combination of a (20) enclosing a

(21)
;

or a Dimension __(22) ,
(22) symbol enclosing a Dimension II symbol; or a combination

__

of Dimension II and III symbols identifying an
(23) (Dimension IV).

a. A symbol enclosing a category number may identify the contents, type of

1) Dimension I (24) Example: _ _ -
(25) bulletin board contains student

created projects.

2) Dimension II (26) Example: (27) factual audiovisual aid.

3) Dimension III
(28) Example:

(29) eye contact communicates ac-

ceptance of ideas.

b. A Dimension I symbol enclosing a Dimension II symbol identifies:
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1) Location of material in relationship to a furniture item

Example: (30) table containing equipment

(31) shelves containing manipulative tools, supplies

c. A Dimension III symbol superimposed on a Dimension II symbol identifies:

1) Dimension (32) activity. Example: (33) writing activity

Type 3:

A __ _(3) _ code is recorded only during interaction. It consists ofa verbal behavior,__

plus a Dimension II material item; or a verbal behavior plus a Dimension III nonverbal

behavior. Recording requires using (35) columns. The verbal behavior is always
36)recorded in the ( column; the nonverbal dimension is recorded in the

(37) column.

a. A category number recorded beside a Dimension II symbol identifies:

1) A material used to supplement the verbal presentation.
(38) (39)Example: Lecture supplemented by audiovisual material.

b. A cat?gory number recorded beside a Dimension III symbol identifies:

1) Simultaneous (40) (41)and behaviors.
(42) (43)Example: verbal p-aisc accompanied by nonverbal smile

Type 4:

A compound-complex code is recorded during interaction, using both columns. It may

identify simultaneous (44) and nonverbal activities; simultaneous nonverbal ac-

tivities; or individual student activites. A Dimension IV activity is composed of a Di-
(45)

mension plus a Dimension symbol.

a. A category number recorded alongside a Dimension IV activity may identify:

1) Simultaneous teacher and pupil activities
47_(46) ( ..)Example: teacher lecture occurring simultaneously with stu-

dents taking notes.

2) A student activity occurring in the absence of teacher verbal presentation.
(48)Example: (49) silence in which students are writing creative works.
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b. Simultaneous teacher-student nonverbal activities require Dimension IV combinations

of symbols recorded in both left and right columns.

Example: (50) simultaneous teacher-student demonstrations using

equipment.

The following questions are meant as a preview to sequential recording.

PLACEI TNT OF CODES

Pre-interaction data consist of Dimension

corded (where) (52)

Interaction data consist of Dimension

(5
and

1J
Dimension symbols re-

(53) (54)and Dimension and Dimension
(55) (56)symbols used to record nonverbal dimensions s used to record ver-

bal behavior recorded (where)_ (57)

1) Repeated tallying of the same category numbcr identifies an extended verbal be-
(58)havior. Example: 9 seconds of lecture

2) Shifts in tallying different category numbers may identify:
(59)a) change in speaker Example:

b) change in content Example:

teacher lecture followed by
(60)

___ _ _ student interruption

(61)_ teacher lecture (changing to)
(62)

directions

Sequential recording of NVIA symbols in left column to replace verbal behavior category

numbers

1) Repeated tallying of a Dimension II, Dimension II or Dimension IV combination

of symbols identities continuous use of a material: nonverbal behavior or an ex-

tended activity. Example: (63) Prolonged use of filmstrip (arrow, other

means may be used instead of repeated re-

cording of symbols).
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(64) 9 second eve contact (dashes, checks, other

_ _ markings) replace need for repeated record-

ing of symbols.

2) Shifts in tallying Dimension II, Ill or IV (combination of mbols identif%

changes in materials, nonverbal behaviors, activities.

Example: (65)_ Focus of attention shifts from informative
(66)

audiovisual aid to written directions at chalk-

board as nonverbal sources of communication.

Sequential recording of category numbers and symbols in left column.

1) Shifts in tallying category numbers and symbols identify changes in means of

communication. Example: 07)
verbal statement of -good followed by a

(68)
nonverbal smile may be used instead of a

prolonged verbal praise statement.

Example: (69) Pointing or gesturing may replace a verbal
(70)

direction; this nonverbal communication is

followed by a student's verbal response.

Example: (71)
A teacher's verbal question is followed by

(72)
the student's writing the answer at the chalk-

board instead of iespondmg verbally.

Placement of codes it both columns

Sequential recording of category numbers in left column alongside NVIA

Symbol in right column may identify:

1) A material used to supplement the verbal presentation

Example: (71 ) (741
lecture supplemented by a printed

:naterial such as a magazine

2) Simultaneous verbal and nonverbal behaviors

Example: (75)__ 276)_the teacher's verbal acknowledgment

of a previous student's contribution
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accompanied b), the teacher's non-

verbally holding up the model cre-

ated by the student On this instance,

enclosing a category number is ne-

cessary to differentiate between a

teacher and a student action)

3) Simultaneous reacher and pupil behaviors (activities)
(77) (78)Example: A teacher's verbal questioning activ-

ity accompaniec by the students'

Examples 1), 2). 3) above required (ape of) (79)

tivity. The three types of activities are (80)

writing the answers oh their test pa-

pers.

codes. Each identifies a type of ac-

The following description of interaction provides an opportunity for you to try out your under-

standing about the four types of codes by sequentially recording the described data. You may

not wish to continue the quiz at this point if you do not feel comfortable about your recording

abilities. INSTEAD STUDY THE LAST PART OF STEP 3 and then return tc this part of the

quiz.
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1
(8h (82)

3.

Nine seconds of lecture supplemented by an audiovisual aid

(83) (84)4. Followed by question cited from textbook
(85)

5. Student response

(86) (87)6. Verbal praise accompanied by smile
(88)

7. Student initiation made by raising hand
(89)

8. Teacher verbal acceptance of this initiation i, ved

9.

10.

12.

13.

14.

(90) (91)

(92)

(93)

(94)

(95) (96)
15.

16.

17.

(97)

(98)
18.

19.

20.

2].

99.

23.

24.

25.

(99)

(100)

by six seconds of student talking accompanied by teacher's

nonverbal acknowledgment via eye contact

Six-second teacher verbal clarification of the preceding stu-

dent's idea

Teacher's verbal directions followed by student going to

chalkboard

Verbal directions accompanied by student writing the re-

sponse at the chalkboard. Six seconds of silence while stu-

dent compltes written response; followed by teacher

praising students' chalkboard we ,' i k. Ends lesson

by lecturing about content at chalkboard. On one

occasion halfway through the lecture refers to the

student who has written the content.

1



1. simple_

KEY TO QUIZ

21. category number 41. nonverbal

2. category number 22 Dimension 1 42. 2

3. symbol 23. activity (Dimension IV) 43. 0
4. category number 24. furniture

5. teacher 25. cp
6. student

7. praise

8. response

9. symbol

10., 6

11. 1

12. tti

26. materials

27. OP 47.

28. nonverbal behavior
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44. verbal

45. Dimension 11, Dimension III

46. 5

29.

48. 10(s)

49.

30. 50.

31. Plinsulaza
IN -..71

32. IV

13. 6 (4 pre-interaction) 33.

14, 11

15.

16. 5

17. III

18. 0
19. compound

20. symbol

34. complex

35. both

36. right

37. left

*38. 5

39. cp

40. verbal

51. Dimension 1, Dimension II

52. Observation form cover

53. 11

54. 111

55. IV

56. category numbers

57. in two columns of the obser-
vation for m

58. 5, 5, 5

59. 5

60. 9

*Nos. 38-39; 42-43; 46-47; 48-49; 73-74; 75-76; 77-78 coded beside each other as in No. 50.



61. 5

62. 6

*63. E;3

64. Cs

65. p
66. ci
67. 2

68. G

69. 40
70. 8

71. 4

KEY TO QUIZ (CONTI))

1 5

2. 5

3. 5

4. 4

5. 8

6. 2

7. 6
8.

C. 9

10. 9

11. 3

12. 3

13. 6

72.
14. 1%

73. 5 15. 6

74. 0 16. 10(s)

75. 3
17. 10(s)

6 18. 2
76. f

19. 5

77. 4
20. 5

78.
21. 5

7C. compound-complex 22. 3

80. reading; writing; 23. 5

24. 5

25. 5

demonstrating

P

Al

For examples of extended coding, see Quiz Nos. 1-3; 9-10; 15-25.
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C. STUDY CODE COMPONENTS IN SEQUENCE.

In Step No. 1 you eviev.Ted the data and code components for each the four dimensions.
In Step No. 2 you previewed the use of the modified observation foirn and the use of he
two columns. In Step No. 3 you !earned the four types of code combinations. The material
presented in Step Nos. 1-3 is truly understood only when you are able to apply the informa-
tion by using the observation form and the code components to record data. Application
implies knowing when and where to place the proper code components during an observa-
tional session.

All that remains is for you to learn the use of these codes. This is the final step before actual
practice in coding. If you did well on the quiz, you might not need to dwell on the following
information. If you encountered difficulty in questions 80-100, it is suggested that you re-
take the quiz after studying the following information about sequential recording. The ex-
amples of sequential recordings that follow provide an opportunity for you to identify indi-
vidual codes and interpret sequential data.

The preceding four code types illustrated isolated examples of recorded data. The placement
and sequence of these codes further identify the data by providing the context in which the
behaviors occurred. Context refers to an over-all picture of the interaction describing:

1. Durations of verbal and nonverbal behaviors

2. Changes in speakers, use of materials, activities, etc.

3. Relationships between verbal and nonverbal dimensions

A complete description of the classroom interaction employs both IA and NVIA data, which
allow for comparisons between the verbal and nonverbal dimensions. Such comparisons iden-
tify congruities, incongruities between verbal and nonverbal behavior, and relationships
among nonbehavioral dimensions that may be consistent or inconsistent with the teacher's
role. Individual symbols identify certain of these inconsistencies, but sequences or tallies
offer more significant means for analyzing the recorded data.

Chapter V deals with analyzing the verbal and nonverbal data. As preparation for Chapter V,
each of the following examples of sequential coding is accompanied by an interpretation of
the recorded data. You may use these examples in several ways depending on your familiar-
ity with the NVIA system.

You may wish to cover the verbal column and speculate about its content by consulting the
nonverbal cues (i.e., try to identify the verbal behaviors you feel are indicated by the non-
verbal symbolsthe gestures, materials, etc.).

You may also cover the interpretation and develop your own analysis based on the verbal
and nonverbal data. This programmed presentation should enable you to cover the content
at your own pace. The examples become increasingly complex, since the four examples rep-
resent the four types of codes. The latter examples are composed of advanced data and may
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be somewhat confusing at this point. However. the increased coding complexity should de-
crease confusion about the interpretation. The more elemental v data provide more ambigu-
ous interpretations. If you are able to interpret these data, you should have little difficulty
acquiring skill in using the NVIA instrument.

EXAMPLES OF SEQUENTIAL CODING

Example No. 1 Simple code sequence composed of category numbers describes verbal
interaction by identifying who says what. when (i.e., speaker, con-
tent, sequence).

Interpretation:

5 Teacher lecture (15 seconds) followed by

5

5

4 A question (brief) followed by

9 nonpredictabie student talk (brief) followed by

10 silence or confusion (6 seconds)

10

-imbiguous: The content of the question, the meaning of the
student talk, and the type of Category 10 behavior are not clearly identified.

Interpretation:

5M Teacher's lecture is motivational (15 seconds).

5N1

5M

4e Teacher's question is intel:ded to solicit student opinion (evalua-

9e tion). Student's evaluative response is followed by

10s six seconds of silence.

10s

Ambiguous: The meaning of the si!, seconds of silence is still
not clear.

Example No. 2 Sequence including one compozmd code describes the vefbal interac-
tion, plus nonverbal behavior, by identifying who says and does
what, when.
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Interpretation:

5 Teacher's facial expression communicates that the
5 preceding silence or confusion is acceptable. (The nonverbal

behavior is used to replace verbal acceptance; also explains

reason for 10).

5

4

9

10

0-
Ambiguous: Is there any relationship between the lecture,

question, response?

Example No. 3 Sequence including compound codes describes the verbal interaction,
plus several nonverbal dimensions, by identifying who says, dots,
uses, what, when.

Interpretation:

5 C11 Additional NVIA data recorded in right column identify
5 Dimension 11 printed material used as a supplement for teacher
5 presentation; for question; and for student's evaluation.
4

9

10

fa
Ambiguous: The exact use of the material may be unclear.

Example No. 4 Sequence including compound-complex code describes the ver-
bal interaction, plus the content of the nonverbal dimensions,
by identifying who says, does, uses, what, how, when.

Interpretation:

5 t\s,3 NVIA symbol enclosing a category number identifies the use of
5 Dimension II printed material. The contents provide the source
5 of the teacher lecture and question, the basis for the student re-
4 .1___ sponse. The teacher may have quoted information, asked for an
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9

10

3

evaluation (interpretation) of the information responded to. The

silence may have been intended to allow another student to re-

spond or to permit student participation by withholding teacher

evaluation.

The preceding four examples show increased complexity of data recording. However, there
is increasingly less confusion about interpretation of these data.

ALTERING THE RECORDING PROCEDURES

The NVIA recording procedures may be adapted to the particular demands of an observa-
tional situation. Such situations may include:

specialized observational objectives formulated by special interest groups

specialized observational methods or conditions such as the audiovisual equip-
ment or an isolated observer

specialized techniques for analyzing data and providing feedback

Adaptations Based on Specialized Observational Objectives

In situations requiring less than a complete description of the classroom, several dimensions
may be deleted, and/or the recorded code components may be simplified. Therefore, the
observer is not required to collect the same type and/or amount of data as presented in the
preceding NVIA recording procedures.

Data for each of the four dimensions may be collected independently. Likewise, data for
each of the two segments of observation may be collected independently. There are various
combinations of the four dimensions upon which the classroom observation may be focused.
Somewhere along the continuum of d simple to a complete observational description you
should be able to find the data and code components to meet your own particular demands.

Be certain to note on the observation form cover any information that identifies such special-
ized objectives or limited foci. This information is especially important for reviewing and
interpreting the data during analysis and feedback.

Adaptations Based on Specialized Observational Methods and/or Conditions

The following situations suggest that the "isolated" NVIA observer is responsible for fewer
data than is the "in class" observer who is recording the content or type of items for all four
NVIA dimensions. And this observer is responsible for fewer data than the single observer
who is recording all four of the NVIA dimensions, plus the verbal interaction. The adapted
recording procedures for each type of observer follow:
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Isolated NI'Ll Observer

The isolated observer records NVIA Dimensions II, III. IV data via symbols in the right col-
umn of the observation form. If a category number is enclosed within a symbol to identify
the type, use of a nonverbal item is optional. Category numbers entered into the left column
are pure speculations about the verbal interaction, since the observer is unable to hear the
content of the speaker's verbal behavior. Instead of trying to guess the verbal content, the
observer may wish to identify the speaker by recording a T (teacher). P (pupils) in the left
column alongside or instead of the NVIA symbols. This allows the individual who is using
a verbal or nonverbal behavior (Dimension III) or a certain material (Dimension II) to be
identified. Initials may be used to identify students if names are known. It may be desirable
to maintain a three- or six-second recording interval by checking off tally spaces in the left
column. This permits more reliable data comparisons to be made among observers.

The majority of codes are simpleconsisting of Dimension II or III symbols. Compound
codes may be required for activities. If the isolated observer is responsible for recording
compound codes, such as identifying the content of a material, the contents of the NVIA
symbol are enclosed as a category number only when there is visual proof of such a categori-
zation. For example, if the chalkboard contains apparently factual information, this may be
recorded as 5 . Certain categories of teacher talk provide more apparent cues than do oth-
ers. Category No. 5 (lecture) may be inferred by the following cues. teacher position cen-
tral; minimum of student interaction; majority of teacher talk; use of structured materials;
student activities such as note taking; formal seating arrangements. Cues to Category 5 les-
sons or activities may be provided by the teacher writing at the chalkboard; or inferred from
the use of informative types of materials, certain textbook titles, etc. The isolated observer
is responsible for completing the information on the cover of the observation form, noting
the time, objectives, etc. Visual cues that may indicate activity changes follow:

1. Physical movement of students; restructuring seating arrangements (e.g.: panels,
committees, pupils going to desks for individualized seatwork, arranging chairs for
group work, lining up for recess, library period, spelling bees, etc.)

2. Signals indicating a change in activities at the beginning of a new work period in-
clude bells, clock watching, students putting away work material, getting out new
materials, distributing tests, workbooks, passing out or collecting papers, art sup -
D!ies. etc.

In several of the above instances it may be necessary to begin a new observation form. In
others simply note the time and the activity change. Again, the observational objectives may
determine this procedure. The following situations usually require a new observational form:

1. Session changessuch as high school class periods beginning, completing a 40-min-
ute period. Materials clues may indicate a special subject such as a chemistry, his-
tory, biology class, etc. Dismissing the pupils or entrance of a new group of
students.



2. Seating changes -such as elementary classes rearranging desks for reading groups,
committees, independent work groups.

3. Changes in materials, lessons requiring special supplies, provisions. Examples:
Teacher and students put away history materials (close textbooks, notebooks, put
away audiovisual aids, maps; globes) and pass out spelling tests, sharpen pencils,
clear desks. New activity begins by teacher referring to spelling word list, pro-
nouncing word followed by students ,vriting word.

The time clement may influence the observer's decision to begin a new observation form.
For example: if the teacher's lecture appears to be a brief five-minute introduction to a stu-
dent's presentation, the content of the teacher-student presentation is probably related, and
recording is continued on the same observation form with some sort of time notation and
perhaps a brief description of the interchange that occurred.

Note the following information on the same observation form for changes in activities:

1. Time. (E.g.: 8:30-8:40 teacher lecture; 8:40-8:5(? students ask questions of the
teacher concerning the preceding lecture:, 8:50-9:00 student-to-student discussion
about the lecture).

2. Number of pupils engaged in an activity. (E.g.: 20 students recombine to form
five "pre-assigned work groups; or three groups composed of various numbers of
students form, one group meets with teacher, no materials present, other two
groups work independently with individualized type workbook materials; or two
students present a report to the class;or seven volunteers go to the chalkboard and
write math computations.

3. Materials, supplies. (E.g.: teacher changes from lesson plan to and students
replace notebooks with textbooks. (The content of the activity remains focused
on a geography lesson, the presentation style has changed from teacher lecture--
students taking notes to teacher-student discussion of textbook content.)

If the purpose for assigniIi two observers is to compare the verbal and nonverbal data, then
the following adapted procedures arc important:

1. Note the timeboth observers begin and end at exact time; keep periodic time
checks by noting minute (and seconds, if possible). This is important, since the
number of tallies collected by each observer will vary. Inconsistencies between the
verbal and nonverbal behaviors are of primary significance. Thus, in order for a
nonverbal behavior to be analyzed in relation to a verbal behavior, a precise means
of time identification is necessary.

Standard Interaction Analysis tallying procedures are followed by the observer re-
cording verbal interaction. Category numbers are entered in the left column.

3. The "nonverbal" observer records NVIA simple, compound, complex, or com-
pound-complex codes into either or both columns. Thus, he identifies the use of
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a material or nonverbal behavnn to tephu e a %et hal hehaiut m the left column. as
well as the use of a material of nonverbal helms 101 to supplement vet bal interaction
in the right column. Also. activitic, are recorded as conibni,,tions of codes in
either or both columns simultaneously. Similar means of idcnrif ing the speaker
may include the suggestions for the isolated observers on Page 139.

4. Optional data for either observer may include:

A. Noting the names. number of different pupils who participate may identify,
teacher's pets; isolated)

B. Expanded categorization ma% be appropriate for certain verbal behaviors. For
example. the type of evaluation may be identified according to three subcate-
gories of praise and three subcategories of criticism: the type of question
may be identified according to four subs ttegones: for additional subcategor-
ies see Expanded Categories in the Appendix.

C. Noting number of questions or style ofasking questions. such as calling a stu-
dent's name prior to posing the question, repeating the same question,-"look-
ing for a particular answer, etc.

D. Noting audience reactions to certain materials or teacher behaviors may be
based on nonverbal cues indicating attentive, inattentive behaviors. For ex-
ample, the use of a ceitain material during lecture may be motivational as
judged by the heightened interest of the students. Such observer speculations
should be marked by using parentheses, asterisks, etc. (.' 5M)

Single Observer Recponsible for Both I 'et bal and :\onverbal Data

The single observer follows the procedures detailed in Steps No. 1-3. The following sugges-
tions may make the recording of such large amount of data less difficult.

Select another time interval, such as six, nine seconds. (Be sure to
fication on the observation foim.)

2. Note exact time for beginning and end of extended verbal behaviors -also pro-
longed use of materials, nonverbal behaviors and activities. Rather than repeating
the same code component,;, note the exact time in minutes and seconds beside the
column space and draw an arrow or checkmark through the appropriate number
of tally spaces indicating the time sequence. Also enter the minute and second at
which the extended behavior ceased.

note this modi-

3. During these extended verbal behaviors concentrate on the nonverbal dimensions.

4. If the observer has access to an audio recording, following the live observation, he
may concentrate more fully on the nonverbal dimensions during the observation
and record the verbal interaction afterwards. It is suggested dui: this be done as
soon as possible so that cues are still vividly in mind.

5. During a prolonged presentation or activity, such as a lecture, assume that the con-
tents of the supplementary materials are comparable to the content of the verbal
presentation. 'This will not requii e enclosing a category number within each new
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Dimension II symbol. However, be alert to any differences or discrepancies. For
example, if the teacher i: lecturing, the materials will probably be cognitively on-
ented. However, included in the lecture may be references to student-created
items, such as models, original inventions, creative writing. etc. Note such changes
by recording:

5

5

5

5

CI- Three different cognitive materials supple-

() mented the lecture. Also a student-created oh-

CPject was referred tc. (May oftimes be legiti-

0 mately interpreted as a Category 3 behavior.)

6. During a prolonged activity that includes a number of different participants, the
observer may wish to record the Dimension IV code combination, note the time
and then concentrate on more particular data. For example, an activity in which
a number of individual students approach the chalkboard to fill in the written an-
swers may find the observer concentrating on the manner in which the students
participate, such as teacher calling, pointing to, nodding at students, i'iising hands;
the number and names of the students; the ,:ontent of the questions v,ritten at the
chalkboard (such as expanded category 4c math computations); the teacher's reac-
tions to the studen:s' written answers, such as smiling, verbal praise, nonverbally
marking or correcting answers, etc.

Remember, NVIA is quite flexible and may be adapted to meet most observational demands.
This is especially true when employing this technique for your own self-analysis. Practically
any alteration is legitimate.

Adaptations Based on Specialized Techniques for Analyzing Data and Providing Feedback

NVIA data analysis and feedback techniques are presented in Chapter V. This final phase of
an observation session implies that the individuals involved in interpreting the data are famil-
iar with either the Interaction Analysis method of matrix construction or with the NVIA
Data Analysis techniques. Analysis may be quite involved, depending on the complexity of
the dimensions used in recording the classroom description. Therefore, there are several
techniques for analyzing the data and providing the feedback. Selecting any of these tech-
niques depends upon the scope of the data collection and the awarenees level of the feedback
recipient. Two of the possible techniques include:

1. The observe. and the observed individuals review the raw recorded data. This tech-
nique may be useful in situations in which the observational focus was limited to
one or two dimensions. The feedback session provides an opportunity for the ob-
server and observed to meet and analyze the data in tering of the observational ob-
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jectives by simply reviewing the recorded data (for example. if the teacher's stated
objectives included using a certain number of materials). Was this objective accom-
plished? Analysis consv,ts of simpl\ counting the number of Dimension II sym-
bols recorded.

The observed individual reviews the coded data in conjunction with audio- or vid-
eo tape replay. The observed teacher reviews the recorded data while observing
the live interaction via video, audiotape. The obseiver should be available for any
discussion.

The first example involves the live method of observation; the second involves the delayed
method. Chapter V presents the techniques by which each method analyzes the recorded
data and provides feedback.
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CHAPTER V

ANALYSIS AND FEEDBACK OF
NONVERBAL INTERACTION ANALYSIS DATA

Cnaptei IV explained the procedures for collecting NVIA data. Chapter V presents tech-
niques for analyzing these data and interpreting relationships between the nonverbal dimen-
sions and the verbal interaction. Different observational methods may require different tech-
niques for analyzing the raw data. Immediate observation relies on the observer's accuracy
in recording data during a single observation session. Delayed observation has access to the
live interaction and can review the data as often as necessary to objectify the analysis. A sin-
gle observer can more readily analyze h:s recorded data than can two observers who must
combine and compare their iadependently compiled verbal and nonverbal data. NVIA has
developed several techniques for analyzing the data. One of the techniques is a modification
of the Interaction Analysis procedure for analyzing verbal data. (See Appendix for an expla-
nation of matrix construction.)

A complete NVIA observation depends upon two segments of data collection. The first seg-
ment is composed of data recorded prior to interaction. The second segment is composed of
sequential nonverbal data recorded in conjunction with verbal behavior during interaction.
NVIA's sequential matrix construction utilizes the data recorded during interaction. Data re-
corded prior to interaction are nonsequential and arc thus analyzed differently, since such
items may or may not affect the teacher-pupil interaction. There is a variety of techniques
for analyzing both the pre-interaction and the interaction data.

SUMMARY REVIEW OF VERBAL AND NONVERBAL DATA

The simplest means of analyzing the verbal and nonverbal data collected by the single observ-
er is to summarize the raw number of verbal and nonverbal occurrences. Inconsistent verbal-
nonverbal behaviors, verbal ratios, percentages are readily tabulated, and feedback is imme-
diate. This type of analysis summarzes the recorded data. The Summary Analysis form is
aligned i.hc columns on the tally sheet. Also the Observation Form cover (Figure C) is
consulted the data are summarized. The example (Figure D) includes only one third
of a tally sheet; also the Summary Analysis form is smaller. The broken line depicts this
separate analysis.

Sequence is not analyzed. Instead, ratios between, among dimensions and categories are
computed. The suggested tabulations may be expanded to include additional percentages.
ratios, etc. The Figure D analysis form includes three separate summariesa verbal summary,
a nonverbal summary, and a comparative summary. It is used in the following ways to ana-
lyze the verbal and nonverbal data:
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Verbal Summary

A. Count the number of verbal behaviors that occurred as each of the 10 cater -ies.

Enter this information under VERBAL SUMMARY column No. 1-10; total the
number of verbal behaviors [14 total] .

B. Compute the percent for each category. Enter this information under VERBAL
PERCENT column (Categories 1-10): total percent of verbal behavior [70% total].

Nonverbal Summary

A. Count the number of pre-interaction items occurring as each of the 10 categorie?.
Use the pre-interaction Dimension I, II data recorded on the observation form
cover (Figure C). Enter this information in the NONVERBAL PRE-DIMENSION

columns. Total the number of pre-interaction items [18 total].

B. Count the number of NVIA items recorded in each column on the tally sheet Sep-
arate tabulation identifies either replacements for (left column) or supplements to
(right column) verbal behavior. Enter this information separately in the LEFT and
RIGHT NONVERBAL NUMBER columns (Categories No. 1-10). Total these
NVIA interaction items [12 total; 6 left; 6 right] .

C. Identify each of the NVIA interaction items according to Dimension II, III, or IV.
Enter in the appropriate column. Total the number of items for each dimension
[Dimension II = 2; Dimension III = 6; Dimension IV = 4] .

Comparative

A. Verbal

1.

2.

Summary

comparisons

Compute iltio of teacher to student

Categories 11 =7 10

talk

teacher talk

Categories 8-9 4

Compi ratio of indirect to direct

Categories 1-7 4
= .66

Categories 5-7 6

B. Nonverbal comparisons

1. Compute ratio of teacher to student nonverbal dimensions

6
= 1.00

6

2. Compute ratio of indirect to direct nonverbal dimensions

2

4
.5
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3. Compare number of nonverbal dimensions used to replace/supplement verbal
interaction (mimber of symbols recorded in left column compared with num-
ber of symbols recorded in right column).

C. Verbal-Nonverbal comparisons

1.

6' = 1.00
6

Compute ratio of verbal to nonverbal (total number of category numbers
compared with total number of symbols).

14
f2

= 1.666

2. Compute percentage of verbal behaviors occurring independent of nonverbal
communication (without a nonverbal behavior Dimension III or an activity
Dimension IV). Total number of category numbers not accompanied by
NVIA Dimension III or IV symbol in the right column divided by total num-
ber of spaces in the left column.

10
20 50%

3. Compute percentage of nonverbal behaviors, activities occurring independent
of verbal communication (without a verbal behavior). Total number of Di-
mension III and IV symbols recorded in left column divided by number of
spaces in left column.

6
=30%?0

4. Compute percentage of nonverbal behaviors and activities occurring simulta-
neously with verbal behaviors. Total number of Dimension III, IV symbols
recorded in right column alongside a verbal category number recorded in left
column divided by number of spaces in left column.

4
= 20%

20

5. Compute percentage of verbal and nonverbal behaviors based on the use of a
material (number of verbal statements referring to a material, plus number of
nonverbal behaviors utilizing a material); extended or repeated use of a Di-
mension II item or Dimension IV activity is recorded by dots following the
symbols

10 50%
10 (Half the interaction depended
20 upon some sort of material or

supply.)
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6. Identify each mcwhi,tont verbal/nonverbal occurrence by Anting the
tally space in which it occurred. tally 14

COMMENTS: Enter any significant remarks; unusual occurrences. Information is largely
dependent upon the discretion of the observer. It may include details pertinent to feedback,
such as questions to be raised; uncertainties to be clarified for analysis: or information to be
remembered by the observer, such as the type of material, mannerisms, gestures.

The above explanation refers to data recorded and analyzed by a single observer recording
both the verbal and the nonverbal data. A similar analysis can be made for separate data col
iected by two observers independently recording vcrbai- nonverbal interaction. It is impor-
tant that the two observers periodically note time intervals, since reliable comparisons de-
pend on identifying simultaneously recorded behaviors. Certain information is optional and
depends on the objectives of the observation. Therefore, it may not be necessary to compute
certain ratios, percentages, etc. Odic,- analyses may concern the expanded categories of be-
haviors so that comparisons among types of questions,. types of lecture, types of evaluations,
etc., are possible. For explanation of the expanded categories see Appendix B.
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FIGURE C

OBSERVATION FORM COVER

4 : ao desks

®

Dimension I Room Arrangement

*

Rp
* Traditional rows of seating are identified as Lecture (Category No. 5).

A

CO

Chalkboard contains written question (Category 4); other chalkboard contains out-
line and spelling list for the week (two Category No. 5). Bulletin board contains ex-
amples of student-completed tests (Categories 4-8); other bulletin board contents-
see Dimension II Materials below (4* audiovisuals).

Tables, chairs, shelves contain cognitive type items (see materials below).

Dimension 11 Materials

4- Each printed item is identified according to content. The presence of dictionaries and
encyclopedias on shelves, textbook at teacher's desk is recorded as three separate tal-
lies in Category 5; workbooks at students' desks are recorded as Categories 4 and 8.

Audiovisual aids found at bulletin board are identified according to content. The
presence of a newsclipping, a map, teacher-constructed graph, ind a printed table is
recorded as four separate tallies in Category 5.

* 4



1.

2.

3.

TALLY SHEET

Left Column Right Column
(Verbal) (Nonverbal)

5 c;:3

4. 9

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20:

Dm
4

8

6

T
8

8

4

6

8

8

6

2

COMMENTS:

o

la_

FIGURE D

SUMMARY ANALYSIS FORM

VERBAL SUMMARY

No.

2. 2

3.

4. 2

5. 3

6. 3

7.

8. 3

9. i

10.

Tot. 14

10

10

15

15

15

5

704
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NONVERBAL SUMMARY

Number
Left Right 11

Dimensions
III IV Pre(1,11

I I 2

3

13

1 1

3 2 2 3 2

I 1

6
. 6

.
2 6 4 18

Tot. 12

COMPARATIVE SUMMARY

I)

2)

Verbal

Ratio Teacher/Student
Talk 10/4 = 25

Nonverbal

1) Ratio T/ST

2) Ratio I/D

3) Ratio Left/Right
Columns

6/6 = 1

2/4 =.50Ratio indirect/direct Teacher
Talk 4/6 = .66

6/6 = 1

Verbal-Nonverbal

1) Ratio Verbal/Nonverbal 14/12 = 1.666

2) Percentage verbal alone 10/20 = 50%

3) Percentage nonverbal alone 6/20 = 30%

4) Percentage simultaneous verbal, nonverbal 4/20 = 20%

5) Percentage based on material 10/20 = 50%

6) Inconsistencies -- Tally Space No. 14

No. I (Material) Table of linear measurement

No. 5 (Activity) Teacher writes word "linear" at
board following student request

No. 9 (Supply) Ruler ?
No. 12 (Activity) Student measures line with ruler

)

No. 14 (Verbal) "Does anyone disagree?" (NV) Frown

No. 19 (Verbal) "Write your ;ltswer at the board."

No. 20 (Verbal) Praises student writing answer at board.

Pre-interaction data suggests majority of Category No. 5
type interaction.
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ANALYZING DATA VIA MATRIX CONSTRUCTION

The preceding Summary Analysis utilized individual tallies to compute verbal, nonverbal,
comparative summaries of the data. Tim importance of sequential data was minimized. The
following type of analy ,is emphasizes sequences in interpreting interaction. interaction An-
alysis procedure of entering sequences of category numbers into a 10-row by 10-column grid
called a matrix identifies changes in speakers, shifts in categories of behavior and extended
verbal behaviors. Matrix analysis goes beyond computing the percentage of time a category
of behavior, such as criticism, occurs to identify when the criticism occurs and the relation-
ship between this and other behaviors. For complete explanation of matrix construction
see Appendix A.

The following explanation of matrix construction is brief and somewhat incomplete. This
explanation should suffice for the reader who is at all familiar with Interaction Analysis.

Explanation of Matrix Construction

Sequence of interaction is identified by entering each sequence of two category numbers into
the 10-row by 10-column matrix. Each recorded category number is used twice. Each se-
quential entry identifies two behaviors. The first use of a category number identifies the be-
havior as preceding another behavior. The second use of the same category number identifies
the behavior as following another behavior. Therefore, a student response (Category 8) can
be identified within the following context:

Teacher: "What do we call the science that studies relationships 10
between man and his environment?" (Category 4, 4) 4

2nd
4

Student: "Ecology." (Category 8) 8
Teacher: "That's right." (Category 2) 4th

2

10

1st

3rd

5th

The above sequence of six numbers is entered into the matrix in pairs. A "10" is used to be-
gin and end each data collection in order to balance the matrix. Each pair of numbers iden-
tifies a particular one of the 100 cells con posing the matrix. Any cell is pinpointed where a
numbered row and a numbered column intersect. The first pair of numbers is 10/4. The
first number i7 a pair indicates the horizontal row; the second number indicates the vertical
column. Therefore, the [10-4] cell is found where Row 10, Column 4 intersect. The teach-
er's question is extended for more than three seconds. Thus, the second pair-4/4is entered
into the Row 4, Column 4 cell. This [4-4] cell is a steady-state cell and indicates extended
behavior. Student response, Category 8, follows the extended question. This 4/8 sequence
is entered into the Row 4, Column 8 cell. Praise, Category 2, follows the student response
8/2 and the Row 8, Column 2 cell is used to enter the fourth sequence. The last pair of
numbers-2/10is entered into the Row 2, Column 10 cell. Notice each pair overlaps, so that
each number is used twice. Each behavior is thus seen to precede as well as follow another
behavior. The following example identifies the first use of a category number to locate the
row; the second use to locate a column,



Rows

(First)

Columns LSecond

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3

4 I I

5

6

7

8

9

10

Total
1

1 't_
-..I.......
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The matrix total should be' one fewer than the' total number of tallies recorded. Pairing ac-
counts for this discrepancy. A "10" is chosen to indicate silence as beginning and ending
each recorded session. Also in constructing a matrix, "10" permits each row total to equal
each column total.

The matrix contains 100 cells, of which there are two types. There are 90 transition cells
identifying a change in behavior, 10 steady-state cells io:entify a behavior lasting for wore
than three seconds. Example: The 4-4 cell identifies an extended question.

NVIA modifies the use of both types of cells in constructing certain matrices. The matrix
may be used in numerous ways to analyze the NVIA recorded data. Your selection of which
technique to use may depend on the amount of data recorded or on the :)bjectives of analysis.

Separate matrices may be constructed for each type of data, or various data combinations
may be entered into the same matrix. The following possibilities should contain a suitable
technique.
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Constructing Separate Matrices

Three separate matrices may be constructed. An individual matrix for each type of data
includes:

1. A separate NVIA pre-interaction matrix

2. A separate VERBAL interaction matrix

3. A separate NVIA interaction matrix

The following descriptions and examples are offered in explanation of such separate matrix
analyses.

1. Separate NVIA Pre-interaction Matrix Analysis

A separate matrix may be constructed for the NVIA pre-interaction data.
The majority of items will be entered into the steady-state cells; included
are such sources of information as texts, encyclopedias, etc. (Category 5
steady -state [5-5] cell) However, a workbook is identified as both a source
of questions (Category 4) and an opportunity for students to respond (Cat-
egory 8). As a question-answer material the workbook is entered into the
14-81 transition cell. This cell offers a more realistic index of the interac-
tion that is likely to occur, since it identifies both a teacher and a student
behavior.

The data recorded on the cover of the Observation Form (Figure C) are
used to construct the NVIA pre-interaction matrix. This matrix will not
balance. Check the total to see if all items have been included. This tech-
nique is most useful as an index of cues indicating areas of interaction. For
example, if the observer senses interdependence via cues offered by student
-created bulletin boards (Categories 9-3), teacher acceptance of creative
emotional efforts (Categories 9-1), etc., dependence via such cues as stu-
dent models similar to the teacher's (Categories 6-8), penmanship papers
displayed with blue stars for "good" and green stars for "poor" (Categories
8-2; 8-7), such speculative areas are identified in the transition cells of the
pre-interaction analysis matrix. Post-observation comparisons can then be
made to see if these cues were valid.

Frequently three number sequences are indicated (A home economics room
containing manuals for operating sewing equipment [Category 6] , posters
stressing step-by-step procedures for making a dress [Category 6] , patterns
[Category 6), teacher-selected displays of students' garments graded accord-
ing to exactness with which the pattern was implemented [Category 2] and
examples of poorly completed products displaying uneven seams, hems,
etc. [Category 7] ). Interaction sequences, such as 6-8-2, 6-8-7, might be
speculated to occur in this classroom. Since sequence is recognized, matrix
analysis can be seen to be quite different from the preceding summary
analyses.
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The following analysis utilizes the data recorded on the Observation Form
cover (see Figure C). The construction of' a separate NVIA pre-interaction
matrix consists of the Dimension I and Dimension II tallies, which are en-
tered into steady-state or transition cells.

When the Figure C data have been extended into the NVIA pre-interaction
matrix, the following cells should contain a total of 18 tallies. The 15-51
steady - state cell contains 13 tallies; the 14-41 steady-state cell contains 3
tallies; the (4-8I transition cell contains 2 tallies.

NVIA Pre-interaction Matrix

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total

2

3

4 II) 11

5

5
le
arr.
is) 13

6 11

10

Total 13 2 18

*Tallies do not yield a balanced matrix.

*

Sepai ate Verbal Interaction Maul, Analysis

A separate matrix may be constru "ted, utilizing only the verbal interaction
category numbers. Mete are two alternatives for sequentially analyzing
the verbal data.
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A. A verbal interaction matrix ma\ be one in which Category No. 1 (is
are recorded during nonverbal activities or behaviors. This alternative
might be used in situations III WhICII the observer is isolated or is not
familiar with the NVIA_ system. In such instanct.s matrix construction
follows standard Interaction Analysis procedures. In Figure E tnext
page) the recorded data are extracted from Figure I) isee Page 149).
The left column of sequential category numbers is used: the NVIA
symbols have been replaced by Category lOs marked \\,ith an asterisk.
The matrix constructed from these data accompanies the tallies. The
matrix row and column totals should balance.

B. A second alternative is the verbal interaction matrix utilizing only
category numbers sequences and ignoring the NVIA tallies. This tech-
nique might be used to distinguish silence or confusion (Category 10)
occurring as part of the verbal interaction.

Modified matrix construction procedures entail omitting any NVIA
left column tally and, instead, simply entering sequential verbal cate-
gory numbers. Thus, die matrix total will not reflect the left column
tally total. The recorded data in Figure F set: Page 156) are extracted
from Figure D. The left column of category numbers is used: the
NVIA symbols have been omitted. The matrix constructed from these
data accompanies the tallies. The matrix row and column totals
should balance.

Depending upon the objectives of analysis, each of the two alterna-
tives for verbal matrix construction can be seen to have certain advan-
tages. In Figure E the total number of left column tallies is repre-
sented (total 20). However, an interpretation of the seven Category
10 occurrences is difficult.

Figure F does not represent the left column tally TOTAL (total 15).
Omissions indicate instances in which a nonverbal behavior or activity
replaced verbal communication. Nevertheless. the seL;:iences within
which these nonverbal dimensions occurred are not identifiable.

3. Separate Nonverbal Interaction Matrix Analysis

A separate matrix may be constructed utilizing the NVIA symbols recorded
during interaction. There are numerous alternatives for sequentially ana-
lyzing the novnerbal interaction data.

A. A NVIA interaction matrix may concentrate on nonverbal sources of
communication, i.e., the nonverbal symbols recorded in left column,
used to replace verbal interaction. This alternative is applicable in iso-
lation situations restricting the observer to purely visual data. Similar



Left Column
of Tally Sheet

101

1. S

2. 5

3. *10

4. 9

5. *10

6. 4

7. 8

8. 2

9. 5

10. 6

11. *10

12. *10

13. 8

14. 4

15. 6

16. *10

17. 8

18. *10

19. 6

20.

10

1

11(;URI. 1.

(SEPARATE) VERBAL INTIRAcrioN NIATRIX

Category 10 subs(' t uted 1 or N VI A Lill Sc. 1- igure I) .

1

5
-4

6

1

8

9

10

TOT AL

0

7

8 9

155

-J

II

ft

3 3 3 7

Matrix
Total

20

1 10-51 and 12.101 tdentity tirst and last sequences of numbers.
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Left Column
of Tally Sheet

10)

I. 5

1.

3.

5

4. 9

5.

6. 4

7. 8

8. 2

9. 5

10. 6

11.

U.

13. 8

14. 4

15. 6

16.

17. Fr

18.

19. 6

20.

10

FIGURE F

(SEPARATE) VERBAL. INTERACTION MATRIX

Blank spaces represent omitted NVIA tallies (See Figure I)l.

1 3

-
4 5

T--

6 7 8
7----1

9 1 10'

Matrix
Total

I 412
1

,

.y._

3

4

5

6
i II

7

8
1

1

9
1

10
1 *

TOTAL 2 2 3 3 3 1 1 15

0!

'Cells 110-51 and 12-101 identify first and last sequences of numbers.
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to the preLedin; verbal interaction analysis (Figure Category 10-
is now SUbStallted for each xerbal occurrence. The date in Figure G
(next page) arc extracted from Figure D. The Figure G matrix ac-
companies the NVI A left column data. The matrix row and column
totals should balance. Comparts(w, between Figures E and G offer
additional analyses.

13. A second alterrative is the (pp(site of Figure F and now omits the
verbal category numbers. utilizing onk the NVI A symbols recorded
m the left column. Again, the matrix total does not reflect the total
number of Figure I) left column tallies. Comparisons between Figures
F and I I (Page 1 59) offer additional analyses.

C. A thud alternative utilizes all the NVI A interaction data recorded in

both the left and right columns. The purpose for this analysis is to
lude each N VIA item ui sequence regardless of its use; i.e., all

N VI A souite and all NVI A supplements are entered into the matrix.
The verbal inter..Lhon is ignored and the left column category num-
bers enclosed in parentheses appear only to identify NV1A symbols.
For example, the audiovisual aid (in the first tally space of the right
(Annul) supplementary to lecture is identified as Category 5.

Matrix construction procedures are modified to include sequential entries
of both left and right colmnn symbols. The following example of sequen-
tial elm les I, extracted from Figure 1) (for complete matrix, sec Page 1 60).

Left (:olunin Right Column

10) 1st pair
1. (5) (Category number identifies use of (enter tally in

A-V nein.) ( 1 0-5 1 cell)

3. 2 2nd pair (tally entered in 1 5 -9J cell;

4.

5.

6.

31d pair (tally entered in (9 -5J cell)

7. 4th pan ((5 -3 1 cell)

8. (2) (Category number identifies facia
expiession) 5th pair

9. (5) (Category number identifies use of (12 -5J cell)
material.)
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Left Column
of Tally Sheet

1. '10

3.

'10

4. *10

5. a_
6. *10

7. *10

8. '10

9. *10

19. 410

20. _110

k 10

FIGURE G

(SEPARATE) NONVERBAL INTERACTION MATRIX

'Category 10 substituted for each verbal tall) Sec Eig,uie I)).

1 2 3 4 8 9 10'

Matrix
Total

1 L,

2
,

3

4
I

5
1

,

1 6

-----

8
t--- i-

9

t------+-
1 1

,

1

1 0 i

, II i 4.#.1,/,' **

till

TOTAL 1 1 3 1 15 21

0/0

1

"110-101 cell contains both the first and last sequence of numbers.



Left Column
of Tally Sheet

1.

3.

4.

5 La
6.

7.

8.

9.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.
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FIGURE H

(SEPARATE) NONVERBAL I NTEKACTION MATRIX

Blank spaces represent omitted verbal tallies ,See Figure I)).

.

i

. i

7±
1

.

8 . 9

.

10

.

,

,

,

, .

;

.

----r ,

i svit

3 ,

.

,

4- .

I

I

[

7

8

1 i

,

I .

,

,

1,

.

9
1

10 1

I

i**.
i

Matrix
. Total

1

TOTAL 1
1 1 3 1

.
1 7

IOA

1

1

_1
,

*Cells 110 91 and 12-101 contain first and last sequence of numbers.
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Right
Columns of Tally Sheet

3.

4.

5.

10

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

1

FIGURE I

(SEPARATE) NONVERBAL INTERACTION MATRIX

Verbal behaviors are omitted. Enclosed categor numbers idennfr,
toe of NV1A supplementary items.

1 2 3 9 1 1

1

1 11
,

2
1

1

1

5
j

1 I 1

6
I
,

7
,

,

f
I
i
,

[

8 !I It 1 *

9

1 0
1 *

I_

Matrix
Total

TOTAL 12 I
1

i

3 1 1 5 1 1 13

OA

I

'Cc) 110 -5) and 18-101 contain first aria List sequence of numbers.
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Constructing Combined Matrices

The preceding three types of data (pre, verbal, nonverbal) may be integrated into a variety of
combined matrices. NVIA modified the standard Interaction Analysis matrix by dividing
each cell diagonally in half from the upper right corner to the lower left corner. This cell di-
vision permits two different types of data to be represented within the same matrix. One of
the primary purposes is to yield a single source of analysis. Secondary purposes include com-
parisons between and sequential interpretations across dimensions.

The following analyses utilize the divided-cell matrix construction techniques. There are
basically two types of datathe verbal and the nonverbal. Subdivisions (dimensions) are fur-
ther found within the NVIA data system. Furthermore, division of the observation session
into two segments allows for comparisons between NVIA pre- and interaction data.

The first group of combined matrices consists of NVIA data analyzed independent of the
verbal data. The second group consists of NV1A data analyzed in relation to the verbal data.

Group 1. Combined NVIA Data Matrix Analysis

There are several variations for using the divided-cell matrix to integrate and interpret
the NVIA data. The data may be analyzed and interpreted according to different di-
mensions and relationships among dimensions (such as types of behavior related to types
of materials related to types of activities, etc.). Two possibilities are:

A. Combined NVIA pre-interaction and interaction matrix.

B. Combined NVIA source and supplement matrix.

The following descriptions and examples explain such combined analyses utilizing the
divided-cell matrix.

A. Examples of combined NVIA pre- and interaction data matrices inte-
grate the Figure C matrix with either Figures G, H or 1 matrices.
Such a divided cell matrix accommodates the pre interaction data in
the upper half of each cell; the nolwerbal interaction data in the lower
I 'e. Any of the separate NVIA interaction matrices may be used in
this combination. The data entered into the upper half are identical
with those found on Page 153, and total 18 tallies. However, the tal-
lies entered into the lower half of the divided cells will vary depend-
ing on the particular NVIA interaction matrix selected. Thus, the to-
tal number of tallies entered into the lower half of the matrix could
be 21 (Figure C), 7 (Figure H), or 13 (Figure I).

Figure J (.ice next page) combines the Page 153 and Figure 1 matrices.
The columns and rows of the pre-interaction half of the matrix will
not balance: those for the interaction half will. The areas of the ma-
trix represented by the upper and lower halves of the cells should be
similar. This would be anticipated if the materials and room arrange-
ment were consistent with the teacher's style of interaction.
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FIGURE J

(COMBINED) NVIA PRE- AND INTERACTION D VIDED CELL MATRIX
(Sec Page 153 and Figure I)
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.
, ,

1

.
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Matrix
Total

18 Pre-

13 !Interaction

Cot ibination of Separate Matrices on Pages 153 and I igure I.

Pre-Interaction (4-81 cell data account for imbalances in rows, columns, 4 and 8.



B. The combmed NVIA Source and Supplement Matrix includes the
total number ol \17 I interaction itein, -1 he divided cells anal\ ze
the function of each nem accot ding to its Use as souice or ,upplement.
Verbal data are ignored. (Category numbers enclosed in parenrhe,,es
serve to identify the functions of the NVIA s\ mbols.) NVIA symbols
recorded in the left coininn /wit tioii to replace verbal interaction as
the source of communication. These symbols are sequentially entered
into the upper ha/j of the divided (-elk NVIA s% inbols recorded in
the right colninn junction to > (pplenient verbal (or nonverbal) com-
munication. These sN inbols are sequentially entered into the lower
half of the cells. As in Fit4ure I, sequential entries utilize both col-
umns:I.c..a pair of numbers ma% be composed of a right column tally
and a left column tally. Therefore, although the cell halves do not
balance for each row and column, the totals do balance. The follow-
ing modification of Figure I identifies eAteruled lice of >rcpplernerttory
inaterial,,, actrrrticc, i:te% Each marked tall\ space ( ) indicates the
continued use of a s\ mhol so that the audiovisual aid symbol recorded
in the right column tally spaces I and 2, and 3 through 7. supplements
five different behaviors or is used for approximately 18 seconds. The
tallies are entered in tile following sequences:

Left Column Right Column

10 \
1. (5) (Category number identifies use of EP I

1st
pair

material.) (enter in bottom
2nd pair I of (10 -5) cell.)/.

2nd pair (extended
supplement, enter
bottom of ) 5-51 cell.)3. 3rd pair olonverbal gesture is source

communication top 15-91 cell

4. 4th pair

163

(return to supple-
ment bottom of
(9 -5) cell.)

5. 5th pair (althot,,.; i both column spaces
contazil tallies: s( nice takes precedence
o\rr supplenn_nr.

5th pan entered in rip of ) 5 -5) cell: the 6th pair
identil mg the simultaneous occurrence, returns to the
supplement column. Enter into bottom of 15-51 cell.
Fm pair see Figure K 'ne t page, left and right column
tally ,aces number 5.

Figure K Completed matrix follows.
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FIGURE K

(COMBINED) NVIA SOURCE/SUPPLEMENT DIVIDED CELL MATRIX

Blank spaces represent omitted verbal tallies. Category numbers enclosed withinparentheses identify type and use of supplementary items. Tally spaces markedwith .4 indicate extended use of supplernentar items.

Le ft Right
Columns of Tally Sheet

3.

4.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16. 8

17.

18.

19.

20.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 910
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9 . . ..
. .

,
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.
.1

. .. Matrix
Total

TOTAL
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.. .
. 1

13
,

1

0/ . 1

.. I .

Cells 110-51 and 18-101 identify first and lost weuence numbers.
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Group 2. Combined Verbal-Nonverbal Matrix Analysis

The second group of combined matrices analyzes relationships between verbal and non-
verbal data. Again, there are numerous possibilities for using the divided cell matrix.
Sequential relationships, congruencies between verbal and nonverbal communication,
comparisons among dimensions and cell patterns are all possible. Several possibilities
are:

A. Combined matrix analyzing verbal and nonverbal sources of communication
B. Combined matrix analyzing verbal as source, nonverbal as supplement
C. Combined matrix analyzing verbal as source, nonverbal as either source of or

supplement to communication

DEFINITIONS AND EXAMPLES:

(1) The combined verbal and nonverbal matrix analyzing the sources of
communication utilizes the category numbers and symbols recorded
in the left co! Imn. The verbal tallies are entered into the top half of
each divided cell; the NVIA symbols in the botte-n half. All the 20
tallies in the left column are used to constru the Figure L matrix.
(See next page for Figure L.)

(2) The combined verbal as source. nonverbal as supplement matrix ana-
lyzes relationships between the verbal interaction and the use of the
NVIA items as supplements to such verbal presentations or behaviors.
Only the left column verbal category numbers and the NVIA symbols
recorded in the right column are entered into the matrix. The left
column NVIA symbols are omitted (See Figure D, Page 149). The
following matrix construction procedure illustrates sequential entries
from both columns (see Pages 157 and 163 for additional examples).
A verbal source tally fakes precedence over a nonverbal supplement
tally.

Left Column

10) 1st pair (top [10-51 cell)
1. 5

2nd pair (bottom [5-5] cell
2.

3.
3rd pair (top [5-5] cell)

4th pair (bottom [5-5] cell)
4. 9

Right Column

5.
5th .,eair (top [5-9] cell)

6th pair (bottom [9-5] cell)
6. 4 1--th pair (top [5-41 cell)

9th pair (bottom [4-51 cell)

7th pair (bottom
5-5] cell)
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Left Column
of Tally Slice

10)

6. 4

7. 8

8. 2

9. 5

15. 6

16. 8

17. 8

18.

19, 6

20. 2

10

FIGLRE L

(COMBINED) VERBAL/NONVERBAL SOURCE DIVIDE!) CELL MATRIX

(See Figure D.)
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(COMBINED) VERBAL AS SOURCE/NONVERBAL AS SUPPLEMENT
DIVIDED CELL MATRIX

Left Right
2olumns of Tally Sheet

2.

3.

4. 9

5.

6. 4

7. 8

8. 2

9. 5

10. 6

11,

12.

13., 8

14. 4

18.

19. 6

20. 2

9

Blank spaces in Lett Column represent omitted NVIA tallies.
(See Figure a)
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FIGURE N

(COMBINED) TOTAL VERBAL, NONVERBAL SOURCE/SUPPLEMENT
DIVIDED CELL MATRIX

Left Right
Columns of Tally Sheet

(10
1. k 5

2. 5

3. 3
4. 9

6. 4

7. 8

8. 2

9. 5

10. 67F
11. 8

12 irl
13. 8

14. 4

15. 6

16.
4k
8

17. 8

18. 0
19. 6

20. 2
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The upper and lower halves of each row and column do not balance;
the totals do balance.
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(3) The combined verbal as source and nonverbal as either sourci. or sup-
plement matrix analyzes all the recorded category numl. ,n-s and s m-
bols. The data from both the left and right columns are entered into
the matrix. The source data 1,1eft column) are entered into the top
half of each cell, the supplement data (right column) into the bottom
half. (See Figure N, Page 168.)

COMPARING RECORDED DATA WITH TEACHER'S STATED OBJECTIVES

Comparisons between the verbal and nonverbal data identify congruencies between the actual
interaction and the teacher's stated objectives. The pre-interaction data as well as the inter-
action data, arc both employed in this analysis. Dimension I and II items recorded on the
cover of the Observation form may be found to be of importance in affecting the classroom
interaction. For example, the classroom arrangement and materials may have been appropri-
ate or inappropriate to acco nplishing the teacher's objectives. If comparisons between pre-
and interaction data are not found to be instrumental in promoting desired activities, these
dimensions may be incongruent with the teacher's objectives. Such comparisons among the
four dimensions may reveal how the items affect: the amount of student participation, the
degree of student independence, the level of teacher control, the necessity for teacher inter-
vention, the types of student-teacher and student-student communication, etc.

The feedback process, or session, implies that the teacher is somewhat familiar with the ob-
servational instrument; has defined her behavioral goals and is an active participant in analyz-
ing the recorded data in conjunction with these objectives.

The complexity of the analysis depends on the teacher's level of behavioral awareness, knowl-
edge of the NVIA observational instrument, <nd the details of the teacher's stated objectives.
Therefore, a summary form (Figure D) or any of the matrix analyses (Figures E - N) may be
used. Student reaction sheets may also be included as feedback.

The following three steps are extracted from the five steps as developed by SKIT. The enti:e
five steps are presented :ii another section of this chapterSkill Practice.

Step 1: Statement of Objectives
Vie teacher identifies the behaviors he intends to use in accomplishing

goals defined by the teaching situation. Identification includes
each category of verbal behavior and each nonverbal dimension de-
sired as an objective.

Step 2: Data Collection
The classroom interaction is recorded by using the NVIA observation
system.

Step 3: Feedback
The results of the data collection are presented to the teacher follow-
ing the observation. Immediate feedback is most desirable; however,
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delayed feedback may be necessary. In the feedback session the ob-
server or supervisor uses the data (Summary Analysis Form, Figure D,
or Matrix Analysis Form, Figures E - N) to point out the ways in
which the teacher's behavior did or did not ,orrespond to the stated
objectives. Student reaction sheets offer additional feedback. Video
and audiotape replays permit repetition of the interaction and clarify
the teachers' perceptions about the observed behaviors.

If the teacher is sufficiently familiar with the NVIA system, the above types of feedback
may be replaced by self-analysis. In self-analysis, the teacher may record the interaction via
video or audiotape and then tally the recorded data herself during the replay. In recording
these data, the teacher takes the role of self-observer. Interpretation of the data may employ
the summary or matrix analyses.

It is important that the first step, Statement of Objectives, be included. Precise identification
of behavioral objectives via category numbers and Nr1.-1 dimensions prior to interaction re-
duces the possibility of distorting the self-analysis. The Comparative Analysis Form (Figure
0) is filled out by the teacher before interacting in the classroom. Information includes
identifying verbal objectiveseach verbal category according to the amount of total class-
room behavior consumed by that particular verbal behavior and the context within which
that verbal behavior is intended to occur (i.e., the sequence of verbal behaviors anticipated).
Nonverbal objectives include identifying each NVIA dimension item according to the content
or type of item and the context within which the NVIA item is intended to be used. Symbols
and/or descriptions may be used. Expanded categories are optional. An example of a tally
sheet is found on the reverse side of the Figure 0 form.

Amounts of each behavior on Figures 0 and P vary. This is expected, since such approxima-
tions are behavioral speculations that depend primarily on the interaction that develops.
Therefore, the teacher is cautioned that sensitivity to the situation takes priority over inflex-
ible objectives. Comparative analysis identifies individual categories and percentages of ver-
bal behavior (both teacher and student) and sequences of verbal interaction and nonverbal
dimensions. The expanded categories may not be necessary to define the teacher's objectives.

The Figure P tally sheet contains a proposed pattern that is anticipated as occurring during
interaction. It is a sort of preview strategy by which the teacher may rehearse her objectives.
During feedback, compare the Figures 0 and P stated "goals" with the actual interaction that
occurred during the observation. The content of feedback varies for ea:h situation. How-
ever, much of the feedback consists of examining if, how, why the teacher's objectives were
or were not met. For exampl,;, what was the percentage of each type of teacher talk, what
types of student talk did occur, what might have been some reasons why the teacher did not
get the amount or type of student talk she desired? Tabulations of categories and computa-
tions of ratios offered by a Summary Analysis (Figure D) might suffice for certain answers.
Other answers may depend on sequential matrix analysis (Figures E - N). A sample feedback
session is presented in the section "Conducting a Supervisory Conference."



TEACHING OBJECTIVES

VERBAL

Category 1 - amount:

FIGURE 0

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

context:

Category 2 - amount: .5(- context: Reinforces logical thinking, viable suggestions. Ca lc-
gynes 9-2 (Personal evaluation of creative Ideas, Expanded Categories 9d-2p)

Category 3 - amount: context: Clarification. summanzanon of student ideas, Cate-
gories 9-9-3-3; (9d-3c. 9e-3s)

Category 4 - amount: Kri context: Promote student discussion, Categories 4-9-9-9 (diver-
gent, evaluations only - 4d-9-9, 4e -9 -9)

Category 5 amount: 30ic (maximum) context: Begin lesson 5-5-5 (orientational So: moti-
vational 5m: during div-ussions as informative replies to student requests 9-5 factual 91.511)

Category 6 - amount: context:

Category 7 - amount: 51'? context: Corrective criticism of illogical reasoning, inaccurate
information 9-7 (Public criteria 9d- 7P)

Category 8 - amount: context:

Category 9 - amount: 20'; context: Reacting to questions 4-9 (divergent, evaluative sug-
gesnony 4d-9d, 4e-9e) extended student-to-student discussion 9-9-9-10-9-9-9

Category 10 - amount: context: "Thinking tine'' following questions 4-10-9: noninter-
vention intervals during student discussions 9-10-10-9. 9-10-9

NONVERVAL

Dimension I - **

context: Face-to-face circle arrangement of chairs

Dimension II * **

***

***

context: (Motivational) audiovisual aids introduce lesson, 5

(factual sources) supply information
:31

Dimension Ill * ** ***

context: Prolonged eye contact to communicate interest in student ideas 9

Dimension IV * a above

context: During discussion, materials quoted to supply information

referred to by students to back up opinions 9e

at the hoard may be necessary ZEE

Note: Italics represent teacher's handwritten entries.

5

writing inforina-

1 71
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FIGURE P

PROPOSED INTERACTION TALLY SHEET

The teacher identifies sequential interaction objectives by recording propcsed behaviors.

Left Column Right Column
(Verbal) (Nonverbal)

1. 5 1.

2. 5 2.

3. 5 3.

44. 4 4.

5. 10

6. 9

7. 3

8. 9 b.

9. 5

10. 9

11. 7P

12. 2p

13. 9

14.

15. 10

16. 10

17. 9

18. 9

9.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19. 3 19.

20. 3 20.
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USING STUDENT REACTION FORMS

Student reaction forms identifk the stm:..:nts perceptions about the interaction, thus provid-
ing additional sources of analk sis and feedback. Such reactions are often crucial in identif\
ing inconsistencies between the teacher's verbal and nonverbal beha% toi,. This feedback is

important in two contexts to the teacher as a valiant\ check against her own pereeptions
and to the obs,,rver as a valklit \ check against the data recorded and anal% zed. Company ms
among the observers' data anal\ sis. the teachei's self-anal% sis. and the srudent's anal% sis pro-
mote valid intermember perceptions and credible observations.

Another SKIT innovation, the student reaction form,allows students to participate in anal% z-
ing the classroom. by helping the teacher understand the effects of his behavior, reasons %yhy
his objectives kkere or %%ere not met mak be revealed. Such' cooperative efforts promot, in-
creased student commitment to, interest in, and awareness of classroom interaction. The stu-
dent reaction forms contain questions that correspond to the teacher's stated objectives. For
example. '1 the teacher's stated objectives ipzIuded using acceptance o!' student ideas (Cate-
gory 3) in order to promote student-initiated contributions, then questions such as the fol-
lowing might be asked of the students:

1. "Did you feel that the' teacher's verbal behavior encouraged You to ex-
press your own ideas"

2. -Did the teacher react to \ our verbal participation in an evaluative or non-
evaluative manner?"

3. "How frequently did you talk?"

4. "What percent of the time do you think the teacher talked?'

5. "Were the students generally active in the lesson or did the teacher seem to
handle most of the discourse?"

6. "Did the teacher intervene in student-to-student talk? Wore such interven-
tions requested by the students"

7. "Were the materials effective for the lesson% Did they tend to promote
original use by the students or were the\ used in a highly structured
manner?"

8. Clixt.. Did the teacher seem to be

A. Lecturing

B. Giving directions

C. Asking narrow questions

n. Evaluating - praising, criticizing

E. Responding to the students
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USING TEACHERS' SELF-EVALUATING FORMS

This analysis is intended to make the teacher more aware of her actual helm% tor. The self-
completed form is used after the %%teler has in:eracted with the class. Figure Q analysis
form includes a subjective self-evaluatio that is then compared w:th the objective observa-
tional data collection. The purpose Is to compare the teacher's self-perceptions with those of
the observer. Student reaction forms in.o. also be compared. Such comparisons should in-
cr.( 'se self-awareness. The items on the teacher's self-anal. sis form may be developed by the
observer or they may be similar to the questions on the student reaction forms. The content
of the questions should be based on the readier-stated obiecties. The answers require that
the teacher review in retrospect her behavior during the interacts t with the class. This re-
view should be dune as soon after class as possible so :t the teacher's recall is not distorted.
Comparisons between the teacher and student reaction forms are suggested if disagreement
occurs. Class discussions may reveal reasons for such disagreement and are beneficial in in-
creasing student- reacher rapport and interpersolial communication. The questions in Figure
Q are suggestions for focusing such a self-evaluation.

FIGURE Q

TEACHER ''ELF- EVALUATION FORM
1. Are mere are habitual behaviors of which you are aware?

Are there an} simultaneous verbai and nonverbal behaviors of which you are aware?

3. Are there pariict. ar students to whom 2.ou react positively?

4. .Are there rartkular student, to whom react negatively?

5 Are t'ie's; certaw ictiv ties vou favor"

6. Are there ce-tain activitio- dislike?

7. Are there cerur subjects ciu fav r?

8. Are there certain subjects N., . dislike?

9. Doi on tend to evaluate r 'act nonevaluatively to student responses?

10. Dos on tend t look for "a Ce11311: answer" when calling upon students?

11. Do ),ou intervene in student-student discussions?

12. Identify the 'ichav tor on used most frequeitti during the lesson

a lecture
b directions

clues':. ors
d evalnatiol
c acceptance
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CONDUCTING :\ SUPERVISORY CONFERENCE

An obser.anonal session is old\ as valuable as the e., tent to which die data ark. Tins
section deals with the supel visor. conference and e plains the importonce o4 ind r.;-
ceiving feedback in die helping relationship. The manner in which feedback is provided and
received often determines the e\tent to which beha.lors are understood and in. ,dined.

The tliler%hor important fgurt, I11 ti.e helping relationship. His beha.ior deteonines
tile climate within vs:,:t. ::,e teacher-s-,:per.hor conference oLcurs. A climate of acceptance
and support is necessar. for the teacher to acknowledge tilt. remit. ui l,is present beha.
state modifications. and tr. future innovations. Such a relationship promotes trust and mu-
tual confiden :c. Nonevaluative. supportive comments establish nonjudgmental. nonthreaten-
ing. rappyr: Thus. the tca:her is able to in. olve himself in a program of behavioral stud.
and modification. Increased bel, awarenesses and improved communication require
opportunik ,o practice and ana'.ze behaviors. Fundamental to such experimentation is an
atmosphere free of :riticism and or praise.

Decisions about .vhich behaviors are the effective do not lie with any one individual.
Although the teacher is ultimately .he person responsible for developing new beim "fors and
improving his aeans of commanica ion. research has shown that the actor teacher s

his own best critic. Collcapes and aclunistrators mav provide insights. There is a multitude
0: mak ileal teClinklUeS and interrelate e devices of which the supervisor is but one. There-
fore. this supervisors role. although including encouragement. does not include criticism.
The ..upervisor is instrumental in initiating and encouraging a prcgram of behavioral study.
In this capa..:ii. lie may pla. the role of objective observer. However. any judgmental reac-
tion can serve only to limit the teacher's freedom oh experimentation.

To resist the role of interpreter and critic is difficult. but worth while if real self-improvement
is to occur_ Some guides to assisting the teac:ier analyze behaviors are offered. These ques-
tions and the strategies for arriving at answers increase the teacher's awareness of his role and
its effect on the interaction. The East group is colicerned primarily %%id' verbal behavior: the
second group with nonverbal dimensions.

Question-and-Answer Strategies Used in the Supervisory Conference

1. Verbal behavior

A. How frequent!. do you talk?
Study percentage of teacher talk.

B. What types of verbal behavior do ..ou use?
Compute ratios between categories: direct, indirect categories. etc.

C. in which sequence do these verbal behaviors occur?
Construct matrices.

2. Nonverbal dimension!.

A. How relevant are the physical surroundings)
I Do desks permit access to materials
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2, Are desks arranged to facilitate activities;
3 Are materials structured to activities. etc?

B. What nonverbal beim\ iors. if .m\. do you
C. What activities inclw.le materials and nonverbal communication'

The supervisor may compare chi_ teacher's stated ot-i!ec:it es with the recorded data and or
the student reacticn forms in analycing such questions or to ascertain reasons for an dis-
crepancies. Fur example. it the teaciler feels that she does not have any Yea b tl. nonverbal in-
consistencies :aid the .:tudent feels :hat the opposite is the case. playing the videoz.ipe of
checking the recorded data may reveal the reasons for such discrepancies. Perhaps the teach-
er is totally unaware of her nonvei sal mannerisms. in this case viewing the interaction might
immediately dissolve such unawarenesses. However, after checking with the recorded data.
the teacher may still remain biased and insis: that the nonverbal gestures were not intended
and in fact. did not occur. In bosh situations skill practice may be beneficial.

SKILL PRACTICE

Skill practice. as developed in the SKIT literature (see Appendix C . provides an opportunity
for the teacher to practice and analyze new behaviors. Originally intended for use with In-
teraction Analysis verbal behaviors. the technique has been extended to include in,nverbal be-
haviors. Witia the increasingly widespread use of videotape equipment. the study of 11011Ver-
ba' behavior kis been facilitated. School systems with access to videotape couipmen: may
make excellent use of this technique in studying the classroom interaction.

The use of videotap in in-service training provides an opportunity to view and analyze pres-
ent behaviors. Such programs can be extended to include innovations and behavioral modifi-
cations. This requires 2.biective analysis and feedback offered in a climate of support and
acceptance. The basic aamption is that every individual is cu: ious about himself and desires
a more effective means of comillanicanng. The steps required in practicing and changing be-
havior are the following:

1. Stating behavioral or- lee tives ;Identifying I.A. verbal categories and N VI A
dimensionsSee F;--ures 0. P

2. Practicing behavior Trt int; to use a variety of verbal and nonverbal behaviors
3. Collecting data ',Observing ind recording the practiced behavior
4. Feedback ;Analyzing the recorded data y,a matrix constraction or data re-

view summarySee Girues - N,
5. Repetition (Trying again to accomplish the stated objectives or modifying the

objectives t ) include new behaviors. follow ti.e above steps.;
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VIDEOTAPE ANALYSES

Videotape repla% extends observation and anal sis possibilities. The number of observers
can be Increased. the descriptions can be broadened. Replayed observation ma% focus upon
the teacher, then the students, then the content. etc. Each of the NVIA dimensions can be
concentrated upon indiv dually. For example:

A. Room Arrangement

1. Was it suitable to die teacher's stated objectives?
2. Was it changed during the observation.'
3. Could all the student, see, hear the speaker'

B. Use of Materials

1. Number of diffrent materials
2. Use of content was the lesson dependent on certain materials for infor-

mation. questions. ,,rowers?
3. Did students have individual texts. materials. suppl:es?
4. Were all the materials present related to an interaction activity ,i.e.. did

the large inaclniu..ry and equipment have a significant purpose. use,?

C. Nonverbal ikhaviors

1. How significant were the teacher's movements: students' movements?
2. Were the gestures used to control. direct? Did they indicate anxiety?
3. Were students required to rais,.. hands or did students appear free to intLr-

rupt Cue teacher:
4. How walk- different students Participated' What was the sequence. length

of their participation?
5. Did the teacher rea,,z differently to different students?

D. Activities

1. Did the teacl r cootrol or share control with the students?
2. \\ as tuere emphasis ol reading. writing, or was there a variety of activities?
3. How did the teacher use prepared materials: Cite verbatim, refer etc.?
4. What did the to teller do luring students' silent seatwork activities' Were

there small group activities:

E. _Sequence item, (.1 intelest to 1101.'

1. What Caro . tc.,Lher behavvrs preceded student participation (Ex.: point,
nod, acknowledge, give perinis,ion):

2. What, if an% , teacher behaviois follov..ed student participation (E.: ig-
nore, laugh neivousb . Wile, attentive)?

3. Wh it student behaviors preceding participation raise hands, speak
freek , stand up) ma% be cues to degree of (In cc/indirectness?

4. How did students react to one anotherph meal contact, interruptive. is
nore each other, ,upportpe, competitive, etc.
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5. What wt.s ratio of verbal to nonverbal interaction? Comparisons amonng
dimensions, such as content of verbal behavior relateel to contents of ma-
terials, number of questions. length of responses. number of erbal reac-
tions, number of reactions.

6. During prolonged or lengthy observations it in,ty be interesting to note:
a. D )es anwunt of physical movement decrease during the day?
b. Do signs of boredom increase?
c. Do discipline problems increa.;e?
d. Does use o6 nonverbal negati, 'ehaviors increase?

Videotape replay increases the scot. e of observation to include a number of persons. How-
ever, with an increased number of observers: there must be increased skills of observation.
which are necessary for agreement among analyses. For example. if the videotape is seen.
coded, and analyzed by six people, there will be an increased possibility of disagreement.
Therefore, although replay advantages may increase observational accuracy. this accuracy
may also depend observational awareness.

Increased perception and extension of one's behavioral repertoire max occur in the following
stages of a developmental program:

A. Discovery stage in which group members:

1. View themselves fo, .L first time on camera.
2. Discuss their different perceptions of the taped behavior.
3. Formulate a system for analyzing their behavior.

B. Replay stage in which group members:

1. Apply their system by analyzing their behaviors.
2. Discuss their analyses.
3. Formulate behavioral modifications and/or reassess their system for analy-

sis.

C. Modification stage at which group members:
1. Try out new behaviors.
2. Analyze one another's behaviors.
3. State behavioral objectives and a means for accomplishing these modifi-

cations.

In summary, there appear to be at least four interpretations of the same classroom ;ituarion.
that may be helpful in analyzing the interaction.

The observer's immediate interpretation of the behavior, as recorded during
interaction.

2 The teacher's immediate interpretation of his own and the students' behaviors
during the interaction; secondly, the teacher's interpretation of the feedback
following observation.
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3. The tudenrs' mime _hate interpretations of their own and the teachers be-
haviors during the interaction; secondly, the stu lents. anal\ sis of the teacher's
behavior following the interaction

4. Outside sources of analysis, such as a principal, supervisor, or another teacher

Agreement among the four interpretations necessitates that each interpreter be familiar with
the NVIA system of observation. Agreement offers valid feedback only if each interpreter's
perceptions are reliable. All the techniques described in this manual are intended to be ve-
hicles by which the teacher ma\ study his own classroom interaction. Modifications of be-
havior come about only through such analyses. The Appendix contains references and addi-
tional sources for implementing such behavioral studies.
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APPENDIX

A. BASIC INTERACTION ANALYSIS SYSTEM

The basic Interaction Analysis System has ten categoriLs for teacher and pupil verbal behaviors.

Categories 1, 2, and 3 correspond to what may be called kinds of indirect teacher influence Cate-

gory I is for acceptance of student feeling, Category 2 is for praise and encouragement, and Cate-

gory 3 is for acceptance of stuu,nt ideas. Category 4 is for questions by the teacher requiring stu-

dent responses Categories 5. 6, and 7 designate direct teacher influence statements Category 5 is

for lecturing and giving information. Category 6 is for directions students are expected to follow, and

Category 7 is for statements critical of the student. Two of the remaining three categories are used

for student talk, and the third is a miscellaneous category Category 8 is for student response to a

narrow, specific question by the teacher. Category 9 is for student response to broad teacher ques-

ts ins requiring expression of the student's own alcas or for student- initiated talk. Category 10 is

used for periods of silence. confusion, and occasions when a number of children are talking at once,

or for miscellaneous behavior (typically nonverbal) that does not fall into any of the first r,me cate-

gories. (A summary of categories is presented in the following table for your convenience.)

A category number is recorded by the observer ever, three seconds in order to get a complete sequen-

tt' picture of classroom interaction. If a single verbal behavior lasts for longer than three seconds,

the same rumber is recorded every three seconds until a different category of behavior occurs. An

exanip:e of some classroom interaction might be as follows:

Teacher "Gpen your books to page five (A "6" is recorded )

Student "I don't have a page 5 in my book" (A "9" is recorded.)

Teacher "You have the wrong book, no wonder (A "7" should be recorded.)

Teacher "All right, now, what do you think was the most important point that

the author talked about on page 5')" (This ouestion lasted fc.. five sec-

onds, therefore, two "4's" were recorded in sequence.)

Student. "The book said that the most important point was that the United

States developed a culture similar to the European culture," (The stu-

dent's comment tasted for approximately twelve seconds, three "9's"

are, therefore, recorded.)
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The observer's coding of the above interaction sequence looks like this.

6

9

7

4

4

9

9

9

Each number is then paired with the number preceding it and the number that follows it, and each
pair is entered into a summary matrix. The cell in which the pair will be entered is found at the in-

tersection of the row corresponding to the first number and the column corresponding to the second
number The first pair is the 6-9, for example, and this would be located in the cell at the int-:sec-
Lon of Row 6 and Column 9. The next is 9-7, which is located in the cell at the intersection of Row
9 and Column 7. The next is 7-4, which is entered in the cell for Row 7 and Column 4. The next
is 4-4,. which is entered in the cell intersecting Row 4 and Column 4 The next is 4-9, entered at the
intersection of Row 4 and Column 9. The last two tallies will be entered in the cell at the intersec-
tion of Row 9 and Column 9. (See Sample Matrix, next page.)



SUMMARY MATRIX

10

1

2

3

4 i i

5

6 i

1 i

8

9
1 2

10

(TOTAL

183

Matrix
Total
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CATEGORIES IN THE BASIC INTERACTION ANALYSIS SYSTEM

1.* ACCEPTS FEELING. aco.pts and clarifies the feeling tone of
the students in a nonthreatening manner Peelings may be posi-
tive or negative Predicting or recalling feelings is included

PRAISES OR ENCOURAGES' praise' or encourages student
action or behavior Jokes that release tension. not at the expense
of another individual, nodding head of saying "um h Ill- 01 "go
on" are included.

3.* ACCEPTS OR USES IDEAS OF STUDENT: amities, builds. or
develops ides suggesied by a student. As teacher brings more of
his own ideas into play, shit t to Category S.

4.* ASKS QUESTIONS asks a question about content or procedure
with the intent that a student answer

5.* LECTURING: gives facts or opinions about content or proce-
dure; expresses his own ideas, asks rhetorical questions

6 * GIVING DIRECTIONS gives directions, commands, or orders
to which a student is expected to comply.

7.* CRITICIZING OR JUSTIFYING AUTHORITY: statements in-
tended to change student behavior from nonacceptable to ac-
ceptable pattern; bawling someone out, stating why the teacher
!s doing what he is doing; extreme self-reference.

8,* STUDENT TALKRESPONSE: talk by students in response to
teacher Teacher InitiaNs the contact or solicits student state-
ment.

9.* STUDENT TALKINITIATION: talk by students, which they
inmate. If "calling on" student is only to indicate who may talk
next, observer must decide whether student wanted to talk. If
he did, use this category

10.* SILENCE OR CONFUSION: pauses, short periods of silence
and periods of confusion in which communication cannot be un-
derstood by the observer

*There is NO scale implied by these numbers Each number is classificatory; it uesignates a particular kind ofcommunication event. To write these numbers down during observation is to enumerate,. not to judge a positionon a scale.
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Bs THE EXPANDED INTERACTION ANALYSIS SYSTEM

In the Expanded Interaction Analysis system each category is broken down into two to four subcate-

gories that are used to examine the behaviors that fall into each individual category in greater depth
and detail. Differences in the ways in which various statements in the same category function in
classroom interaction are studied with the expanded system. The Skits provide practice in using be-
haviors that fell into each of the subcategories and an opportunity to study the differences in the ef-
fects of each in classroom interaction.

The subcategories that have been developed for the Expanded interaction Analysis system have come

out of attempts to integrate some of the work of Marie Hughes, Hilda Taba, and James Gallagher and
Mary Jane Aschner with work done in Interaction Analysis at Temple University in the last few
years.

Category_l Accepts Student Feelings.

la Acknowledges feelings. The teacher simply acknowledges the presence of some feeling
in the classroom, she may identify the feeling by name.

lc Clarifies feelings. The teacher attempts to relate the feeling he observes to a probable
cause.

lr Refers to similar feelings of others. The teacher indicates that the feeling he observes is

natural or normal by referring to similar feelings that he has, or that people in gereral
have, in like circumstances.

Cate, 2 Praises

2w Praises with no criteria. The teacher tells the stHent he is right or that what he has done
is good, but gives no reason for the positive evaluation.

2P Praises with public criteria. The teacher praises the student and gives a reason for the
positive evaluation that is publicly verifiable and acceptable. An accepted authority, like
the dictionary, may be used as the criterion foi evaluating factual matters.

2p Praises with private criteria. The teacher praises the student and explains that the praise
is based on hei private (nonauthoritative) standards or opinions. Statements in this sub-
category communicate the teacher's preferences.



Category 3 Accepts Student Ideas

3a Acknowledges ideas. The teacher acknowledges a studen'. contribution by simple reflec-

tion or a word such as "okay." No evaluation of the student's contribution is included

in statements in this subcategory.

3c Clarifies ideas The teacher goes beyond simple acknowledgment of the student's contri-

bution by restating the student's id'a or speculating on its implic.(tions.

3s Summarizes ideas. The teacher acknowledges contributions of several students by enu-

merating them or organizing them into a coherent sequence.

Category 4 - Asks Questions

4f -- Asks factual questions. The teacher asks for a simple factual response. Questions in this

category :equire recall rather than problem-solving or opinion-giving.

4c Asks convergent questions. The teacher asks the student to compare or contrast, to re-

late two or more things in a significant manner, or to follow some formal procedure for

solving proulems, such as a mathematical formula.

4d Asks divergent questions. The teacher asks the child to predict, to develop hypotheses,

or to speculate on outcomes of actions in a hypothetical situation that does not permit

evaluation of student responses as right or wrong.

4e Asks evaluative questions. The teacher asks students for their evaluation of an idea or an

event as beller or worse, more or less appropriate, and the like. Evaluation of student

response, as right or wrong is precluded by the nature of the question.

Category 5 Lectures

5f Factual lecture. The teacher communicates factual information, or subject-matter con-
tent

5m Motivational lecture. The teacher attempts to communicate enthusiasm or excitement

about subject matter to children or in some other way arouse interest through the use of
lecture statements.

So Orientation lecture. The teacher describes the procedure for approaching subject matter

or presents some framework for what the class has been doing or will do.

5p- Personal opinion lecture. The teacher provides personal opinions or evaluations of ideas
or procedures.
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Category 6 Gives Dire,:nons

6c Gives cognitive directions The teacher asks childrei1 to do a task prunanly, cognitive

rather than overtly ph} sic ll, sulk as %%ming the answer to a problem on t1ie bond.

6m Gives managerial directions. The teacher directs the student or students to perform a

physical maneuver, such as moving chairs.

Category, 7 Cnocifec

7w Criticizes with no criteria. The teacher crricrzes with no explanation of the reason for

the criticism.

7P Criticizes with public criteria. The teacher c iticizes a student and explains the criticism

in terms of public standards for evaluation.

7p Criticizes ,pith private criteria. The teacher crincias a student anu explains the criticism

in terms of his personal preferences or aversions.

Category 8 Predictable Student 1 alk

8f Factual student talk. The student gives factual information. usually in response to a

teacher question classified as 41.

Convergent student talk. The student makes a statement involving use of facts in a speci-

fied process. such as following a formula or contrasting events. usually in response to a

teacher question classified as 4c.

Category 9 Unpredictable Student Talk

9d Dive.-gent student response. The student speculates or h} poth,:sizes on how things might

he (or might have been) under given circumstances, usually in response to a teacher ques-

tion classified as 4d.

9c Evaluative student response. The student gives his evaluation of an idea or event as better

or wore. more or less appropriate. etc.. usually in response to a teacher question classi-

fied as 4c.

9i Student-initiated talk. The stude.;: makes an unsolicited comment.

Category' 10 Silence e, Confusion*

lOs - Silence. There is a period of at least three seconds in which no on is talking.

10c - Confusion. The is a period of at least three seconds in which more than one person is

talking. and it is not possible to hear what a single person is saying.

*Note. Category 10. without a subcategory letter. has a conventional use. All coding sequences be-

gin and end with 10. so that a summary, matrix prepared from the raw data will balance. It is alse

used to indicate a change of student when one student interrupts another student who is talking.
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EXPANDED INTERACTION ANALYSIS CATEGORY SYSTEM

TEACHER TALK 1. ACCEPTS STUDENT FEELINGS
la Acknowledges feelings.
lc Clarifies feelings.
lr Meters to similar feelings of others

2. PRAISES
2w - Without criteria
2P - With public criteria
2p - With private criteria

3. ACCEPTS STUDENT IDEAS
3a Acknowledges ideas.
3c Clarifies ideas.
3s - Summarizes ideas.

4. ASKS QUESTIONS
4f - Factual questions
4c Convergent questions
4d- Divergent questions
4e - Evaluative questions

5. LECTURES
5f Factual lecture
5m- Motivational lecture
5o Orientational lecture
5p- Personal opinion lecture

6. GIVES DIRECTIONS
6c Cognitive directions
6m- Managerial directions

7. CRITICIZES
7w- Without criteria
7P With public criteria
7p With private cnteria

STUDENT TALK 8. STUDENT TALK, PREDICTABLE
8f Factual student talk
8c Convergent student talk

NO TALK

9. STUDENT TALK, UNPREDICTABLE
9d - Divergent student talk
9e Evaluative student talk
9i Student-initiated talk

10. SILENCE OR CONFUSION
lOs - Silence
10c - Confusion

*10 without a subcategory letter indicates.
A change of speakers in student-to-student interaction. and
Tne beginning and end of a coding sequence in matrix construction
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r2. USING THE CATEGORY SYSTEM IN THE SKIT MODEL

The procedure for using the category *stem as a data collection instrument and f^edback device in

the SKIT MGM diiters from ib use as an observational technique in the classroom in one respect

only the use of exp mded categories for behaviors directly relevant to the objective of the skill ses-

sion. If the purpose of the skill session is to develop skill in asking several different kinds of ques-

tions, for example. teacher question am. student answer categories will be divided into subcategories_

while for all other classroom behaviors only the basic Interaction Analysis categories will be uses:.

Praise, for example. would simply be coded by the observe: as "2." but questions would be codes,

4f, 4c, 4d. or 4e, depending on the type of question. The students' responses would also be differen-

tiated through the use of subcategories. The Skit number(s) corresponds to the category (ies) to be

coded in the expanded system. Because the category sy stem is expanded through the use of subcate-

gories rather than new categories. data collected in the Expanded Interaction Analysis category sys-

tem are comparable to all data collected under the basic Interaction Analysis system, but the sub-

categories enable the teacher to examine certain behaviors in greater detail.

COMPONENTS OF THE SKILL DEVELOPMENT IN TEACHING (SKIT) MODEL

The new SKIT Model for teacher training consists of the following five elements derived from re-

search and development in Interaction Analysis and Microteaching:

1. Statement of Objectives

Elements of desired teaching style are stated in terms of precise behavioral objective- that

correspond to categories (or sequences of categories) in the Interaction Analysis (or alterna-

tive) system.

2. Skill Session

A microlesson. or Skit. which can be characterized as a lesson having limited learning objec-

tives to be taught to a small group in a short period of time, is the vehicle for practice of a

restricted pattern of teaching behaviors.

3. Data Collection

Four types of data are collected during the sl ill session: (a) an observer trained in Interac-

tion Analysis records the teacher and pupil behaviors in sequence, (b) a video or an audio-

tape recording is made of the session. (c) students record their perceptions of teaching be-

haviors relevant to the stated objectives. and (d) the consultant or supervisor records infor-

mation that will help him focus the feedback session.
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4. Feedback Session

In the feedback session the supervisor or consultant presents to the teacher the data collected

during the skill session. He will point out the relevant patterns in the summary matrix (or

codithi \heet ) of Interaction Analysis data and explain the ways in which the teacher's be-

havior does or does not correspond to the stated objectives. In addition. he will play the

audio- or videotape recording and utilize his perceptions and those of the other participants

to focus attention on significant parts of the tape, stopping the tape for discussion and re-

play mg it where necessary,.

5. Practice

Steps 2. 3. and 4 are repeated until the objectives stated in Step I are satisfactorily- accom-

plished. If it seems appropriate, the objectives stated in Step I are modified to focus atten

tion in the practice sessions on problem areas that may be revealed during the original skill

session.

Objectives may be expressed either in terms of student behavior or in term.: of teacher behavior. The

SKIT Model has been designed to help teachers improve certain spezific skills that may apply tc a

wide range of classroom situations with varying objectives for student behaviors. For this reason ob-

jectives are stated in terms of teacher behaviors. In the SKIT Model, then. th:. first step in develop-

ing teaching skills is to slate. in very specific terms, the teaching behaviors the teacher wishes to

develop.

The method employed in the SKIT Model for achieving the requisite specificity in stating behavioral

objectives i; that of expressing skills to be acquired in terms of Interaction Analysis categories of

teacb.a behavior. ca tegories of other observational systems currently available, or new categories de-

veloped it work with the trainee. Teachers are trained in the use of Interaction Analysis or another

system of behavioral categories for evaluation of their own attempts to produce specific desired be-

havioral patterns

The Mvriel is based on the assumption that, in developing a skill, the teacher cannot be overloaded

with a multiplicity of factors to consider. This is the reason why objectives are stated in very specific

terms, and only those objectives stated for a specific skill session are considered in evaluating that

microlesson.

SKILL SESSIONS

leaching skill sessions are sessions in which the participant playing the role of the teacher practices

specific classroom behaviors in a Microteaclung context. The class size is limited to between five and

ten students, and the duration of e lesson is restricted to about five minutes. The content of the

lesson is limited as well, and the roles students and teachers as: expected to play in the lessor are

clearly understood in advance in order to free the teacher to concentrate on uevelopmg the specific

skill
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Limiting skill sessions in this way is ,,ital to the success ot the Hawing program. Ina scaled-down

Myroteaehmg situation the teacher can focus most easily on specific skills to he developed avd. quite

significantly, short skill sessions can easily be repeated after feedback has been obtained by the

telher until the skill has been full) developed and nude a permanent part ot the teacher's reper-

toire.

DA`,"A COLLECTION

The lature of the data collection methods employed in a simulated teaching situation determines the

natuie of the feedback available to the teacher. Consequently, the four kinds of data collection used

in th,i SKIT Model constitute an important aspect of the model. They are designed to give as com-

plete a picture of the classroom interaction as possible, and they are complementary to one another.

The four data collection techniques employed are as follows-

.. Data expressed in a category system for behavioral observation

2. Videotape or audiotape recordings of the microlesson

3. Perceptions of the participants who play the role of the students

4. Perceptions of the supervisor

Tne use of a category system such as Interaction Analysis is particularly appropriate for gathering

precise and relatively objective data for inimedir te, quantitative feedback to the person L tempting

to acquire or improve a particular teaching skill. The primary advantage of this particular approach

to gathering data is its potential for precision and objectivity. Through the use of Interaction Analy-

sis categories tire teacher can obt in a record of (1) the number of times the desired behavior oc-

curred, (2) the duration of each instance of desired behavior, and (3) the percentage of time employed

by the teacher in performing the desired behavior.

By contrast the audiotape or videotape recording is used to gather a record that is both complete and

objective, but altogether undifferentiated. It can be referred to when the teacher wishes to examine

specific instances of desired or undesired behavior, especially when the teacher's aim proves to be at

variance with the result obtained in terms of behavioral categories.

Subjective data relevant to the objectives of the skill si ssion are gathered in the form of the percep-

tions of both participants who played the roles of students and the supervisor who observed the les-

son. These data can help to focus the teacher's attention on the effect of certain behaviors on the

class and to explain instances when the teacher's beh ivior as categorized by the observer does not
correspond to his intent.
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FEEDBACK SESSION

Immediate, comprehensive feedback is a significant aspect of the SKIT Model. The foul types of
data collected during the skill session can be made available to the teacher promptly in a follow-up
feedback session led by the supervisor of the training program. Further, because so much objective
data are available, the teacher can evaluate his own progress toward develo2ing a specific skill with
no need for criticism or negative comment from the supervisor.

The data collected by an Interaction Analysis observer, in particular, are presented to the teacher
either in a summary matrix or in basic data sheet form with key codings pinpointed. The supervisor
may help the teacher to determine from the data sheet the points at which his behavior in the skill
session did and did not coincide with the stated objective of the skill session. The teacher can use the
data to determine what further practice sessions are required.

After the teacher is familiar with the Interaction Analysis data, he may wish to have the audiotape
or videotape recording played back, so that he can examine certain points in the interaction. The
supervisor may help by using notes of his perceptions to focus the feedback session on specific in-
stances of desired or undesired behavior, stopping the tape at appropriate point. to discuss the rele-
vant behaviors with the teacher.

Students' perceptions of the effect of the teacher's behavior on the class can be written down and
given to the teacher on small slips of paper. These may also help to isolate particulat interaction pat-
terns to watch for during the playback of the tape recording.

PRACTICE

Practice is an essential element in any skill development program. Teachers can determine what fur-
ther work they require to develop a specific skill during the feedback session with the supervisor.
They may then decide to repeat the skill session in its entirety or to modify it so that they can focus
on one aspect of the skill they are trying to develop. Data are collected again dtaing the practice sas-
sions, and feedback sessions are held after each so that the teacher can evaluate his progress and de-
termine the need for further practice.

The skill sessions are coordinated with the categories in the basic Interaction Analysis category sys-
tem: that is. theme will be skill sessions (Skits) for each of the teacher-behavior categories, and each
Skit will have a number t.orresponding to the number of the Interaction Analysis category that in-
chides the behaviors to be practiced. In the explanation of each Skit the assumptions lying behind
the development of that Skit, as well as the purpose for including the Skit in the Manual. will be
given. A specific situation within which the specified skills can be practiced will also be described,
and various Modes of the behavior to he practiced will be listed as subcategories.


